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0
F O R E W O R D
The physics of the Higgs boson and especially the search for
this elusive particle have been the inspiration and motivation
of research for scientists for decades now. Its central part in the
context of the origin of mass has given rise to a public interest in
its discovery not only since Leon Lederman referred to the Higgs
boson as the God Particle in 1993.
In recent years, physicists have finally come close to the experi-
mental possibility of discovering this last missing building block
of matter in the Standard Model of particle physics. With the
mass of the Higgs boson being theoretically unknown, a search
is generally a difficult task. Indirect limits from electroweak pre-
cision measurements suggest that a light Higgs boson around
120 GeV is favored. Direct searches at the LEP experiment were
able to set a lower limit on the mass of the Higgs boson, yet
unsuccessful in proving its existence, at 114.4 GeV at 95% confi-
dence level (CL). The Tevatron accelerator at Fermilab with its
two detector experiments CDF and DØ approaches an amount of
collected data that could allow to reach sensitivity for observing
the Higgs boson over a broad range of potential mass points. In
2008 physicists from both experiments were able to exclude the
region of 162–166 GeV at 95% CL as a Higgs boson mass for the
first time since the LEP exclusion in 2001. Combining direct and
indirect constraints on the Higgs boson mass yields a region of
114.4–186 GeV as the preferred region for a Higgs boson in the
Standard Model.
Even if the mass of the Higgs boson is not predictable from the-
ory, it is however closely linked to the fate of the Standard Model.
There are two possible scenarios: The Higgs boson mass could
predict the Standard Model to be a theory only valid in describing
phenomena at the electroweak energy scale, giving rise to a vast
amount of theories for physics beyond the Standard Model, such
as Grand Unified Theories. It could, on the other hand, prove the
Standard Model to be valid up to highest energy scales such as
the Planck scale, therefore giving rise to theories of cosmological
inflation that could use the Higgs boson as an explanation for
the earliest stages in the expansion of our Universe. However, the
minimally coupled Higgs boson of the Standard Model cannot be
the particle responsible for cosmological inflation. But we are free
to investigate how to couple the Higgs boson to gravity. It has
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been shown recently that a non-minimally coupled Higgs boson
gives rise to a physically well motivated scenario of cosmological
inflation.
This present work will give an insight into both of the above
mentioned aspects of Higgs boson physics, a direct search in one
of the most favored channels at low mass, namely the associated
production with a W boson, and a study on theoretical implications
on the validity of the Standard Model at highest energy scales
and the link to models of cosmological inflation.
To be pedagogical in the description of this work and to give the
reader the most logical approach to the topic, this dissertation is
divided into three parts:
I Theory The first part will, in its first chapter, describe
the theoretical basics of the Standard Model and the mech-
anism that gives rise to the existence of the Higgs boson.
Following, the theoretical basis for Higgs searches at the
Tevatron will be laid out, especially for the search presented
in the second part of this work. In the second chapter, the
dependence of the validity of the Standard Model on the
Higgs mass will be evaluated. Implications on models of
cosmological inflation using the Higgs boson to explain
the evolution of the very early Universe will be studied in
conclusion of this part.
II Experiment The second part which represents the main
part of this dissertation will describe the direct search for a
low mass Higgs boson in associated production with a W
boson. It will start by describing the general environment
of the search, namely the DØ experiment at Fermilab, and
continue by explaining how we get from proton–antiproton
collisions to well described physics variables that finally
will allow us, in the absence of a signal excess, to constrain
limits on the Higgs boson production cross section on a
dataset of 5.3 fb−1 of integrated luminosity.
III Conclusion and Outlook This final part will summa-
rize the work presented in this dissertation and put it into
context of the research in this field in the years to come.
Furthermore, the combination of results across Tevatron
experiments and the recently started operation of the LHC
at CERN will be presented.
Results of this dissertation have been included in work recently
published in a conference note as a preliminary result based on
a subset of the analyzed data [1] and soon to be submitted to
Physics Letters B [2]. This work also contributed to the recent
Tevatron Higgs exclusion [3].
It is not so much our friends’ help that helps us
as the confident knowledge that they will help us.
— Epicurus (341 - 270 BC), Greek philosopher
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1
T H E S TA N D A R D M O D E L O F PA RT I C L E
P H Y S I C S
1.1 introduction
Describing the constituents of matter and their interactions has
been a goal of humankind for centuries. Already in the sixth
century BC the first ideas about the smallest units forming larger
structures arose in India [4]. Around 450 BC Democritus coined
the term ’atom’ [5] which is still in use today. It was not until
1967, leaving out many major milestones of discovery in nuclear
and particle physics of course, that our understanding of how to
describe elementary particles drastically improved. Combining
electromagnetic and weak interaction incorporating the Higgs
mechanism, the Standard Model of particle physics (SM) was
born. Until today, it is able to describe experimental phenom-
ena in the world of the small and elusive elementary particles
that modern experiments are now able to identify and measure1.
We will explain the Standard Model in all necessary detail to
understand its significance and the significance of the work pre-
sented in this thesis for the field of modern particle physics. This
chapter will introduce the elementary particles and their interac-
tions described by the SM. Following, the necessity of the Higgs
mechanism in the context of electroweak symmetry breaking and
the creation of mass will be outlaid. The chapter concludes with
an overview over Higgs searches, in particular at the Tevatron
collider.
1.2 elementary particles
As mentioned before, the SM describes the elementary particles
and their interactions. Before going into detail on the interactions
(see Sec. 1.3) we will first line out the elementary particles and
their structure. The constituents of matter can be grouped in two
big families, fermions and bosons obeying different statistical
laws. Bosons are particles with an integer spin number and are
often associated with quantum fields that are responsible for
particle interactions. Bosons obey the Bose-Einstein statistics. The
boson family consists of elementary bosons which are the carriers
of the fundamental forces (see Table 1) and composite bosons
1 We disregard flaws of the Standard Model in explaining e.g. neutrino masses
and other hints of new phenomena beyond the Standard Model.
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which are any kind of particles with integer spin, e.g. pions
(consisting of a quark and an anti-quark).
Force Electromagnetic Weak Strong Gravity
Boson γ W+,W−,Z gluon graviton
Table 1: The elementary bosons - carriers of the forces.
Fermions are particles with a half integer spin number. They
are the constituents of known matter in the Universe. Fermions
obey the Fermi-Dirac statistics and the Pauli exclusion principle
which states that two fermions can never be in the same quantum
physical state, i.e. do never have the same quantum numbers.
Fermions are divided into two main families, leptons and quarks,
both divided into three generations. The lepton family consists
of electrons e, muons µ and tauons τ which all carry an elec-
tric charge −1. They all have corresponding neutrinos ν which
are massless2 and free of charge. The quarks also split up into
three generations (up, down), (charm, strange) and (top, bottom)
which carry electric charges of (2/3, -1/3). Table 2 sums up some
important quantum numbers for the leptons and quarks of the
three generations.
1. Gen 2. Gen 3. Gen Q B L
Leptons e µ τ -1 0 1
νe νµ ντ 0 0 1
Quarks up charm top 2/3 1/3 0
down strange bottom -1/3 1/3 0
Table 2: The three fermion generations. All these elementary fermions
have spin 1/2, electric charge Q, baryon number B and lepton
number L.
All particles whether elementary or composite have antiparti-
cles. That is, particles with identical properties but opposite sign
of their quantum numbers and electric charge.
1.3 fundamental forces
Interaction among elementary particles can be classified into one
of four fundamental forces: the electromagnetic force, the weak
force, the strong force and gravity.
2 In the theory of the SM neutrinos are massless, yet there is evidence that
neutrinos do have a mass [6]. For the purpose of this work neutrinos can be
assumed to be massless.
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1.3.1 Electromagnetic Force
The electromagnetic force is the force responsible for all electro-
magnetic processes, its mediator is the photon. The symmetry
group describing this interaction is U(1), the coupling strength
is described by the electromagnetic coupling constant α ∼ 1/137.
As the force mediating photons travel with the speed of light and
do not decay, its range is ∞.
1.3.2 Weak Force
The weak force is responsible for nuclear processes like the β
decay, its mediators are the massive gauge bosons W±,Z. The
symmetry group for this interaction is SU(2), the typical field
strength is about a factor of 10−11 of that of the electromagnetic
force and 10−13 of the typical field strength of the strong force.
The typical range is of the order 10−3 fm. The coupling constant
g of the weak interaction is defined by the equation
GF√
2
=
g2
8M2W
(1.1)
where MW is the mass of the W boson and GF = 1.16637 · 10−5
GeV−2 is the Fermi constant. The weak force is the only inter-
action that can change flavor (the different elementary fermion
generations are called flavors, so changing an e into a µ or an (up,
down) into a (charm, strange) doublet would be a flavor changing
process). Weak interactions can also violate parity symmetry P as
well as charge conjugation parity symmetry CP [7].
The electromagnetic and weak interaction can be unified in the
electroweak theory (see Sec. 1.4).
1.3.3 Strong Force
The strong force is responsible for two kinds of phenomena. In-
teractions between quarks mediated via gluons, and the binding
force between protons and neutrons inside of nuclei. The latter is,
however, a ’long distance’ residual of the first case. The symmetry
group of the strong force is SU(3), its coupling strength is of O(1),
thus the name strong force, compared to the other fundamental
forces. The typical range of this force is of the order 1.5 fm. The
remarkable thing about the strong force is that it does not fade
with distance but instead becomes stronger. As a consequence,
quarks are "confined". They can never exist separately. As they
move apart the strong force becomes stronger with distance. If
their kinetic energy becomes large enough to separate them, a
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Figure 1: Confinement of Quarks: Two quarks move away from each
other. The strong force binding them together increases with
distance, illustrated by the strings in between them. If their
kinetic energy is, however, large enough to separate them, a
new quark and antiquark pair is created from the vacuum.
quark and an anti-quark pair are created from the vacuum. See
Fig. 1 for an illustration of this fact.
1.3.3.1 Quark colors
The theory of quarks and their interactions is fully described in
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) (see e.g. [8] for an introduc-
tion to QCD). The fact that quarks are never observed separately
and only in pairs of two or three quarks (due to the confinement),
forming hadrons, leads to a new quantum number. The corre-
sponding concept is called ’color’ charge of the quarks. There are
three colors (arbitrarily chosen as red, green and blue) and their
corresponding anticolors. In Nature, only color neutral objects
appear. That is, objects formed by red, green and blue (which by
definition equals neutral) or objects made of a certain color and
its anticolor. Gluons, the mediators of the quark interactions are
two-colored objects.
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1.3.3.2 Quark mixing, the CKM Matrix
To conserve the universality of the weak interaction, Nicola
Cabibbo introduced a concept that later led to the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. This matrix describes the probability
of a certain quark to decay into another. Mathematically, it con-
nects a vector of down-like quark mass eigenstates to a vector of
the down-like interaction partners of the up-like quarks:
 |d
′〉
|s ′〉
|b ′〉
 =
 |Vud| |Vus| |Vub||Vcd| |Vcs| |Vcb|
|Vtd| |Vts| |Vtb|

 |d〉|s〉
|b〉
 (1.2)
The most recent values for the matrix elements of the CKM matrix
can be found from the particle data group [9]:
VCKM =
 0.97419± 0.00022 0.2257± 0.0010 0.00359± 0.000160.2256± 0.0010 0.97334± 0.00023 0.0415+0.0010−0.0011
0.00874+0.00026−0.00037 0.0407± 0.0010 0.999133+0.000044−0.000043

(1.3)
The CKM matrix in general has a complex phase eiδ where δ
is the Kobayashi-Maskawa phase [10] which is responsible for
all CP violating phenomena in flavor changing processes in the
Standard Model [9]. CP violation was Kobayashi’s and Maskawa’s
initial motivation for an expansion of the original 2× 2 Cabbibo
matrix.
1.3.4 Gravity
General relativity is the fundamental theory of gravity. There
is, however, no fundamental theory of quantum gravity yet
and it is in particular not described by the Standard Model.
The range of this force is ∞ and it is weaker than the other
forces (FC(H-Atom)/FG(H-Atom) = e
2
GNmpme
 1 with FC the
Coulomb force coming from the electroweak force, FG the gravita-
tional force, e the elementary charge,GN = 6.67 ·10−11m3kg−1s−2
the gravitational constant, mp and me the mass of the proton and
electron, respectively). We will add further details in the relevant
places in later chapters as gravity becomes important again at the
Planck scale.
1.4 electroweak theory and spontaneous symmetry
breaking
In 1979 the work of Abdus Salam, Sheldon Glashow and Steven
Weinberg was rewarded with the Nobel Prize in Physics "for
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their contributions to the theory of the unified weak and elec-
tromagnetic interaction between elementary particles" [11]. They
founded a theory which unifies the electromagnetic and weak in-
teractions into one theoretical description called the electroweak
interaction. Experimentally, the existence of the electroweak force
was established by the discovery of neutral currents in neutrino
scattering and the discovery of the W and Z bosons (by the UA1
and UA2 experiments at CERN in 1983). According to the sym-
metry groups of the two interactions, the new symmetry group
of the combined interaction is SU(2)L×U(1)Y . The gauge bosons
of this group are the photon and the W and Z bosons. The index
L indicates that only left-handed fermions interact weakly. Y de-
notes the weak hypercharge defined as Y ≡ 2(Q− T3) where Q
is the electric charge and T3 is the third component of the weak
isospin. T3 is a conserved quantum number within the weak
interaction. The Lagrangian describing the interactions of the
fermions and the bosons has the following form
Lew =−
1
4
Gµν ·Gµν − 1
4
FµνFµν
+
∑
k
Ψ¯kiγ
µDµΨk (1.4)
Gµν denotes the field tensor
Gµν = ∂µWν − ∂νWµ + ig[Wµ,Wν] (1.5)
with Wµ = τ
l
2W
l
µ, Wlµ being an isotriplet of gauge fields and
τl
2
being the generators of the weak symmetry group SU(2), where
τl denotes the Pauli matrices. The dot product denotes a scalar
product in SU(2) space. The field tensor Fµν = ∂µBν − ∂µBν
where Bµ is the vector field associated with the U(1) hypercharge
Y.
Ψk is the fermion spinor given by the doublets
Ψk =
(
νkL
ekL
)
or
(
ukL
d ′kL
)
(1.6)
in SU(2) space for the left handed fields of the kth fermionic
family of leptons and quarks and by the SU(2) singlets
Ψk = ekR or qkR (1.7)
for the right handed partners. Here, the index k denotes (νe, e),
(νµ, µ) and (ντ, τ) in the case of leptons and (u,d’), (c,s’) and
(t,b’) in the case of quarks.
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Interactions between fermions and gauge bosons are defined by
the covariant derivatives
DµΨk =
(
∂µ + ig
τl
2
Wlµ + ig
′ 1
2
ykBµ
)
Ψk (1.8)
with yk being the hypercharge of Ψk. g is the coupling strength
of the weak isotriplet gauge field Wlµ to the fermion spinor, g’ is
the coupling strength of the vector field Bµ to the fermion spinor.
The following equations identify the terms in the Lagrangian
of Eq. 1.4, Wlµand Bµ, with the gauge bosons, W± and Zµ, and
the photon field Aµ:
W±µ =
1√
2
(
W1µ ∓W2µ
)
(1.9)
Zµ = − sin θWBµ + cos θWW3µ (1.10)
Aµ = cos θWBµ + sin θWW3µ (1.11)
where θW = g/
√
g2 + g ′2 is the Weinberg angle which is a mea-
sure for the mixing of the Wlµ and Bµ terms.
So far, the electroweak Lagrangian correctly describes the inter-
actions between the fermions and between fermions and gauge
bosons. However, this Lagrangian can only describe massless
particles which is not what we observe in Nature.
1.4.1 The Higgs mechanism
To solve the problem of theoretically massless bosons and fermions,
the Higgs mechanism offers a gauge invariant way of introducing
the concept of mass to such "massless" theory. Adding a simple
mass term like m2WW
†
µW
µ would violate gauge invariance, so
we need instead to introduce an additional SU(2) doublet
φ =
(
φ+
φ0
)
(1.12)
where φ+ and φ0 are complex fields defined by their real com-
ponents φ1, . . . ,φ4:
φ+ =
φ1 + iφ2√
2
(1.13)
φ0 =
φ3 + iφ4√
2
. (1.14)
The corresponding Lagrangian has the form
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Lφ = (Dµφ)
† (Dµφ) − V(φ) (1.15)
with V(φ) the potential of the field defined as
V(φ) = µ2φ†φ− λ
(
φ†φ
)2
. (1.16)
This potential has a minimum for µ2 < 0 at (1.18)
φ†φ = φ+∗φ+ +φ0∗φ0 =
φ21 +φ
2
2 +φ
2
3 +φ
2
4
2
(1.17)
=
−µ2
2λ
=
v2
2
. (1.18)
Only because for µ2 < 0 the potential V(φ) has a minimum at
φ 6= 0, a non-zero ground state of the vacuum, spontaneous
symmetry breaking can occur. For µ2 > 0, V(φ) has its minimum
at φ = 0 and no spontaneous symmetry breaking would even
occur, therefore we do not further consider this case as we would
end up where we started, a theory with massless particles.
Looking at Eq. 1.17 we see that the choice of the minimum is not
unique, so we have to choose a direction in SU(2) space, leaving
us with the vacuum ground state φ0,
φ0 =
1√
2
(
0
v
)
(1.19)
which corresponds to the choice φ1 = φ2 = φ4 = 0 and φ3 = v.
Looking at Eq. 1.15, the terms from the derivative contain a
contribution proportional to W−µW+ν v2g2 which can be identified
with a mass term:
m2W ∝ g2v2
⇒ v2 = 4m
2
W
g2
= 246GeV (1.20)
The full Lagrangian of the electroweak theory incorporating the
Higgs mechanism has the form [12]:
Lew =−
1
4
Gµν ·Gµν − 1
4
FµνFµν
+m2WW
†
µW
µ
(
1+
ϕ
v
)2
+
1
2
m2zZµZ
µ
(
1+
ϕ
v
)2
(1.21)
+
∑
k
Ψ¯kiγ
µDµΨk +LY
+
1
2
(∂µϕ)(∂µϕ) −
1
2
m2Hϕ
2
(
1+
ϕ
v
+
1
4
(ϕ
v
)2)
.
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mW and mZ are the masses of the W and Z bosons, respectively.
ϕ is the scalar Higgs field and v its vacuum expectation value.
Fµν can now be identified with the electromagnetic field Fµν =
∂µAν − ∂νAµ. LY is the Yukawa term of the Lagrangian that
generates the Fermion masses by coupling to the Higgs field:
LY =− (gee¯ReL + gµµ¯RµL + gττ¯RτL
+ gdd¯RdL + gss¯RsL + gbb¯RbL
+ guu¯RuL + gcc¯RcL + gtt¯RtL + h.c.)
v√
2
(
1+
ϕ
v
)
(1.22)
1.5 quantum chromodynamics
The theory of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) describes the
strong force, i.e. the dynamics of quarks and gluons, the media-
tors of the strong force. The QCD Lagrangian is of the following
form [13]
LQCD =−
1
4
Gµνa G
a
µν + i
n∑
j=1
ψ¯αj γ
µ(Dµ)αβΨ
β
j (1.23)
−
n∑
j=1
mjψ¯
α
j Ψj,α (1.24)
where Gaµν = −∂µAaν∂µAνa + gQCDfabcAbµAcν (a = 1, . . . , 8) are the
Yang-Mills field strengths and the Aaµ are the gluon fields. Ψj
is the quark field of flavor j. The covariant derivative acting on
the quark color components is defined as (Dµ)αβ = ∂αβ∂µ −
ig
∑
a
1
2λ
a
αβA
a
µ where α, β are the color indices and λaαβ are the
eight 3× 3 color matrices, also often referred to as the Gell-Mann
matrices. fabc are the real structure constants and gQCD is the QCD
gauge coupling that sets the strength of the gluon self interaction.
1.6 the standard model
The Standard Model is the combination of the previously dis-
cussed theories of electroweak and strong interaction. Its La-
grangian has the symmetry group SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y where
c denotes the color index of QCD, L denotes the fact that only
left-handed fermions participate in the weak interaction and Y
represents the hypercharge. After spontaneous symmetry break-
ing, at energies smaller ∼ O(100GeV) which is the mass scale of
the W and Z bosons, part of this symmetry group is reduced.
SU(2)L ×U(1)Y becomes U(1)em which is the usual group of
classical QED.
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In total, the SM contains 19 free parameters, which is a main rea-
son for the criticism that the SM cannot be a truly fundamental
theory. One of these parameters is the mass of the Higgs boson,
which is not determined by theory. Proving its existence is a
crucial step in proving the validity of the SM.
Given the vacuum expectation value of the field
〈φ〉 = 1√
2
(
0
v
)
(1.25)
perturbative calculations around the vacuum at φ = ±v lead to a
space time dependent field fluctuation ϕ
φ =
1√
2
(
0
v+ϕ
)
(1.26)
which is interpreted as the Higgs boson. The Higgs potential
after symmetry breaking becomes [14]
V(φ) = −
µ4
4λ
− µ2ϕ2 + λvϕ3 +
λ
4
ϕ4 (1.27)
The tree level mass of the Higgs boson can then be read from the
second term in V
mH =
√
−2µ2 =
√
2λv (1.28)
As λ is a free parameter, the mass of the Higgs boson has a priori
no constraints from SM theory.
2
T H E H I G G S B O S O N
2.1 constraints on the higgs boson mass
The hunt for the Higgs boson will be explained in much detail
in the second part of this work (see Chapter 4) discussing the
search in associated production with a W boson in the low mass
region (< 150 GeV). This chapter will give an introduction into
the general framework of making predictions and possibly ex-
clusions of certain mass regions of the Higgs boson. This section
will go over other direct searches previously performed at the
LEP experiment at CERN, summarize indirect constraints from
electroweak precision measurements of other quantities such as
the top quark or the mass of the W boson and conclude with the
theoretical framework of Higgs boson production at the Tevatron
and the reasoning for choosing a specific event topology, and
production and decay channel for the Higgs search presented in
the later chapters of this work.
2.1.1 Direct Searches at LEP
The hunt for the Higgs boson has been an active field of research
for the last twenty years. The Large Electron-Positron Collider
(LEP) at CERN has been searching for direct evidence in electron
positron collisions from 1989 until it was shut down in 2000 to be
replaced by the Large Hadron Collider which just recently started
operating. LEP operated at a final center of mass energy of 209
GeV. The main search channel was the Higgsstrahlung process
e+e− → HZ with smaller contributions from WW/ZZ fusion
(e+e− → νeν¯eH/e+e−H). These direct Higgs boson searches
performed at LEP could exclude the mass range for the Standard
Model Higgs boson up to a mass of mH > 114.4GeV at a CL of
95% (Fig. 2).
2.1.2 Indirect constraints from EW Precision Measurements
There are several ways to get constraints on the Higgs mass
despite the general lack of prediction from theory, the first of
which comes from one-loop electroweak radiative corrections.
The Higgs boson contributes to radiative corrections on the top
quark and W boson masses. Therefore, precision measurements
of electroweak parameters, like the top quark and W boson
masses or the Weinberg angle θW of the W and Z boson mixing
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Figure 2: Confidence level for the signal plus background hypothesis.
Solid line: observation; dashed line: median background ex-
pectation. The green (dark) and yellow (light) shaded bands
around the median expected line correspond to the 68% and
95% probability bands. The intersection of the horizontal line
for CLs = 0.05 with the observed curve is used to define the
95% confidence level lower bound on the mass of the Standard
Model Higgs boson. [15]
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W-Boson Mass  [GeV]
mW  [GeV]
80 80.2 80.4 80.6
c
2/DoF: 0.9 / 1
TEVATRON 80.420 ± 0.031
LEP2 80.376 ± 0.033
Average 80.399 ± 0.023
NuTeV 80.136 ± 0.084
LEP1/SLD 80.363 ± 0.032
LEP1/SLD/mt 80.365 ± 0.020
July 2010
Figure 3: Measurements of the W mass at the LEP and Tevatron collider
and their combined average. [16]
can put constraints on the Higgs boson mass. An important
quantity is the electroweak parameter ρ
ρ =
m2W
m2Z
(1− sin2θW) = 1+∆r. (2.1)
Expressing ∆r in terms of the top quark, W and Higgs boson
masses yields
∆r =
3GF
8pi2
√
2
m2t +
√
2GF
16pi2
m2t
[
11
3
ln
(
m2H
m2W
)
+ · · ·
]
+ · · ·
(2.2)
and therefore relates mt, mW and mZ with mH. Experiments
at the LEP and Tevatron colliders have measured the top quark
(Tevatron only) and W and Z boson masses with high precision.
Fig. 3 shows measurements and the combined average for the
W mass, Fig. 4 shows the same plot for the top quark mass,
respectively.
Combining all this information leads to a ∆χ2 fit of the Higgs
boson mass (Fig. 5). The preferred value for the Higgs boson
mass is therefore at 87 GeV (corresponding to the minimum of
the fitting curve), with an uncertainty of +35 GeV and -26 GeV (at
a 68% CL1, derived from ∆χ2 = 1 for the black line, not taking
1 See Sec. 7.4 for details on confidence limits.
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Top-Quark Mass   [GeV]
mt   [GeV]
160 170 180 190
c
2/DoF: 6.1 / 10
CDF 173.0 ± 1.2
D˘ 174.2 ± 1.7
Average 173.3 ± 1.10
LEP1/SLD 172.6 +  13.3
-   10.2
LEP1/SLD/mW/G W 179.2 
+  11.5
-    8.5
July 2010
Figure 4: Measurements of the top quark mass at the LEP and Tevatron
collider and their combined average. [16]
into account the theoretical uncertainty shown as a blue band in
the plot). This is not a proof that the SM Higgs boson actually
exists. However, if it exists, it gives an idea for the mass range in
which we expect it.
From precision electroweak measurements alone, we obtain a
single sided upper limit on the Higgs boson mass of mH < 157
GeV at 95% CL, derived from ∆χ2 = 2.7 for the blue band in the
plot, when including both the experimental and the theoretical
uncertainties. When the direct exclusion from the LEP experi-
ment (mH > 114.4 GeV) is included in the calculation, this limit
increases to mH < 186 GeV (the LEP exclusion is represented by
the lower yellow band in Fig.5).
2.1.3 Combining Direct and Indirect Constraints
The information from direct exclusions at LEP and Tevatron and
indirect constraints from electroweak precision measurements
can be combined in a global statistical interpretation of the results,
as presented in [17] using the GFitter package [18]. This combi-
nation yields a preferred Higgs boson mass of mH = 119.1+13.5−4.0
GeV. The corresponding fit, taking into account theoretical and
experimental uncertainties and the excluded mass regions from
both experiments is shown in Fig. 6. This result favors a low mass
Higgs boson.
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July 2010 mLimit = 158 GeV
Figure 5: ∆χ2 fit to the Higgs boson mass from electroweak precision
measurements. The blue band represents theoretical uncer-
tainties to the fit. The lower yellow band represents the LEP
exclusion up to a Higgs mass of 114.4 GeV, the yellow band to
the right represents the Tevatron exclusion of Higgs masses
between 162-166 GeV. Both exclusions are made at a 95% CL.
[16]
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Figure 6: ∆χ2 fit to the Standard Model Higgs boson mass from elec-
troweak precision measurements using the Gfitter package.
The solid (dashed) lines give the results when including (ig-
noring) theoretical errors. This fit yields a preferred Higgs
boson mass of mH = 119.1+13.5−4.0 GeV. [18]
Figure 7: Feynman diagram for gluon fusion Higgs boson production.
2.2 higgs searches at the tevatron
At the Tevatron, protons and antiprotons are brought to collision
at a center of mass energy of 1.96 TeV. For the production of SM
Higgs bosons, this leads to four dominant production channels
and the corresponding Feynman diagrams:
1. Gluon–gluon fusion, Fig. 7.
2. Vector boson fusion, Fig. 8.
3. Associated production with a W boson, Fig. 9.
4. Associated production with a Z boson, Fig. 9.
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Figure 8: Feynman diagram for vector boson fusion Higgs boson pro-
duction.
Figure 9: Feynman diagram for production of a Higgs boson in associa-
tion with a W boson.
Fig. 10 illustrates the production rates for the different channels
at the Tevatron. Gluon–gluon fusion is the dominant channel over
the whole mass range having however one major drawback that
will become clear once we look at decay channels. The second
best channels for Higgs production at the Tevatron, almost one
order of magnitude smaller, are the associated productions with
a W or a Z boson. These channels are in fact the most prominent
ones for Higgs searches at low mass.
Fig. 11 shows the equivalent plot for decay rates comparing
branching ratios of the SM Higgs boson. In the low mass region
< 140 GeV the Higgs boson dominantly decays into a pair of
b quarks. At high mass 140 < MH < 200 GeV the dominant
decay channel is the decay into a pair of W bosons. We know
from the LEP and Tevatron exclusion and indirect constraints
that the Higgs boson is favored to be in the low mass region.
Therefore, we look again at final states containing a pair of b
quarks. Considering now a Higgs boson production via gluon–
gluon fusion (which has a cross section of ∼ 1 pb), we see the
emerging problem of backgrounds from direct bb¯ production
which has a production cross section of 10µb. Therefore, it is
almost impossible to detect a Higgs boson signature in this chan-
nel. Associated production offers the possibility to nonetheless
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Figure 10: Production cross sections for the SM Higgs boson at the
Tevatron. The dominant production channels for SM Higgs
production are gluon-gluon fusion (green), associated pro-
duction with a W/Z boson (red) and vector boson fusion
(cyan). [19]
conduct a Higgs boson search at low mass. The additional signa-
ture of the decaying W or Z boson helps identifying the desired
event topology in the final state and reducing the backgrounds.
With a preferred Higgs mass in the low mass region (as seen
in Sec.2.1.3) and the highest production cross section in the WH
channel, as a channel with manageable background contributions,
the search for a Higgs boson in the WH → `νbb¯ channel is the
most logical choice at a Tevatron experiment. The direct search
in this channel on a dataset of 5.3fb−1 will be presented in Ch.7.
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Figure 11: Branching ratios for the SM Higgs boson at the Tevatron.
The dominant decay channel at low mass is the decay into a
pair of b quarks (red) and into a pair of W bosons at high
mass (pink). [20]
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I M P L I C AT I O N S O F T H E H I G G S B O S O N M A S S
F O R T H E E X T R A P O L AT I O N O F T H E
S TA N D A R D M O D E L T O H I G H E S T E N E R G I E S
A N D F O R C O S M O L O G Y
To be able to assess the domain of validity of the Standard Model,
it is interesting to test the validity of the Higgs mechanism up to
high energy scales. If we imagine that the SM was actually valid
up to the scale of Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) (O(1016GeV))
or even the Planck scale (O(1019)GeV), this would immediately
rise another interesting question. Namely, its direct implications
to the field of GUTs and cosmology. An SM valid up to these
scales could in the first case effectively rule out several theo-
retically developed GUTs, as it could, in the latter case, be the
foundation of theories of inflation using the Higgs as the inflaton
(the particle giving rise to inflation). We will discuss these possi-
ble consequences in more detail in Sec. 3.3.2.
The possibility of making these predictions only arises with the
study of the renormalization group equations (RGEs) of some
fundamental parameters of the Standard Model. This chapter will
start by explaining the meaning of renormalization in general,
then go over the use of RGEs, explain algorithms used to solve
these equations and then present the work performed. We want
to have a look at the quark Yukawa couplings as a measure of
the coupling strength of the Higgs boson to the quarks. This will
be a crucial step in predicting possible consequences arising for
cosmology. For years, text books and articles have been simplify-
ing their calculations with the claim that all other quark Yukawa
couplings are negligible compared to the top quark coupling. We
will show whether this claim holds true, not only using latest
experimental values for the masses of the quarks, but also study-
ing the behavior of the couplings up to high scales and therefore
important for cosmology. Finally, we will look at the validity
of the SM which strongly depends on the Higgs boson mass,
describe different scenarios for the fate of the SM and conclude
with implications for theories of cosmological inflation.
3.1 renormalization
When the theory of quantum electrodynamics was developed in
the 1930’s the problem arose that many integrals in the perturba-
tive1 calculations were divergent. In Feynman diagrams, closed
1 See e.g. [21] for an introduction to perturbation theory.
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loops can represent virtual particles. To calculate the amplitude
of the loop process, all possible combinations of energy and mo-
mentum traveling around the loop have to be integrated over.
The virtual particles can have almost arbitrarily large momenta.
These cases can also involve ultraviolet (UV) divergences (often
logarithmically divergent). To get rid of these divergences when
integrating up to ∞, a cutoff Λ is introduced into the calculation.
This method is called regularization of the theory. This is a valid
approach as long as it is assured that the scale of the cutoff is
sufficiently large, no symmetries of the theory are violated and
results for physical measurements do not depend on Λ.
So how do we make the newly introduced cutoff vanish from the
equations of the theory?
This brings us to the term of ’running couplings’. The coupling
constants which appear in the Lagrangian are often called ’bare
couplings’. Experiments always measure the sum of the bare
couplings and all contributions from loop interactions. Absorb-
ing large and Λ dependent corrections to measured quantities
into the couplings is called ’renormalization’ of the theory. An
arbitrary scale µ is introduced so that couplings only depend on
this scale and (at least for µ  m) not on the physical mass of
any particles under study. For this to become a useful approach
we need to know how the running coupling evolves as a function
of the scale µ. This leads to the so-called ’β functions’ of renor-
malization theory or ’renormalization group equations’ (RGEs)2.
These are essentially derivatives of the renormalized couplings
with respect to µ. The β functions then allow to get equations at a
physical measurable scale (e.g. µ = mZ where mZ is the mass of
the Z boson, a typical energy scale for accelerator experiments).
We now have a theory which allows us to make predictions for
measurable quantities at arbitrary energy scales avoiding any
logarithmic divergences arising from loop corrections. This pow-
erful tool makes it possible to match theoretical predictions with
experimental results and make theoretical predictions of physics
at high energy scales. These predictions are interesting from the
cosmological point of view for models of cosmic inflation as well
as for the validity of the SM and the possibility of new physical
phenomena at scales electroweak scale.
3.2 evolution of the quark yukawa couplings
Eq. 3.1 is the general form of an up-like Yukawa coupling renor-
malization group equation at one loop [23]:
2 See [22] for a hands-on description of how to derive the β functions.
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16
pi2
gu
dgu
ds
=
3
2
g2u −
3
2
∑
i
g2i |Vui|
2 +
∑
n
g2n
−
3
4
(
3g2 + g ′2
)
−
2
3
g ′2 − 8g2QCD, (3.1)
where s = ln(µ/mZ), i = (d, s,b) runs over all down-like quark
flavors and n runs over all quark flavors, including colors, as well
as all lepton flavors. The index u can be read as a placeholder
for any of the up-like quarks (u, c or t). gu is the up-like quark
Yukawa coupling, g, g ′ and gQCD are the gauge couplings. Vui
is the uith element of the CKM matrix [9]. Accordingly, Eq. 3.2
is the RGE for a down-like quark Yukawa coupling gd, where
j = (u, c, t) runs over all up-like quark flavors and n runs over all
quark flavors, including colors, as well as all lepton flavors. The
index d can be read as a placeholder for any of the down-like
quarks (d, s or b).
16
pi2
gd
dgd
ds
=
3
2
g2d −
3
2
∑
j
g2j |Vjd|
2 +
∑
n
g2n
−
3
4
(
3g2 + g ′2
)
+
1
3
g ′2 − 8g2QCD. (3.2)
To get the final form of the coupled differential equations for
the top, bottom, charm and strange quark Yukawa couplings, we
neglect the coupling of the up and down quark as well as the
lepton couplings. Judging from their masses, the τ would be of
the same order of magnitude as the charm quark and the µ of
the order of the strange quark. The assumptions to neglect these
couplings in the sum of Eqn. 3.1 and 3.2 will be justified by the
outcome of this analysis, as the couplings scale with the masses
of the corresponding particles. Eqn. 3.3 - 3.6 are the emerging
quark Yukawa coupling RGEs.
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(3.4)
16
pi2
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dgc
ds
=
9
2
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(
3−
3
2
(Vcb)
2
)
g2b
+
(
3−
3
2
(Vcs)
2
)
g2s −
(
9
4
g2 +
17
12
g ′2 + 8g2QCD
)
(3.5)
16
pi2
gs
dgs
ds
=
9
2
g2s +
(
3−
3
2
(Vts)
2
)
g2t
+
(
3−
3
2
(Vcs)
2
)
g2c −
(
9
4
g2 +
5
12
g ′2 + 8g2QCD
)
(3.6)
Solving these equations also requires the knowledge of the three
gauge coupling RGEs for g, g ′ and gQCD at one loop [24], Eqn. 3.7
- 3.9.
16pi2
dg
ds
= −
19
6
g3 (3.7)
16pi2
dg ′
ds
=
41
6
g ′3 (3.8)
16pi2
gQCD
ds
= −7g3QCD (3.9)
Eq. 3.3 - 3.9 are simultaneously solved using a Runge-Kutta
method with adaptive step size. We explain this method in some
detail in Excerpt 3.2.1.
3.2.1 Excerpt: Runge-Kutta method
The problem of solving ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
is a common problem in many fields of science. Computer sci-
ence provides us with simple yet powerful algorithms to solve
these equations in approximative ways up to a desired accuracy.
Among these algorithms the Runge-Kutta method is probably the
most common one. If we are to solve a system of N coupled first
order differential equations for the functions yi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,N in
the general form
dyi(x)
dx
= f ′i (x,y1, . . . ,yN) (3.10)
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where the functions f ′i are the known derivatives of the yi’s, the
Runge-Kutta method [25] is an advancement of the Euler method.
The Euler method of solving ODEs is to evolve a solution from a
point xn to xn+1 ≡ xn + L through the interval L:
yn+1 = yn + Lf
′(xn,yn). (3.11)
This clearly has the disadvantage of using the derivative at the
beginning of the interval to evolve the equation through the
whole interval. The Runge-Kutta method, however, advances
only to the midpoint of the interval, takes the derivative at that
point and uses this information for the evolution throughout the
whole interval:
l1 = Lf
′(xn,yn)
l2 = Lf
′(xn +
1
2
L,yn +
1
2
l1) (3.12)
yn+1 = yn + l2 +O(L
3)
The error term shows that this method is of second order. To
further advance this technique we go to the fourth order Runge-
Kutta method:
l1 = Lf
′(xn,yn)
l2 = Lf
′(xn +
1
2
L,yn +
1
2
l1)
l3 = Lf
′(xn +
1
2
L,yn +
1
2
l2) (3.13)
l4 = Lf
′(xn + L,yn + l3)
yn+1 = yn +
l1
6
+
l2
3
+
l3
3
+
l4
6
+O(L5)
The accuracy of the fourth order method is generally higher than
the second order method. To further increase the accuracy of the
solution without largely increasing the computing time the size
of the interval can be changed adaptively. This is called adaptive
step size control. In every step the desired accuracy (this generally
means that the quantities described by the differential equations
are within their allowed errors) is compared to the accuracy of the
last step performed in the calculation. If the achieved accuracy
of the solution in the interval of the step size is worse that the
desired accuracy, the step will be repeated with smaller step
size. In case the achieved accuracy is better than the desired, the
next step will be performed with a larger step size. This way,
interesting or ’wilder’ intervals will get smaller step sizes and
therefore the same accuracy as intervals in which the differential
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equations behave more ’smooth’ which means that larger step
sizes are sufficient.
In Fig. 12a the evolution of the quark Yukawa couplings is
shown up to the Planck scale in a linear-log scale, Fig. 12b shows
the same plot in log-log scale.
These plots were made using the quark masses listed in Table 3.
Quark mass [GeV] ± error Ratio to the top quark mass
Top 171.3± 1.1± 1.2 1
Bottom 4.2+0.17−0.07 40.8± 1.10
Charm 1.27+0.07−0.11 134.8± 9.87
Strange 0.105+0.025−0.035 1646.2± 521.90
Table 3: Quark masses and their errors from the 2009 PDG booklet
update [26], and their ratios in comparison to the top quark
mass.
Fig. 13 shows the ratio of the top quark Yukawa coupling to
the other quark Yukawa couplings on a log-log scale. The bottom
coupling is about a factor of 40 smaller than the top coupling,
the charm coupling more than a factor of 100 and the strange
coupling more than a factor of 1000, respectively. Comparing
these numbers to the ratios in Table 3, we clearly see that the
couplings scale with their masses to a good approximation.
These plots allow to back up the general assumption that com-
pared to the top quark Yukawa coupling the other quark Yukawa
couplings are negligible due to their low mass.
The running of the gauge couplings can equally be simulated
up to the Planck scale. Fig. 14 shows the evolution of g, g ′ and
gQCD. Around a scale of O(17)GeV the gauge couplings get very
close but do not unify. According to GUTs, the couplings could
unify in a case where the SM is not an accurate theory up to
energies of the Planck scale. The next section will elaborate on
this topic.
3.3 validity of the standard model
The mass of the Higgs boson is a crucial parameter for the va-
lidity of the SM. There are two possible scenarios that limit the
Higgs sector of the SM from surviving up to the scale of the
reduced Planck mass (mPl = 1√8piG = 2.43× 1018GeV , where G
is the gravitational constant). At this scale (maybe even earlier)
quantum gravity effects are believed to appear [27, 28]. In the
first scenario, for a large Higgs mass mH > 170GeV, the RGEs
lead to a quartic Higgs self coupling that becomes too large to
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Figure 12: The evolution of the quark Yukawa couplings is shown over
the cutoff scale Λ (the electroweak scale is of O(102GeV), the
Planck scale of O(1019GeV).
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Figure 14: Evolution of the gauge couplings g, g ′ and gQCD up to the
Planck scale of O(1019GeV).
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be accurately described by perturbation theory. This is often de-
noted as the non-perturbative regime for the Higgs coupling λ
occurring at some scale Λ < mPl yielding either a new kind of
non-perturbative physics at a scale ∼ Λ or new physics at a scale
< Λ that keeps λ from becoming divergent [29].
If, however, mH is rather small (6 130GeV), the RGEs will cause
λ to become negative for some Higgs field value Λ < mPl. In this
scenario the electroweak vacuum would only be a local minimum
and there would be an additional new minimum at a scale > Λ
which would be potentially dangerous as it would make the
vacuum become unstable (see also Sec. 3.3.2).
3.3.1 Calculating the Higgs mass bounds
In the SM conventions the renormalization group improved ef-
fective potential for the real Higgs field ϕ can be written in the
’t Hooft-Landau gauge and the MS renormalization scheme as
[30]:
V[µ(s),gi(s),ϕ(s)] ≡ V0 + V1 + . . . , (3.14)
with gi running over all couplings. V0 and V1 denote the tree
level potential and the one-loop correction. They are given by
V0 = −
1
2
m2(s)ϕ2(s) +
1
4!
λ(s)ϕ4(s) +ΩC (3.15)
V1 =
∑
i
ni
(8pi)2
m4i (ϕ)
[
log
m2i (ϕ)
µ2
− ci
]
(3.16)
where the sum goes over all Higgs dependent masses mi(ϕ) (W,
Z, Higgs and Goldstone bosons, fermions) having ni degrees of
freedom (with a negative value for fermions). ci denotes a factor
5/6 for gauge bosons and 3/2 for scalars and fermions. ΩC is a
constant term for the cosmological constant which is of no further
interest in our calculations and will be neglected in the following.
A good approximation for the effective Higgs potential at highest
energies is, according to a paper from J. Ellis et al. [29],
V(ϕ) =
λ(ϕ)
4!
ϕ4, (3.17)
with the argument that the effective Higgs potential V is scale
independent and therefore allows to fix the renormalization scale
µ at will for different values of the Higgs field ϕ. As we mainly
focus on large values of the field, it is justified to set µ equal to ϕ.
Hereby, also the bilinear term becomes negligible. The running
quartic Higgs coupling λ(ϕ) absorbs the large logarithms and
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includes a one loop finite non logarithmic piece. For now, we will
follow the train of thought of the quoted paper presenting the
results leading to significant statements about the validity of the
SM. In Sec. 3.3.1.1, we will however present some criticism to the
approximations made.
The RGE for λ [24] reads:
16pi2
dλ
ds
=
27
4
g4 +
9
2
g ′2g2 − 9λg2 +
9
4
g ′4
− 36g4t + 4λ
2 − 3g ′2λ+ 12g2tλ (3.18)
To calculate the perturbativity bound (where perturbation theory
for λ starts to fail) we take a look at two conditions, λpb(Λ) =
pi, 2 pi [31]. These two values correspond to a two loop correction
to the one loop β function of λ of approximately 25% (where
the perturbative expansion is still meaningful) and a two loop
correction of about 50% [29], respectively, represented by the blue
(bold) upper lines in Fig. 15.
The stability bound, the region where the electroweak vacuum
becomes unstable, is marked by the shaded bands at the bottom
of Fig. 15. The SM potential of the Higgs field develops an addi-
tional deeper minimum at a scale Λ, higher than the electroweak
scale. This implies that λ(µ) becomes negative at a certain scale
µ 6 Λ causing the possible instability of the potential.
In between the two scenarios the SM does survive up to highest
energy scales. In this region the SM would actually be valid up
to the Planck scale (O(1029)). Sec. 3.3.2 lines out the possible
consequences.
However, of the possible Higgs masses that could lead to such
a survival scenario, there are already some excluded mass regions
from direct Higgs searches. The gray zones in Fig. 15 represent
the LEP exclusion from 2003 (Higgs mass excluded up to 114 GeV
at a 95% confidence level (CL)) and the Tevatron exclusion from
March 2009 (Higgs mass excluded between 160 and 170 GeV at
95% CL).
Fig. 16 illustrates the behavior of the quartic Higgs coupling
λ for the different scenarios depending on the Higgs mass. Per-
turbation theory starts failing from a mass of 170 GeV upwards
where λ becomes larger with increasing scale. Therefore it can
soon no longer be treated as a small parameter that can be de-
scribed by perturbation theory. If the Higgs mass is lower than
130 GeV λ will soon become negative at a scale Λ < mPl. Only in
the region between the two scenarios outlined above, λ remains
positive yet small and therefore the SM would remain to be a
valid theory up to mPl.
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Figure 15: This plot is taken from [29]. It shows at which scale Λ the
SM RGEs cause the quartic Higgs coupling λ to become too
large to be described by perturbation theory and at which
scale the electroweak vacuum becomes unstable, depending
on the mass of the Higgs boson. The upper blue (bold)
lines represent the perturbativity bound for λ = pi (lower
line) and λ = 2 pi (upper line). The vacuum stability bounds
are represented by the three bands at the bottom of the
plot. The green (light shaded) band represents the absolute
vacuum stability bound, the blue and red (medium and
dark shaded) bands represent the less restrictive finite and
zero temperature metastability bounds, respectively (not
discussed in this work). The gray covered bands represent
the LEP [32] and Tevatron [33] exclusions for the Higgs boson
mass.
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Figure 16: The behavior of the quartic Higgs coupling λ is illustrated
depending on different Higgs masses. For Higgs masses be-
tween 110 and 120 GeV λ becomes negative at scales between
107 to 1010 GeV. In the region between 130 and 160 GeV λ
remains positive and relatively small (so perturbation theory
still applies) up to the Planck scale ∼ O(1019). For Higgs
masses greater than 170 GeV λ diverges and can no longer
be described by perturbation theory. The divergence starts at
lower scales in cases with a higher Higgs mass.
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3.3.1.1 Criticism
The approximation made earlier in Sec. 3.3.1 in reducing the
effective Higgs potential to its tree level component, see Eq. 3.17,
seems justified at first sight, following the above mentioned rea-
soning for high values of the potential. We, however, explicitly
calculate the ratio of the tree level component to the full potential
including the one loop correction to check the validity of the
assumption.
ratio =
V0
V0 + V1
, (3.19)
where V0 and V1 are the tree level and one loop contributions to
the Higgs potential from Eq. 3.15 - 3.16.
Fig. 17 shows the result for scenarios using different Higgs
masses. Comparing this plot to Fig. 16 unveils that in cases
where the quartic Higgs coupling λ is well behaving, i.e. does not
diverge or become negative, the assumption is justified since the
ratio of the tree level component to the full potential calculated at
one loop is around 90 to 100%. In the Higgs mass region where
λ becomes negative at a certain scale Λ and the SM electroweak
vacuum might become unstable (mH 6 130 GeV), the ratio devel-
ops a singularity. In this case the calculation would have to be
conducted at higher order than tree level to be on the safe side.
Looking at cases of higher Higgs masses (> 170 GeV) in which
perturbation theory is no longer applicable to λ, it shows that the
ratio drops to a plateau at around 50%. This indicates that the
assumption of neglecting the one loop correction to the potential
is not fully justified anymore.
3.3.2 Implications for cosmology and new physics beyond the SM
In general, we can divide the results of this section into three
regions for the Standard Model:
1. Vacuum stability bound, lower Higgs mass region
2. Survival region, medium Higgs mass region
3. Perturbative bound, higher Higgs mass region
For all three cases, one statement holds generally true. The
Standard Model is a highly successful theory at the electroweak
scale. Many measurements have proven its accuracy in describ-
ing and predicting particle physics processes with high precision
and its potential in predicting the existence of elementary and
composed particles. However, there are hints of new phenomena
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beyond the physics of the SM. It fails, for example in describ-
ing the origin of neutrino oscillation and neutrino masses. Also
cosmology gives us indications of physics that we are unable to
explain as of today. Within the SM there is no way of explaining
Dark Matter from the velocity dispersion of galaxies in the Coma
cluster in 1934, or Dark Energy to account for the missing mass
and energy in the Universe found only about ten years ago by
the means of Supernovae of high redshift being greater than
expected3.
The implications for new physics beyond the SM physics in the
first case were already briefly mentioned above. The minimum
of the effective Higgs potential at the electroweak scale (non zero
ground state of the vacuum) can become unstable against col-
lapse due to decay via quantum or thermal fluctuations into the
new deeper minimum at some higher scale Λ. The vacuum state
at the electroweak scale obviously has a lifetime > the age of the
universe t0 ≈ 13.73± 0.12billion years [35] and new physics at a
scale < Λ could prevent the new minimum from even existing.
In the third region, perturbation theory fails as λ becomes large
at a scale Λ. This could be understood with new non perturbative
physics at ∼ Λ or new physics at some scale < Λ that prevents
the quartic Higgs coupling from becoming large.
3 See e.g. [34] for an introduction to topics like cosmology, Dark Matter and Dark
Energy.
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Region number two seems ’boring’ for the future of particle
physics since it does not imply any hint on new physics beyond
the Standard Model. From a cosmological point of view, however,
a Higgs mechanism surviving up to the Planck scale could back
up some interesting cosmological models of inflation.
3.3.3 Cosmological inflation
Explaining the origin and evolution of our Universe is not an
easy task. Starting from standard big bang cosmology, we end
up with several problems that cannot be explained satisfactorily
so far. From modern observation we assume the Universe to be
homogeneous, patches of the Universe that have not even been
in causal contact yet, show the same homogeneity and cosmic
background radiation. This can only be explained with a high
degree of fine tuning in case of a classical expansion which is
obviously not a very natural explanation.
Cosmological inflation explains the evolution of the very early
Universe as a change of state in a scalar field of a very flat po-
tential, called the inflaton field. The inflaton field is spatially
homogeneous and has a finite energy density. If the field changes
slowly enough towards lower energy densities it builds up nega-
tive pressure and acts similar to a cosmological constant, therefore
leading to an accelerated expansion of the Universe. If the field
is the dominant component in the Universe, the expansion will
go exponentially. After slowly rolling down the almost flat poten-
tial energy hill (inflation phase), the field reaches a steeper hill,
inflation ends and an effect called reheating occurs. Reheating
causes the large potential energy of the inflaton field to decay
into particles and fill the universe with radiation. Today’s observ-
able matter in the Universe origins from quantum fluctuations
at a time in the very early Universe before inflation occurred.
Thereby, inflation solves the homogeneity problem, as well as
the flatness problem and the absence of magnetic monopoles.
Modern measurements have proven the Universe to be flat to
high precision which then would be due to the fact that we only
see a very small patch of the Universe on which scale it would
naturally appear flat.
A similar argument holds true for the magnetic monopoles. From
theory, there is no explanation for why there are no magnetic
monopoles to observe on Earth or any hints in the observable
Universe. Inflation, however, would have caused the magnetic
monopoles present in the early Universe to be scattered far away
from each other during the slow roll inflation phase. Therefore,
we do not see any in the observable Universe. Further details on
inflationary models can be found in Refs. [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41].
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Finding a solid candidate for the inflaton field is one of the main
concerns of inflationary theories. A Standard Model Higgs field
could in principle be such a candidate if the SM remains valid
up to the scale at which inflation occurs (> Planck scale). The
observed amplitude of the initial perturbations in the early Uni-
verse, that caused the CMB radiation, require an extremely flat
potential for the inflaton field (slow roll). We can calculate the
criterion for λ to satisfy the assumption of a slow roll potential
starting from the Hubble constant H ≡ a˙a satisfying the equation
H2 =
8piG
3
(
1
2
ϕ˙2 + V(ϕ)), (3.20)
where ϕ is the inflaton field satisfying the differential equation
ϕ¨2 + 3Hϕ˙+ V,ϕ = 0. (3.21)
The metric is defined by ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)d~x2. Introducing the
criteria for slow roll,
ϕ˙2  V and |ϕ¨| 3H|ϕ˙|, (3.22)
we are left with simplified equations
H2 ≈ 8piG
3
V(ϕ), (3.23)
3Hϕ˙ ≈ V,ϕ. (3.24)
Assuming V to be a quartic potential (as |φ| 100 GeV here)
V ≈ λ
4
ϕ4 (3.25)
⇒ H ≈
√
8piG
3
√
λ
4
ϕ2, (3.26)
leading to a solution for the field
ϕ ≈ ϕsre−
√
λ
6pi
(
t−tsr
tPl
)
(3.27)
where tPl =
√
G is the Planck time, tsr and φsr are the time
and field value when slow roll starts. For the slow roll regime of
inflation, ϕ is assumed to be almost constant ϕ ≈ ϕsr.
Therefore, the exponent of e has to be  1 in order to allow
for an extended period of H ≈ const.. From WMAP 7-year data
[35] it is possible to set an upper limit on H from an upper limit
on the power spectrum of gravitational waves Pgw ∼ H
2
M2Pl
. From
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this, we obtain the upper limit HtPl 6 3 · 10−6 (see [42] for the
principle of the calculation). The number of e-foldings4 has to be
big enough to allow for the Universe to reach its current size. This
puts a lower limit on the number of e-foldings N > 50 if inflation
happens close to the Planck scale. Also, the time ∆t = t− tsr
from the start of the slow roll phase of inflation to today times the
Hubble rate has to be at least as big as the number of e-foldings,
N < H∆t. Combining this information gives
50 < N < H∆t = HtPl
∆t
tPl
< 3 · 10−6 ∆t
tPl
(3.28)
from which directly follows ∆t < 10−7tPl. This will require the
quartic Higgs coupling λ to be 6 10−13 which would again be
an extreme fine tuning of the theory. If, however, the Higgs field
would couple non-minimally to gravity,
Lnon-minimal = ξφ
†φR (3.29)
where φ is the Higgs field and R is the gravitational Ricci tensor,
this coupling would relax the requirement of the quartic Higgs
coupling to be small (see [43]). Therefore, this could provide
a very natural way of explaining inflation without introducing
new particles or fields [44], given that the SM survives as a valid
theory up to the inflationary scale and that the SM Higgs boson
itself exists in the appropriate mass range. Considering the fact
that new physics could alter the RGEs, this mass range could
be as large as 120 < mH < 180 GeV, or to be more conservative
(judging from the SM results only) 130 < mH < 160 GeV.
4 A time in which the Universe expands by a factor of e
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T H E W H A N A LY S I S
After understanding the importance of the Higgs boson not only
for the Standard Model of particle physics but also for theories of
cosmological inflation in Part I of this dissertation, we will now
approach the topic of directly searching for the Higgs boson in
proton antiproton collisions. As we have learned in Chapter 1,
the preferred mass range for the SM Higgs boson is at relatively
low mass < 135GeV . Today, there are two colliders capable of
exploring this mass range: the Tevatron based at Fermilab near
Chicago, USA and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN
near Geneva, Switzerland. The Tevatron has been in operation
since 1988, and can reach the mass range interesting for Higgs
physics after the RunII upgrade in 2001. The LHC just recently
started its operation in 2009 and, even though operating at higher
collision energies, it will take some time to accumulate data and
match the higher design luminosity. Therefore, at the time this
work was performed, the Tevatron was the only place in the
world to conduct a direct search for the Higgs boson.
The analysis presented in this work is searching for Higgs
boson production in association with a W boson, which is the
channel with the highest production cross section times branch-
ing ratio yields in the low mass range (neglecting gluon-gluon
fusion due to its high backgrounds). The analysis is based on a
dataset of 5.3 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. Previous searches on
the associated production of a W boson together with a Higgs
boson have been presented, the most recent one on a subset of
the data used in this analysis (5.0 fb−1) using a Neural Network
multivariate technique to increase signal sensitivity [1]. The anal-
ysis presented here uses a Random Forest approach to increase
sensitivity even more. Thorough understanding of the detector is
crucial to understanding the underlying physics of this analysis.
Therefore, we will start by describing the framework in which
we perform physics analyses, namely the Tevatron accelerator
and the DØ detector. We will then go into detail about the re-
construction of physics objects from data and the simulation of
physics processes in Monte Carlo simulations to be able to fully
understand and describe the physics measured in the detector. In
the final analysis chapter, we will then put the pieces together to
explain how we reconstruct the objects we are looking for, namely
the W boson and the Higgs boson to see whether we have an
excess of signal in our final analysis variables. To optimize sensi-
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tivity, we split the analysis in different subchannels throughout,
divided by final states and data taking periods. We separate into
an electron and a muon channel, corresponding to the decay of
the W boson into a lepton (electron, muon or tauon, decaying
subsequently in an electron or muon) and the corresponding
neutrino. We also divide into two and three jets originating from
the decaying Higgs boson, in two b quark jets with an additional
gluon jet in the three jet case, respectively. The different data
taking periods will be described in the following. We further
apply a procedure known as b tagging of the jets originating from
the hadronization of b quarks and finally apply a Random Forest
to the tagged samples.
We evaluate the output of every channel separately and assure
that we have good agreement between data and simulation. We
then combine the sensitivity of every subchannel in our final re-
sults which, in the absence of a signal, is a limit setting procedure
on the production cross section times branching ratio of the SM
Higgs boson in the WH channel.
5
E X P E R I M E N TA L A P PA R AT U S
The dataset that we use in this analysis comes from mainly two
different data taking periods. The first sample corresponds to
data taken until summer 2006 when the Tevatron and both detec-
tor experiments were shut down for upgrading purposes. This
sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 1.04 (1.08)
fb−1 for the electron (muon) subsample and is referred to as the
RunIIa data sample.
The second sample corresponds to a data taking period between
June 2006 and June 2009, it is referred to as the RunIIb data sam-
ple. It has an integrated luminosity of 4.28 (4.28) fb−1. The total
integrated luminosity of the combined data sample is 5.32 fb−1
and 5.36 fb−1 for the electron and muon channel, respectively.
This dataset has passed certain criteria on the quality of the data
and has been cleaned of data taking periods in which data taking
was corrupted in the detector. The uncertainty on the measured
luminosity is 6.1% [45].
The two data samples are treated separately to properly account
for the changes in detector response due to important detector
and trigger upgrades. The main difference in treatment comes
from different samples of simulated events, often called Monte
Carlo (MC) samples, and different correction factors that are ap-
plied to these MC samples (see Sec. 6.4).
In this chapter, we will explain the details of the DØ detector
hardware that delivers the data for our analysis. We will con-
tinue with a detailed description of the reconstruction of physics
objects from the detector information.
5.1 fermilab
Accelerating particles to high energies ∼ O(TeV) and bringing
them to collision is the key tool of particle physics to study the
constituents of matter and their interactions as well as to search
for new particles yet to observe. At Fermilab, officially called
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL), located about 50
km west of Chicago in the United States of America, founded in
1967 as a particle physics laboratory, these collisions take place
between protons and antiprotons in the Tevatron collider. Fermi-
lab has been home to many discoveries of which the most famous
ones were the discovery of the bottom quark in 1977, the top
quark in 1995 and the neutrino of the third leptonic family, the τ
neutrino in 2000.
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Figure 18: Schematic view of the accelerator chain leading to the 1.96
TeV beam inside the Tevatron [46].
The Tevatron started its work in 1988 as a proton antiproton col-
lider at a center of mass energy of 1.0 TeV (hence the name). Two
experiments are located along the accelerator ring, the Collider
Detector at Fermilab (CDF) and DØ detector (named after its
location on the Tevatron ring), at points where the circulating
proton and antiproton beams are brought to collision. Since an
accelerator and detector upgrade in 2000 the Tevatron operates
at a center of mass energy of 1.96 TeV and has been the world’s
most powerful particle accelerator until the launch of the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland in 2009,
operating at 7 TeV. We will outline the accelerator chain in fol-
lowing section. We will then go into detail about the DØ detector
and all its subsystems.
5.2 accelerator chain
The well known Tevatron collider is only the last step in a chain
of accelerators creating the proton and antiproton beams and
bringing them to their final collision energy inside the Tevatron
ring. Fig. 18 shows a schematic of the accelerator chain that
creates the beam. We will follow the protons through this chain.
cockroft-walton accelerator Negatively chargedH− atoms
are created by ionizing Hydrogen atoms from H2 Hydrogen gas.
The molecules in the gas are split up into single Hydrogen atoms
by adding an additional electron in a magnetron source. In this
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Figure 19: Schematic view of the magnetron source. The Hydrogen
atoms from the H2 gas separate into protons and electrons.
The protons dock to the wall of Cesium until they pick up
two electrons and can escape from the magnetron [47].
device, the Hydrogen atoms from the gas strip off their electron
and dock to a wall of Cesium metal (see Fig. 19). Because of the
low work function of the Cesium, the proton will eventually pick
up two electrons allowing the thereby created H− ion to escape.
The magnetron source leads directly into the Cockroft-Walton
accelerator. In this accelerator, capacitors are charged in parallel
from an AC source to then be discharged in series to create
an acceleration of 750 keV for the H− ions while they travel
through the device. Fig. 20 shows a picture of the Cockroft-Walton
accelerator.
linac The linear accelerator (LINAC) picks up the H− ions
at an energy of 750 keV to further accelerate them. The working
principle of a LINAC is shown in Fig. 21. The ions enter a vacuum
drift tube that consists of radio frequency (RF) cavities and gaps
between them. Charged particles traveling through such an align-
ment are accelerated by the attraction of the electromagnetic field
in between the cavities while they are protected from the field
inside the cavity. The field is alternated with a certain frequency
so that the charged particles get accelerated and grouped into
bunches at the same time. Particles that are slightly ahead of the
bunch will feel less acceleration and particles that are slightly
behind will feel a stronger field. The LINAC used at Fermilab has
a length of 130 m and it accelerates the protons up to an energy
of 400 MeV. The ion bunches exiting the LINAC are separated
by 5 ns. When leaving the LINAC, the H− ions are stripped off
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Figure 20: Picture of the Cockroft-Walton accelerator in which the
ionized Hydrogen atoms are accelerated by capacitors dis-
charged in series up to an energy of 750 keV. This accelerator
feeds the H− ions into the LINAC and is the first point of
acceleration.
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Figure 21: Schematic of the LINAC. Hydrogen ions (H−) enter from
the magnetron to be accelerated by RF cavities of alternating
field polarization up to an energy of 400 MeV [48].
their electrons by passing the ions through a carbon foil and the
pure protons continue their way through the accelerator chain.
Further acceleration using a LINAC is unpractical because of the
length needed for the acceleration. Therefore, the next step of
acceleration will be a synchrotron.
booster The Booster is a synchrotron with a circumference
of 475 m. It brings the 400 MeV protons up to an energy of 8
GeV. Inside the Booster, RF cavities accelerate the protons by 500
kV per turn, the frequency must therefore change at a rate of 1
GHz/s to be able to further accelerate the protons.
main injector Exiting the Booster, the protons enter the
Main Injector which obtains his name from the fact that after
further accelerating the protons, it delivers the beam into the
Tevatron. The Main Injector is also a synchrotron at a circum-
ference of 3.3 km. It creates a proton beam at 120 GeV to be
injected into the antiproton source which creates the beam of
antiprotons. The Main Injector also accelerates both beams of
protons and antiprotons to an energy of 150 GeV to be injected
into the Tevatron.
antiproton beam The beam of 120 GeV protons from the
Main Injector is used to create antiprotons. Fig. 22 shows a
schematic of the antiproton source.
The proton beam is fired on a Nickel target producing many
outgoing secondary particles at the Target Station. A lithium
lens together with a magnetic field focus the beam of created
particles and filter out the produced antiprotons. The antiprotons
are passed to the Debuncher. The function of the Debuncher,
also a synchrotron in the shape of a triangle with a radius of 90
m (see Fig. 23), is to smooth the distribution in energy of the
antiprotons to produce an 8 GeV beam. Unfortunately, in this
energy smoothing procedure the bunch structure of the beam is
lost. Therefore, the beam from the Debuncher is passed to the
Accumulater. Designed like the Debuncher as a triangular shaped
synchrotron, with a radius of 75 m, the Accumulator restores the
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Figure 22: Schematic view of the antiproton source. The incoming pro-
ton beam creates many outgoing secondary particles from
the collision with the Nickel target, such as pions, kaons,
muons and also antiprotons. The antiprotons are filtered out
using a lithium lens and a magnetic field [49].
bunch structure of the beam. Both, Debuncher and Accumulator
use stochastic cooling to keep the antiprotons on track. Stochastic
cooling is a procedure in which the beam width is controlled
by monitoring and correcting the amplitude of the beam. Fig.
23 shows a sketch of the antiproton facility. More details on the
antiproton beam can be found in Ref. [50]. The antiproton beam
is subsequently accelerated in the Main Injector to an energy of
150 GeV, as mentioned above.
recycler As the previous paragraph might have implied, the
production of antiprotons is not an easy procedure. Therefore,
the Main Injector tunnel contains a second storage ring, called
the Recycler to which a fraction of the unused antiprotons can
be transferred at the end of a store 1. They are kept at an energy
of 8 GeV until they are filled into the Main Injector again. The
Recycler also serves as an additional storage of antiprotons to
increase the initial luminosity of a store over the initial design
capacity of the Main Injector.
tevatron The final piece in the chain of acceleration is the
Tevatron accelerator ring, also a synchrotron, with a circumfer-
ence of 6.28 km. Over 1000 superconducting magnets at field
strengths of 4 T are used to keep the protons and antiprotons on
their tracks. Both beams are accelerated from their initial energies
of 150 GeV from the Main Injector level up to 980 GeV, resulting
1 A store is the name for a filling of the Tevatron with enough protons and
antiprotons to collide beams for a time between typically 12-36 hours. Within
this time, no additional particles are inserted into the Tevatron.
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Figure 23: Sketch of the antiproton facility showing the way of the an-
tiproton beam from its creation at the Target Station, over the
Debuncher, through the Accumulator out into the transfer
line that leads into the Main Injector [49].
in proton-antiproton collisions at an energy of 1.96 TeV. The two
beams, circulating in opposite directions, are structured into 36
bunches which each contain around 3 · 1011 protons and 6 · 1010
antiprotons. The bunches are separated by 396 ns and grouped
into three superbunches with a luminous region of about 26 cm in
longitudinal size at the interaction points. The Tevatron currently
delivers instantaneous luminosities of up to 375 (µb s)−1. The
ring is grouped into six sections, denoted A-F with subsections
0-3. The beams are brought to collision in two distinct points,
the first one at the B0 point on the ring, which is the location of
the CDF detector, the second one at D0, the location of the DØ
detector.
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5.3 the dø detector
The DØ detector is designed to be a multiple purpose detector
for a variety of physics analyses. It is constructed to analyze the
outcome of pp¯ collisions at the TeV scale, especially to reconstruct
physics objects with high transverse momentum (O(1− 100GeV)).
Today’s detector differs from the initial design due to the detector
upgrade between the RunI (1992 - 1996) and RunII (2002 - today)
data taking periods of the Tevatron. As we only use data from
the RunII data taking period, we will detail the upgraded design
of the detector in the following. For a description of the initial
detector design see Ref. [51]. The current design is described in
detail in Ref. [48]. The DØ detector is 20 m long and 13 m high.
It has an angular coverage of almost 4pi.
The coordinate system used to describe the detector and re-
constructed objects inside the detector consists of the spherical
coordinates r, θ,φ with θ being measured with respect to the
beam axis, θ = 0◦ is defined to be aligned with the proton beam
direction and θ = 180◦ is aligned with the antiproton beam di-
rection. The origin of the coordinate system coincides with the
center of the detector which is also the nominal interaction point.
The z axis is parallel to the beam axis inside the detector where
z > 0 corresponds to θ = 0◦ and z < 0 corresponds to θ = 180◦.
However, instead of using the polar angle θ, we use the so called
pseudorapidity η defined as
η = − ln
[
tan
(
θ
2
)]
(5.1)
The pseudorapidity approximates the true rapidity y in the
limit m/E→ 0. y is defined as
y =
1
2
log
E+ pz
E− pz
. (5.2)
For an object with polar angle θ = 90◦ the pseudorapidity η
equals 0, whereas η → ∞ for θ → 0◦. Pseudorapidity can be
calculated with respect to a reconstructed physics object or with
respect to the origin of the detector in which case it is denoted
by ηdet.
To define distances between objects in this coordinate system, we
use the angular distance ∆R defined as
∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 (5.3)
where ∆η and ∆φ are the differences in value of the η and φ
coordinates for the two objects in question.
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Figure 24: Schematic side view of the DØ detector with its different
layers of subdetectors. Starting from the tracking system as
the innermost layer, over the solenoid creating a 2T magnetic
field, the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter as well
as the different layers of the muon system with the toroid
between the two outermost layers [52].
Fig. 24 shows a schematic of the DØ detector in which all the
different layers of subdetectors as well as the magnets can be seen,
Fig. 25 shows a photograph from the south end of the detector
before closing the forward muon chamber wall and the toroid.
5.3.1 Tracking System
The subdetector closest to the nominal interaction point at the
center of the detector is the tracking system. It is designed to
measure trajectories of charged particles originating from the pri-
mary (and possibly secondary) interaction vertices. It consists of
two different systems, the Silicon Microstrip Tracker (SMT) as the
innermost layer and the Central Fiber Tracker (CFT) surrounding
the SMT. Both are within the 2T magnet field of a solenoid. Fig.
26 shows a cross sectional view of the central tracking system
in the x− z plane. SMT and CFT together provide a resolution
of 35µm for the reconstruction of the primary vertex along the
beam axis. They make it possible to tag a jet originating from
a b quark with a resolution in the distance of closest approach
to the beam axis 2 of 15µm in the r−φ plane for particles with
2 The distance of closest approach of an object to the beam axis is often called
impact parameter
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Figure 25: Picture from the southside of the DØ detector. The gray
vessel in the center is the cryostat surrounding the liquid
argon calorimeter with a pipe structure on top to regulate
cooling and pressure. In its middle, the brown beam pipe
sticks out. Surrounding the calorimeter, three layers of muon
chambers incorporate the red toroid. [53].
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Figure 26: Cross sectional view of the tracking system. At the inner-
most layer, the SMT surrounds the beam pipe followed by
the CFT. Both are enclosed in the solenoid that provides a
magnetic field of 2T. The positions of the central calorimeter,
the luminosity monitor as well as the preshower detectors
can also be seen [48].
transverse momentum pT > 10 GeV in the central direction η = 0
perpendicular to the beam axis.
silicon microstrip tracker The SMT surrounds the beam
pipe inside the DØ detector in which the protons and antipro-
tons are brought to collision. The beam pipe is a 0.508 mm thick
beryllium pipe that has a diameter of 38.1 mm. The SMT consists
of barrel and disk modules of silicon microstrip sensors that
surround the whole beam pipe. Fig. 27 shows a schematic of the
barrel and disk module alignment around the beam pipe which
covers almost the full η range of the detector. In the central region
(low η), both barrel and disk modules are used, whereas in the
forward region only disk modules are used. Within |z| < 38.2
cm of the interaction point, barrels and disks cover the region of
proton–antiproton collisions with a width of σz = 26 cm (which
corresponds to the luminous region at the interaction point). The
centers of the barrel modules are located at |z| = 6.2, 19.0 and
31.8 cm, the disk modules are located at |z| = 12.5, 25.3, 38.2,
43.1, 48.1 and 53.1 cm. While barrels primarily measure the r−φ
coordinate, disks measure r− z as well as r−φ. Vertices for par-
ticles in the high η range are reconstructed in three dimensions
by the disks whereas vertices of particles at small values of η
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Figure 27: Three-dimensional view of the silicon microstrip tracker.
Barrel and disk alignments cover the central region. Larger
disks assure coverage in the forward region [48].
are measured in the barrels and the central fiber tracker. In r
direction, the central disk modules range from 2.6 to 10.0 cm,
the barrel detectors range from 2.7 to 7.6 cm. The forward disk
modules extend from 9.5 to 26.0 cm in r.
Each of the barrels consists of four layers of silicon readouts.
Silicon modules inside of barrels are called ladders. 12 ladders
form the first and second layer while the third and fourth layer
are made of 24 ladders. Each layer consists of two sublayers.
Layer two and four use single sided detectors in all barrels using
only axial microstrips, whereas layer one and three of the central
four barrels use double sided double metal detectors which allow
for a three-dimensional reconstruction of tracks by using axial
and stereo strips with a stereo angle of 2◦. The outermost barrels
use double sided detectors.
Disk modules consist of wedge-shaped detectors, central modules
consist of 12 wedges made of double sided detectors with a stereo
angle of 30◦, forward modules consist of 24 single sided wedges
aligned back to back in pairs providing a stereo angle of 15◦.
The working principle of the silicon microstrip detectors is to
register a current from the ionizing effect of charged particles
traveling through the detector. In between the microstrips of
the detector, a charged particle creates electron–hole pairs in
the so-called depletion zones. An electric field applied to this
zone separates the charges which then become measurable in the
microstrips allowing for a reconstruction of the spatial position
of the track of the charged particle. The SMT consists of a total of
almost 800,000 readout channels.
To compensate for aging effects of the silicon and to ameliorate
the resolution in terms of pT and impact parameter, a new layer
of silicon detectors was inserted closest to the beam pipe in a
maintenance shutdown of detector operations in 2006.
central fiber tracker The CFT consists of two inner cylin-
ders and six outer cylinders that surround the SMT in a radial
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range of 20− 52 cm. The two inner cylinders are spatially lim-
ited by the distance between the forward disks of the SMT and
therefore have a length of 1.66 m, whereas the outer cylinders
have a length of 2.52 m thereby covering the whole beam pipe
which has a length of 2.37 m. Four layers of scintillating fibers,
each fiber having a diameter of 835µm, are mounted to each of
the concentric cylinders. The fiber core is made of polystyrene
doped with paraterphenyl which acts as an organic fluorescent
dye. Two layers of fibers are aligned axially on the cylinders and
the other two layers are aligned at +3◦ (odd cylinder layers) and
-3◦ (even cylinder layers) in φ. The fibers are connected to clear
fiber waveguides that transfer the light from charged particles
passing through the scintillating material to visible light photon
counters. They convert the light into an electronic signal with an
efficiency of 75%, producing up to 65,000 electrons per photon.
Only one of the ends of the fiber is connected to a photon counter,
the other end is coated with sputtered aluminum reflecting about
90% of photons.
The CFT contributes the most to the overall momentum resolu-
tion for tracks with |η| < 1.7, by itself it has a spatial resolution
of 100µm.
5.3.2 Magnets
The DØ detector uses two different types of magnets to create
a magnetic field inside which charged particles will travel on
bent trajectories. Surrounding the tracking detectors, a supercon-
ducting solenoid creates a 2T field. Fig. 29 shows a plot of the
field strength created by the solenoid. Due to the solenoidal field,
charged particles travel on curved trajectories inside the tracking
system, allowing for a high resolution in the measurement of
momentum and charge of these particles.
An iron toroid surrounds the calorimeter between the first and
second layer of the muon system. It consists of a central region
with a field strength of 1.8 T and forward regions covering the
north and south end of the detector with a magnetic field of 1.9
T. The magnetic field of the toroid allows for a momentum and
charge measurement of the muons measured in the muon system,
independently of the information from the tracking system.
Fig. 28 shows a perspective view of the DØ detector illustrating
the position of the two magnets.
5.3.3 Preshower System
The preshower system is located between the tracking system
and the calorimeter. It is split up in two regions, the central
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Figure 28: Perspective view of the DØ detector showing the location of
the solenoid magnet at the inner core of the detector and the
toroid surrounding the calorimeter [48].
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Figure 29: Magnetic field created by the solenoid (measured in kG).
The toroid is shown for scale in this plot. The toroid sur-
rounds the calorimeter, field strengths are only shown for
the solenoidal magnetic field. The solenoid surrounds the
tracking system around the beam pipe [48].
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Figure 30: Schematic of the preshower detector elements. Scintillating
strips are aligned in wedges. The geometry of a wedge ele-
ment is shown on the left and the alignment in the central
and forward preshower detectors is shown on the right [48].
preshower detector (CPS), located between the solenoid and the
central calorimeter, covering a range in pseudorapidity of |η| <
1.3 and two forward preshower detectors (FPS), located at the
surface of the north and south calorimeter end caps, covering
1.5 < |η| < 2.5. The preshower detectors are the binding element
between tracking system and calorimeter. Their main purpose is
to ameliorate the identification of electrons and to make it easier
to reduce background signals for the triggering as well as the
reconstruction of physics objects by enhancing spatial matching
between tracks in the inner tracking system and showers in the
calorimeter. Both, central and forward preshower detectors, are
made of triangular shaped scintillators whose working principle
is very similar to the scintillators used in the CFT. The CPS
consists of three concentric cylindrical layers of strips made of
polystyrene plastic, doped with 1% paraterphenyl and 150 parts
per million of diphenyl stilbene. Each layer has a total of 1280
strips. The layers are oriented along the z axis and at stereo angles
of about ±24◦. The three layers are mounted to a lead radiator
that has a length of about one radiation length X0 3.
The FPS consists of two times two layers of strips aligned around
an absorber (made of lead and stainless steel) with a length
corresponding to 2X0.
Fig. 30 shows the geometry of the scintillator strips of the CPS
and FPS.
3 X0 is defined as the mean distance inside a certain material over which an
electron emits energy by means of bremsstrahlung until only a fraction of 1/e
of its initial energy remains. This becomes clear from the equation of energy
loss for an electron traveling a distance x in matter: E = E0e−x/X0 .
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Figure 31: Schematic view of the different layers of the calorimeter.
The plot shows the structure of all three segments, the two
endcaps and the central calorimeter. The calorimeter encloses
the tracking alignments around the beam pipe. Its first shell
is the electromagnetic layer, followed by the fine and coarse
hadronic layer. It is made of cells that use liquid argon as the
central medium and uranium as an absorber [48].
5.3.4 Calorimeter
The calorimeter is the largest of the subdetector systems in the
DØ detector. It surrounds the tracking system and the preshower
system. The purpose of the calorimeter is to detect all electromag-
netic objects, foremost electrons, photons and hadronic showers.
Using the information from the calorimeter also makes it possible
to account for objects that do not interact with matter, such as
neutrinos, by reconstructing missing energy in an event by means
of conservation of momentum. The calorimeter consists of two
main regions, the central calorimeter (CC) covering a region of
|η| < 1.1 and two end cap calorimeters (EC) at the north and south
end of the CC covering 1.4 < |η| < 4. The DØ calorimeter is a
sampling calorimeter that uses liquid argon (lAr) as the sensitive
medium, therefore all three calorimeter parts are located inside
their own cryostats keeping the temperature at a constant value
of 90 K. Also the pressure inside the liquid argon is constantly
monitored and regulated.
Fig. 31 shows a schematic of the calorimeter in which the EC
and CC parts can be seen, also displaying the different layers
inside the calorimeter modules. Going from the inside to the
outside, four electromagnetic layers are followed by three fine
hadronic layers and one coarse hadronic layer. All layers have
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Figure 32: Schematic of a calorimeter cell. In each cell, two uranium
absorber plates are used to slow down and stop particles
passing through. Copper pads are used to measure the en-
ergy deposited in the calorimeter. Liquid argon serves as the
transporting medium of the charges created by the ionizing
effect of particles affected by the absorbers [48].
a cell structure. Inside a cell, absorber plates are used to cause
particles passing through to lose their energy in the calorimeter
by showers resulting from interacting with the absorbing mate-
rial. These absorber plates are made of depleted uranium in the
electromagnetic layers with a thickness of 3 mm in the CC and
4 mm in the EC. The hadronic layers use 46.5 mm thick copper
plates in the CC and equally thick stainless steel plates in the
EC region to increase the effect of slowing down and stopping
particles originating from hadronizations. Fig. 32 illustrates the
layout of a calorimeter cell. The showers created in the absorber
plates produce particles that ionize atoms in the liquid argon
filled gap. An electric field of 2 kV between the absorber plate
and a signal board at the other end of the cell is used to determine
the difference in voltage as a measure of energy deposited in the
cell. The mean collection time of the deposited charge is 450 ns
and therefore longer than the mean bunch crossing time of 396
ns causing a pile-up of energy inside the calorimeter. This effect
is taken into account in the online and offline reconstruction of
physics objects.
The cells of the calorimeter are grouped into pseudo-projective
towers as Fig. 33 illustrates. The blocks in the drawing represent
the longitudinal division of the towers. The towers are called
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Figure 33: Schematic of a segment of the DØ calorimeter regions show-
ing the transverse and longitudinal segmentation patterns.
The shaded regions indicate towers of cells grouped together
for signal readout. The rays mark pseudorapidity intervals
pointing outwards from the center of the detector [48].
pseudo-projective because the centers of cells lie on rays of con-
stant pseudorapidity projecting from the nominal interaction
point to the outside of the detector while the cell boundaries are
oriented perpendicular to the absorber plates.
The typical size of electromagnetic showers in the transverse
direction is of the order of 1 cm and 10 cm for hadronic show-
ers, therefore the readout cells are of the same size. In η − φ
space the size of the towers in both EM and hadronic layers is
∆η×∆φ = 0.1× 0.1. To allow for a more precise location of EM
shower barycenters, the third EM layer has a segmentation of
∆η×∆φ = 0.05× 0.05. Towards higher values of η the cell size
increases to avoid very small cells.
The calorimeter has a total of 47,032 physical readout channels
that transport their signal coming from the readout cells to the
preamplification system mounted at the top of the cryostat. The
cables used for the readout signal have a low impedance of 30 Ω
which is matched by the preamplifiers to avoid a signal reflection
inside the cable. As the position of the preamplifiers makes it very
difficult to conduct repairs, they are equipped with a redundant
power supply system that can be switched from the primary to
the secondary supply from outside the detector in case of a power
supply failure. Each power supply provides power for one of 12
preamplifier boxes that each house 96 motherboards on which
48 preamplifiers are mounted per board. The preamplified signal
is transfered to baseline subtraction (BLS) cards via twisted pair
cables for analogous signal shaping and finally transmitted via
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Figure 34: Schematic of the calorimeter readout electronics chain. The
signal from the gaps measured in the calorimeter cells is
fed into a preamplification system that delivers the signal
to the baseline subtraction (BLS) cards. The BLS filters low
energetic noise and shapes the signal to enable faster readout
times. An analog-to-digital converter (ADC) feeds the signal
to the final L3 trigger level [48].
an analog bus system to analog-to-digital converter (ADC) cards
which feed the calorimeter signal into the L3 trigger system (see
Sec. 5.3.7 for a description of the trigger system). Fig. 34 shows
the electronics readout chain for the calorimeter. The BLS cards
are, like the preamplifiers, physically located at the inside of the
detector, but are more easily accessible for repairs. BLS mother-
boards are grouped into crates of 12 boards that each contain
four daughtercards corresponding to a specific calorimeter tower
(corresponding to 48 readout channels). The daughtercards are
one of the main sources for the necessity of maintenance accesses
of the, in general very smoothly running, DØ detector. In case of
a chip failure, the online data reconstruction software will spot
readout channels with very high noise levels compared to the
average, making it necessary to temporarily exclude a channel
from data acquisition. Therefore, at every point in data taking
the sanity of the collected data is assured by online monitoring
of readouts as well as offline checks before using a certain data
taking time for physics analyses.
When the signal passes through the BLS system, low frequency
noises and pile-ups are removed from the signal (hence the name
baseline subtraction). Pile-up effects are minimized by reducing
the collected signal from the gap to the first 260 ns (correspond-
ing to 2/3 of the charge collected by the preamplifier system).
The output of a preamplifier is an integral of the measured signal
which is characterized by a rise time of ∼ 450 ns and a recovery
time of 15µs. The shaper in the BLS produces a unipolar signal
with a peak around 320 ns and a recovery time of 1.2µs, thereby
significantly improving the overall calorimeter response time.
The region between 0.8 < |η| < 1.4 is only poorly covered by
the calorimeter. In between the two sections of the calorimeter
(CC and EC), there is a zone in the pseudorapidity region of
1.1 < |η| < 1.4 which is not covered by any of the subdetectors
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described so far. The inner cryostat detector (ICD) is designed
to compensate for the incomplete calorimeter coverage in this
η region. The ICD is made of 1.25 cm thick scintillating tiles
covering a range of ∆η× ∆φ = 0.1× 0.1 each and delivering
readout to 378 channels. The scintillators use photomultipliers to
amplify the signal from ionizing particles inside the scintillating
tiles.
Another means of compensating for the not fully covered zone are
the so-called massless gap cells. They are essentially an extension
of the calorimeter cells and are located inside the central cryostat
using its stainless steel wall as the absorber plate. They cover a
region of 0.7 < |η| < 1.7. There are also massless gap cells located
in the EC modules covering a range of 0.7 < |η| < 1.4.
5.3.5 Luminosity Monitor
The DØ detector possesses of two luminosity monitors (LM)
located at z = +140 cm and z = −140 cm as shown in Fig.
35. Each LM consists of 24 plastic scintillation counters built to
detect inelastic proton-antiproton collisions. The geometry of the
luminosity monitors is shown in Fig. 35, each of the counters
extends 15 cm in z direction and covers a pseudorapidity range
of 2.7 < |η| < 4.4. Their time of flight resolution is about 0.3 ns
allowing to differentiate between particles originating from the
nominal interaction point and beam halos. Only particles from
inelastic collision events are used to calculate the instantaneous
luminosity. To guarantee this, it is first assumed that particles
measured in the LM originate from a pp¯ event. The z coordinate
of the interaction vertex zvtx is estimated from the difference
in time of flight: zvtx = 1/2(t− − t+) where t− and t+ are the
time of flight measurements for particles measured in the north
and south LM, respectively. By requiring a cut of zvtx < 100 cm,
only beam-beam collisions are selected. Particles originating from
the beam halo traveling along the ±z axis direction would have
zvtx ≈ ∓140 cm and are therefore successfully eliminated by the
applied cut.
The luminosity is now calculated from the average number of
selected events (true inelastic events) per beam crossing N¯LM,
the beam crossing frequency f and the effective inelastic cross
section σLM taking into account the acceptance and efficiency of
the LM detector:
L = f
N¯LM
σLM
(5.4)
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Figure 35: Position (left) and geometry (right) of the luminosity monitor
[48].
5.3.6 Muon System
Muons are minimal ionizing particles that only deposit a small
fraction of their energy in the calorimeter. Therefore, to be able to
correctly identify a muon, a muon spectrometer is located outside
of the calorimeter. It composes of three layers named A, B and
C layers. The muon layer plates are rectangularly surrounding
the cylindrical calorimeter. The A layer is located closest to the
calorimeter. Between the A and B layers, toroids provide a 1.8 T
magnetic field in the central region and a 1.9 T in the forward
(north and south) region that offer a way of estimating the muon
charge and transverse momentum from the curvature of its tracks
which is independent of information from the tracking system.
The central part of the muon system covers a range in pseudora-
pidity of |η| 6 1.0, the forward muon system located outside of
the calorimeter end caps extends the coverage to |η| 6 2.0.
The central part uses proportional drift tubes (PDTs) and the for-
ward part uses mini drift tubes (MDTs) for the detection of muon
tracks. Both are filled with a mixture of gases, the PDTs contain
84% Argon, 8% Methane (CH4) and 8% Tetrafluoromethane (CF4),
the MDTs contain 90% Tetrafluoromethane and 10% Methane.
The MDT tubes are shielded by an iron polyethylene lead cover
around the beam pipe in the forward region that reduces the
number of muons from beam halo effects.
High voltage wires run through the center of the tubes and
collect free charges as a measure of the ionization of a muon pass-
ing through the gas. Fig. 36 shows the general principle of a drift
tube in measuring the ionization caused by a charged particle.
The position of the muon traveling through the muon system can
be extrapolated from multiple neighboring tubes and the differ-
ences in time of charge collection. Fig. 37 shows a schematic view
of two muon layers (a toroidal magnetic field is ignored in the
schematic) that show ionization inside the drift tubes (shaded ar-
eas), ionization caused by a muon will leave a characteristic trace
that can be reconstructed. All three muon layers in the central
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Figure 36: Schematic of a cross sectional view of a drift tube. Ionization
of gas atoms inside the tube caused by a charged particle
flying through the drift tube is measured as a difference
in potential between the outside of the tube and the high
voltage wire at the center of the tube [48].
Figure 37: Schematic of two muon layers (without an external magnetic
field) each consisting of four layers of drift tubes. Ionization
from a muon passing through the detector layers is shown as
dark shaded areas inside the tubes. A trace (black line) can
then be reconstructed from the coincidence signal of several
layers of tubes [48].
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and forward region of the muon system consist of three sublayers
of drift tubes except for the A layer which has four layers (in the
A layer at the bottom of the detector, also only three layers are
used due to limited space). The muon system has incomplete
coverage at the bottom of the detector due to the presence of
support structures in the region 225◦ < φ < 310◦. At the inside
of the A layers as well as on the surface of the forward layers
and the top of the outer muon layers, scintillators are installed.
These serve to successfully identify muons and deliver additional
information to the triggering system. The scintillators are faster
in delivering information whereas the wire tubes are used to
precisely determine the position of the muon track. The outer
scintillator layers are also used to veto muons from cosmic rays
entering the detector.
Fig. 38 shows the alignment and geometry of the muon wire
drift tubes and the scintillation detectors.
5.3.7 Triggers
The initial rate of data taking inside the DØ detector is 1.7 MHz.
This rate is too high to directly record all information to tape due
to technical constraints. Therefore, this rate has to be reduced
before raw data are being stored for further processing. This
requires a sophisticated chain of online processing to bring the
continuous data flow down to a final rate of 50 Hz. DØ uses
a three-level triggering system taking into account information
from all subsystems of the detector to efficiently reduce infor-
mation to the relevant fraction. A trigger framework delivers
information from all subsystems to the different levels of decision
making throughout the chain shown in Fig. 39.
• Level 1 (L1) takes into account information from CFT,
preshower, calorimeter and muon system. In the calorime-
ter certain thresholds have to correspond to predefined
patterns of energy deposit in the EM and hadronic layers
and exceed limits in transverse energy. The central tracking
and muon system compare detected tracks for matching
information with predefined track patterns and in between
the two systems. Also calorimeter tracks are matched with
trajectories of charged particles reconstructed by the central
track trigger which combines information from the CFT
and the preshower detectors. L1 reduces the initial data
taking rate from 1.7 MHz to a rate of 2kHz by applying a
set of 128 criteria for event selection. It has a buffer size of
4.2µs and is designed to operate at a signal input rate of up
to 132 ns.
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Figure 38: Exploded view of the muon drift tube chambers (top) and
scintillation detectors (bottom) [48].
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Figure 39: Schematic of the trigger chain from detector data to tape
storage. Data have to pass criteria on three levels of triggering
reducing the data flow from a rate of 1.7 MHz to 50 Hz going
into the storage system [48].
• Level 2 (L2) takes the output of events passing the L1
trigger criteria to apply further scripted selection criteria
to reduce the overall data flow rate to 1 kHz. L2 uses basic
algorithms for an online reconstruction of physics objects,
again taking into account information from all subsystems.
Simple physics objects are reconstructed in parallel for
each subsystem. Event topologies and correlations between
subsystems are then evaluated.
• Level 3 (L3) performs a slightly more sophisticated recon-
struction of physics objects from data delivered by the L2
trigger level and the trigger framework. As the computa-
tional cost of this step is higher than the preceding trigger
levels, L3 calculations are run on a farm of computers. This
online reconstruction is similar to the algorithms used for
full offline reconstruction described in Sec. 5.4. Correlations
between objects are analyzed to fulfill certain requirements
in event topology, objects like electrons, muons and miss-
ing transverse energy 6ET are reconstructed and variables
such as angular separation or invariant mass of objects are
calculated for trigger decisions. L3 brings down the rate of
data flow to a value of 50 Hz which is subsequently stored
on a tape device for further full offline reconstruction and
physics analyses.
5.3.8 Data Quality and Acquisition
To ensure data quality, the trigger framework incorporates a
series of filters of noise suppression at the L3 level. Algorithms
that reject dead readout channels or hot calorimeter cells4 for
instance are in place to protect the accumulated collision data.
Even before the reconstruction of physics objects from calorimeter
4 Cells that show an unusual high output rate due to a failure in electronics.
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data, algorithms reduce the noise level (mostly due to electronics
noise) by rejecting energy measured in cells in the calorimeter
that have an energy readout below 2.5σ and three-dimensionally
isolated cells with a value of less than 4σ (where σ is the RMS of
the minimal energy readout threshold of the cell).
During a store, the input rate to the trigger system depends on
the luminosity of the pp¯ collision which decreases over time. To
ensure a constant readout rate at the end of the trigger chain of
50 Hz, prescales are applied to the triggers. Prescales randomly
reject 1 out of N events of a certain event type to pass the L1
level. To use the appropriate set of prescales, a store is divided
into runs, typically lasting two to four hours. Each run uses a
set of prescales that corresponds to the current instantaneous
luminosity.
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5.4 object reconstruction
For a proper reconstruction of the W boson, we need a precise
identification of the lepton and the missing energy when the W
decays. Also, we need precise reconstruction of jets to be able to
identify a Higgs boson decaying into two jets of b quarks. This
involves every component of the detector, from the tracker at the
innermost shell, over the calorimeter for all sorts of deposited
leptonic and hadronic energy, to the muon system as the out-
ermost shell of the detector. So far we have learned about the
different detector components and how they work at the hard-
ware level (Sec. 5.3). Now we want to describe how we get from
electronic signals in the different subsystems of the DØ detector
to reconstructed physics objects that allow precise measurements.
We will explain how hits in the silicon detectors are transformed
into tracks and energy deposits in the calorimeter cells become
electrons or jets of hadronizing quarks and gluons. We will start
at the interaction point explaining how tracks are reconstructed
(Sec. 5.4.1) that are also the first step to reconstruct vertices (Sec.
5.4.2). Then we will discuss the reconstruction of more complex
objects like electrons and muons (Sec. ??) and finally jets (Sec.
5.4.5). To identify the W in our desired final state topology cor-
rectly, we will also need a precise identification of the missing
transverse energy 6ET (Sec. 5.4.6). Once we are able to reconstruct
jets, we also want to identify those jets that originate from a b
quark (Sec. 5.6), a crucial point in the WH analysis in terms of
background reduction.
5.4.1 Tracks
When a charged particle is created by the hard scatter collisions
it is at the innermost part of the DØ detector inside the magnetic
field of the solenoid. Propagating its way through, it will travel
on a bent trajectory. The track of this charged particle is detected
in the Central Fiber Tracker (CFT) and the Silicon Microstrip
Tracker (SMT) outlined in Sec. 5.3. The SMT is the innermost
part of the DØ detector, the CFT follows as the next layer of the
detector. Requiring hits in the SMT and CFT detectors, which are
essentially energy deposits of ionizing particles, is the first step
in constructing track candidates.
The microstrips of the SMT are the first to absorb charge from
the traveling particle. A "hit" in the SMT denotes the creation
of electron positron pairs inside a strip caused by the particle
piercing through. The solenoidal magnetic field can cause these
pairs to drift, which has to be compensated for in the reconstruc-
tion algorithm. The center of the hit is then reconstructed as the
weighted average over all neighboring strips that have detected a
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hit by a particle flying through. To reduce noise, a certain energy
threshold is required before counting a hit.
In the CFT, a hit describes the emittance of light from two fibers
in each layer. To be able to reconstruct the exact position of the
hit in x and y, the fibers are shifted so we can use the timing
information of two crossing fibers.
A track is then defined as a sequence of hits throughout the
tracking system which is associated with a charged particle. To
reconstruct tracks we use two different tracking algorithms:
• The Histogram Track Finding Algorithm (HTF).
• The Alternative Algorithm (AA).
Both algorithms use a so-called Kalman filter technique [54].
The HTF algorithm uses a pattern recognition approach that
transfers spatial coordinates x and y into coordinates of curva-
ture ρ = qBpT (with q the charge of the particle and B the magnetic
field strength) and the direction of the track at the distance of
closest approach to the beam φ. So every point in real space can
be identified with a point in (ρ,φ) space. This transformation
only serves the purpose of filtering out tracks that do not orig-
inate from real particles. The advantage of this transformation
becomes evident when comparing random hit patterns in the
tracking system with hits coming from a particle trajectory as the
latter will produce a peak. After filling this information into a
two-dimensional histogram (hence the name of the algorithm) it
is passed through a filter process that takes the detector geometry
and other important information into account to select good track
candidates.
Tracks with only a few hits are rejected as well as tracks with very
large errors. For tracks that pass the filter, hits are transformed
from r-z space to z0-C space (where z0 is the part of the track
along the beam axis and C is the track inclination defined as C =
dz/dr) to include the longitudinal information still missing for
the final reconstruction. This algorithm is optimized to efficiently
reconstruct tracks of high transverse momentum (pT > 20 GeV)
that are well isolated, in the way typically observed for electrons.
Details on this algorithm can be found in Ref. [55]
The AA algorithm follows a path of hits through the tracker
to reconstruct tracks. This algorithm is designed to be compu-
tationally efficient by reconstructing only a minimal number of
track candidates. It starts by selecting three hits in either the SMT
or the CFT that pass a series of initial criteria with respect to
their angular separation curvature and χ2. The resulting track
candidate is extrapolated layer by layer throughout the tracking
system. Hits on the way are added to the track if the increase in
χ2 is smaller than 16. If there are no hits that qualify in a certain
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layer, the extrapolation moves to the next layer. The algorithm
either stops reconstructing the track at the edge of the detector or
when it has to skip three or more layers in a row. If several hits
match the requirements of the extrapolation, two track candidates
are created and further extrapolated. Details on this algorithm
can be found in Ref. [56]
The results from running both track reconstruction algorithms
are combined compensating for losses in dEdx and Coulomb scat-
tering effects. A multidimensional minimization of χ2 of the track
candidates is used and optimal parameters for the track are cal-
culated to build the final selection of tracks. The surviving track
candidates are then fully reconstructed in three-dimensional real
space. The reconstruction and identification efficiency in data is
between 97% and 100% for primary vertices reconstructed up
to |z| < 100 cm, as measured on a Z → µ+µ− candidate event
sample.
5.4.2 Vertices
When the beams of protons and antiprotons collide, several pp¯
collisions may occur within a single bunch crossing. We are in-
terested in processes coming from hard scattering interactions
only. There is, however, a large number of elastic and inelastic
scattering processes in each bunch crossing which makes it im-
portant to correctly identify the exact spatial origin of the physics
objects we are interested in, called the primary vertex. Measuring
the direction of a physics objects and correctly reconstructing
6ET as well as b tagging are all things that rely on the accuracy
of the proper reconstruction of the primary vertex. We use a
reconstruction algorithm called adaptive primary vertex algorithm
[57] that rejects tracks from minimum bias interactions and tracks
from secondary vertices coming from heavy flavor quark decays
and leave us with a final selection of primary vertices.
The algorithm selects all tracks with two or more hits in the SMT
if they have a transverse momentum pT > 0.5 GeV. The tracks are
then projected along the z axis and grouped in regions of ∆z < 2
cm and are then fitted to a common vertex. This initial selection
is the input to a Kalman filter that removes tracks that contribute
the most to the χ2 of the vertex fit until χ2/NDF5 drops below
10. The algorithm then orders the tracks by their dca6 and only
tracks with dcaσ(dca) < 5 are kept
7. The remaining tracks are used
to determine the final location of the vertex candidates.
5 NDF = number of degrees of freedom
6 dca = distance of closest approach, in this case between the track and the beam
position in the transverse plane
7 where σ is the standard deviation
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Tracks from minimum bias events typically have significantly
lower transverse momenta pT .
P(pT ) =
∫∞
log10(pT )
F(pT )dpT∫∞
log10(0.5)
F(pT )dpT
(5.5)
is the probability that the observed pT of a certain track is compat-
ible with originating from a minimum bias interaction [58]. F(pT )
denotes a minimum bias track log10(pT ) spectrum distribution
obtained from simulation.
It is therefore possible to assign a probability to all of the vertex
candidates to originate from a minimum bias interaction (i.e. not
a hard scatter event):
PMB = Π
N−1∑
k=0
− lnΠ
k!
(5.6)
where Π is the product of individual probabilities for each of
the N > 0 tracks with pT > 0.5 GeV associated to the vertex.
The vertex with the lowest probability of being a minimum bias
event is then selected as the primary vertex of the collision event.
The PMB distribution for minimum bias vertices and for selected
primary vertices on a small test sample of simulated events are
shown in Fig. 40.
5.4.3 Electron reconstruction and identification
Electrons are calorimetric objects and deposit all their energy in
the electromagnetic (EM) section of the calorimeter. Since the
calorimeter consists of two separate areas, the central calorimeter
(CC) and the endcap calorimeter (EC) regions, we analyze data
separately in the detector pseudo-rapidity range of |ηdetector| <
1.1 (CC electron sample) and 1.5 < |ηdetector| < 2.5 (EC electron
sample). We exclude the gap situated between the CC and the
EC regions in the pseudo-rapidity range of 1.1 < |ηdetector| < 1.5.
To ensure a proper electron identification we use several criteria.
In the following, we list quantities used to determine the quality
of an electron:
• EM Fraction The fraction of energy in the EM calorime-
ter compared to the total energy in the calorimeter (EM +
hadronic part): fEM =
EEM(0.2)
Etot(0.4)
, where Etot(0.4) and EEM(0.2)
are the energies inside a cone size of ∆R < 0.4 in the whole
calorimeter and ∆R < 0.2 in the EM calorimeter, respec-
tively.
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(a) Vertex probability distribution in minimum bias vertices. (b) Vertex probability distribution for primary vertices.
Figure 40: Probability distributions for a vertex to belong to a mini-
mum bias event, measured on a subset of simulated events,
for minimum bias vertices (left) and the final selection of
primary vertices (right). While minimum bias vertices all
show an equal distribution in probability, the final selection
of primary vertices shows a very narrow peak around 0 and
almost no probability to originate from a minimum bias
event.
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• Isolation fraction The fraction of isolated energy de-
posited in the hadronic calorimeter compared to the energy
deposited in the EM calorimeter should be small to indicate
that the object in question is of EM and not hadronic nature
fiso =
Etot(0.4)−EEM(0.2)
EEM(0.2)
.
• H Matrix A matrix calculated as the inverse of the co-
variance matrix of seven EM shower shape variables: The
shower energy fraction in each of the first, second, third
and fourth EM layers of the calorimeter; the cluster size
in r − φ based on the third EM layer of the calorimeter;
the total shower energy; the primary vertex position. To
put requirements on this variable, it can be reduced to a
one-dimensional χ2 probability variable:
χ2HM =
∑
ij(x
k
i − 〈xi〉)Hij(xkj − 〈xj〉), where xi is the ith vari-
able and H is the matrix described above.
• Electron likelihood This parameter is calculated based
on seven variables: the spatial track match χ2 probability,
the ratio of transverse energy over transverse momentum
ET/pT , the H matrix, the EM Fraction, the distance of closest
approach to the primary vertex, the number of tracks in a
∆R < 0.05 cone, the total pT of tracks in a ∆R < 0.4 cone
around the candidate track.
• Track isolation This value denotes the total track pT (for
tracks with ptrackT > 0.5 GeV) in the hollow cone 0.05 <
R < 0.4 around the EM cluster.
Electrons used in the analysis are required to pass the follow-
ing requirements on the above defined variables:
If the electron deposits its energy in the CC region of the DØ
calorimeter it has to pass these requirements:
• fEM > 0.97
• fiso < 0.07,
• track isolation < 2.5 GeV
• χ2HM < 25,
• electron likelihood > 0.2
If it is measured in the EC region of the calorimeter, the follow-
ing requirements are applied:
• fEM > 0.9
• fiso < 0.15
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• χ2HM < 50,
• electron likelihood > 0.85.
For the estimation of the multijet background (Sec. 6.6.1), we
use two electron definitions, the above mentioned requirements
define the "tight" selection sample. If the requirement on the
electron likelihood is not required, we call the electron selection
"loose".
We want to minimize backgrounds containing more than one
isolated lepton, as for example final states originating from a Z
boson decay or tt¯ events. Therefore, we require the event to not
contain a second isolated electron with a transverse momentum
pT > 15 GeV inside a range of |η| < 2.5 that passes the loose
electron selection criteria.
The efficiency of correctly identifying an electron in data is 75%
(60%) for an electron in the CC (EC) region and 85% (70%) in
simulation. We apply a correction to simulated events to account
for the difference in efficiency between data and simulation. The
applied correction is derived as a function of the pT and ηdet of
the electron and applied on an event by event basis.
5.4.4 Muon reconstruction and identification
We reconstruct muons using information from two independent
systems, the central tracker and the muon spectrometer. The
muon identification is based on reconstructing a track in the
muon system which is called a "local muon track". For an object
to be identified as a muon, hits in all layers of the muon sys-
tem inside and outside the toroid are required. To further reject
cosmic muons, we apply a timing veto. The superior spatial reso-
lution of the central tracker is used to improve the accuracy of
kinematic properties of the muon and to confirm that the muon
originates from the primary vertex by using a central track. A
special tracking algorithm is used to match the muon and the
central track. The basic criteria to identify an object as a muon
are:
• Matching muon segments from A and BC layers, as well
as a matching central track. This requirement rejects about
10 % of high transverse momentum muons, mainly in the
bottom region of the detector where no full muon coverage
in the A and BC layers is available.
• Timing veto against muons from cosmic rays: Information
from the muon scintillator layers is used together with a
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requirement on the travel time in all layers of the muon
system for a muon to originate from a real collision event.
In addition, a central track match is required, which asks for
χ2/NDF < 4 for the central track fit to remove bad tracks.
Muons coming from the leptonic decay of W bosons tend to
be isolated from jets and they have a relatively high transverse
momentum in comparison to muons originating from semi lep-
tonic decays of heavy flavor hadrons. Such background muons
have a lower pT spectrum and are typically not isolated due to
the fragmentation of jets in the partial hadronic decay. Therefore,
a first muon isolation criterion can be defined by the spatial sepa-
ration between a muon and jets in the geometrical plane spanned
by the pseudorapidity η and the azimuthal angle ϕ. The distance
between two objects in this plane is defined by the standard ∆R
definition. We require the distance between a muon and the near-
est jet (with pT > 15 GeV) to be ∆R(µ, Jet) > 0.5. Muons passing
this selection form the "loose" muon selection sample.
To narrow down our final muon selection to the "tight" selec-
tion, the two variables Halo and TrkCone are introduced as
follows:
• Halo(0.1, 0.4) is the scalar sum of transverse calorimeter
energy clusters in a hollow cone around the muon between
∆Rµ = 0.1 and ∆Rµ = 0.4. Only electromagnetic and fine
hadronic calorimeter cells are taken into account in the
calculation of this variable, since there is significantly more
noise in the coarse hadronic calorimeter.
• TrkCone(0.5) is the scalar sum of the transverse momenta
of all tracks within a cone of radius ∆Rµ = 0.5 around the
muon. The track matched to the muon has been excluded
from this sum.
We require "tight" muons to pass the following requirements:
• Halo(0.1, 0.4) < 2.5 GeV
• TrkCone(0.5) < 2.5 GeV
Analogously to the electron case, we require the event not to
contain additional isolated muons, i.e. being isolated inside a
cone of ∆R < 0.5 with a transverse momentum of pT > 15 GeV.
The muon identification efficiency in data (measured on the
RunIIa+RunIIb dataset) is 72.2 % [59], its distribution in the
(η,φ) plane is shown in Fig. 41. The identification efficiency in
simulated events is about 3 % higher. We apply efficiency scale
factors in the same way as in the case of the electron efficiency
scale factors, to compensate for this difference.
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Figure 41: The muon efficiency mainly depends on the angular coverage
of the muon system. At the bottom, where there is only poor
muon coverage, at coordinates of (η,φ) = (-1.0–1.0,4.0–5.5)
we see the typical "muon hole" of the DØ detector [59].
5.4.4.1 Trigger Requirements
In the electron channel, we use the logical OR of two different
trigger suites8, the single EM trigger suite and the EM+JET trigger
suite. Single EM triggers "fire" when the recorded event contains
an electromagnetic (EM) object that passes all three trigger levels
(described in Sec. 5.3). EM+JET triggers are sensitive to events
that contain an EM object also including an unspecified number
of jets (as described in Sec. 5.4.5. The logical OR denotes that
if either of the trigger suites selects the event, it is taken into
account for the dataset we are analyzing.
In the muon channel, the logical OR of single muon triggers yields
an overall trigger efficiency of only 70% (see Sec. 6.4.1 on how
trigger efficiencies are measured). Therefore, we use the muon
inclusive trigger (which is equivalent to using a combination of
all triggers, thereby not rejecting any events based on trigger
information). In Sec. 6.4.1 we explain how triggers are modeled
in MC events.
5.4.5 Jets
Quarks and gluons are particles that cannot exist freely due to
QCD confinement (cf. Chapter 1). We can, however, still observe
them in processes originating from high energy collisions in
which pairs of quarks and gluons are created. When two quarks
separate from each other with high enough energy, new quark
8 Specific trigger terms adapted to different data taking and luminosity periods.
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pairs are created from the vacuum. Together, they form hadrons
of which some of them decay further. This process is called
hadronization and leads to fragmentation when the (in general
instable) hadrons decay. This is the creation of what we call
jets. Jets are calorimetric objects and deposit all their energy
in the calorimeter. To ensure that the jets we reconstruct for
analyses come from the initial pp¯ collision, we require jets to
have tracks associated with them. The reconstruction takes place
in the following steps:
1. Clusters are built from calorimeter towers with an energy
deposit above a certain threshold.
2. Proto-jets are constructed from the clusters.
3. The final jet selection is corrected for double counting.
A good jet reconstruction algorithm allows for the reconstruction
of the initial kinematics of the quark or gluon forming that jet
and must fulfill a number of requirements. The algorithm has to
be relatively infrared and collinear safe. Infrared safety means that
the algorithm is insensitive to additional soft radiation deposited
in the calorimeter. Fig. 42a illustrates this fact.
Collinear safety means that if a hadronic decay deposits energy
into several calorimeter towers instead of just one, the jet recon-
struction algorithm still has to be able to recognize this energy
as belonging to one object inside the calorimeter, even if a single
tower does not exceed the minimal energy threshold of the algo-
rithm. Fig. 42b illustrates this on an example that shows that the
algorithm must be capable of finding the right jets independent
of their ordering in jet pT .
The DØ algorithm used for the reconstruction of jets is called
RunII Cone Algorithm. As the name indicates, this algorithm uses
cones of energy in the calorimeter to reconstruct jets. As a first
step, it selects seeds of energy for potential jet candidates from
calorimeter clusters. To build a cluster, an algorithm called Simple
Cone finds towers with a minimal transverse energy ET > 0.5
GeV. Calorimeter towers within a cone of ∆R = 0.3 and ET > 1
GeV are added to the cluster. In the next step, so-called proto-jets
are built from the clusters. All clusters within a cone radius of
∆R < 0.5 are grouped into a proto-jet. The algorithm then checks
whether neighboring proto-jets could originate from the same
hadronization process. If the spatial separation is large enough,
both proto-jets are kept as jets, otherwise they are merged into
one jet. In the last step, the algorithm loops over all jets to sort out
misidentified jets. Those jets with ET < 6 GeV are immediately
rejected. Jet candidates then have to pass an additional series of
requirements assuring that they originate from hard scattering
processes and the following hadronization of quarks or gluons.
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(a) Illustration of infrared sensitivity in cone jet clustering. In this example, jet
clustering begins around seed particles, shown here as arrows with length
proportional to energy. The presence of soft radiation between two jets
may cause a merging of the jets that would not occur in the absence of
the soft radiation. The algorithm must be able to identify the soft radiation
successfully and separate it from the jet reconstruction.
(b) Illustration of collinear safety in algorithms that would be dependent on
the ordering in transverse energy ET of the partons that form a jet. The
difference between the two situations is that the central (hardest) parton
splits into two almost collinear partons. The separation between the two
most distant partons is more than ∆R but less than 2∆R. Thus all of the
partons can fall within a single cone of radius ∆R around the central
parton(s). However, if the partons are treated as seeds and analyzed with an
algorithm not sensitive to ET ordering of the partons, different jets will be
identified in the two situations. On the left, where the single central parton
has the largest ET , a single jet containing all three partons will be found.
In the situation on the right, the splitting of the central parton leaves the
right-most parton with the largest ET . Hence this seed is looked at first
and a jet may be found containing only the right-most and two central
partons. The left-most parton is a jet by itself. In this case the jet number
changes depending on the presence or absence of a collinear splitting. This
signals an incomplete cancellation of the divergences in the real and virtual
contributions to this configuration and renders the algorithm collinear
unsafe. This problem should be avoided by making the selection or ordering
of seeds and jet cones independent of the ET of individual particles.
Figure 42: An algorithm for jet reconstruction must fulfill definite re-
quirements to correctly identify a jet. These figures illustrate
the criteria of being infrared and collinear safe [60].
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The final selection of jets is then kept as good jets and can be
used in physics analyses. Whenever the term jets is used in the
following, it refers to such a good jet passing the reconstruction.
Sec. 5.5.3 describes necessary corrections to the jet energy scale
due to numerous effects.
5.4.6 Missing Transverse Energy
The missing transverse energy 6ET can be reconstructed from the
net momentum in the x-y plane. The sum of all momenta in the
transverse plane at the time at which the collision happens is
zero. In the z direction, however, the momentum is unknown, but
generally different from zero. This comes from the fact that the
partons in the initial state carry different fractions of the proton
and antiproton momentum. We could calculate 6ET as the negative
sum of vectors of transverse momenta pT of all particles observed
in the detector for a certain collision:
6ET = −
∑
all cells
~pT (5.7)
This equation is based on simple conservation of momentum
in the transverse plane, which is exact for the momentum of a
neutrino as a massless relativistic particle. If there were other
massive particles included in the sum, this equation would only
be accurate at high energies at which these particles would be-
come relativistic. In physics analyses, the requirements on the 6ET ,
however, assure that the equation remains a valid approximation
even in the case of massive particles contributing to the sum.
What we do in practice to calculate 6ET from detector measure-
ments is to sum up the transverse energy of all calorimeter cells
in the electromagnetic (EM) and fine hadronic (FH) part of the
calorimeter. We exclude cells from the coarse hadronic (CH) part
due to their high noise level. 6ET can only be calculated after the
reconstruction of all other physics objects in the event including
their proper energy scale correction. The major contribution in
terms of energy scale correction comes into play at the recon-
struction of jets which also deals with muons inside of jets. The
6ET calculation is also corrected for energy deposits from isolated
muons inside the calorimeter. Other calorimetric objects (namely
electrons and photons) are included into the calculation of 6ET if
their pT is above a threshold of 5 GeV inside the region of |η| < 2.5.
To sum up this procedure in an equation, we build the sum over
all calorimeter cells and then replace those parts of the sum with
physics objects that we actually detect in the detector:
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6Ex,y =
∑
all cells
Ex,y +
∑
phys obj
Ephys objx,y −
∑
phys cells
Ephys cellsx,y . (5.8)
We then calculate the transverse component of the energy that
we get out of the above calculation:
6ET =
√
( 6Ex)2 + ( 6Ey)2 (5.9)
5.5 corrections
5.5.1 Lepton Identification
The lepton reconstruction efficiency in simulation is higher than
in data. This is mostly due to inefficiencies in the tracking system
and this effect becomes stronger with tighter lepton identification
criteria. To compensate for this discrepancy between data and
simulation, we derive the correction factors to reweight our simu-
lated events making them match the data efficiencies. We derive
different factors for each lepton type as functions of transverse
momentum pT , η or φ of the lepton.
5.5.2 Lepton Resolution
Also the lepton energy resolution in simulated events is not the
same as in data. It is mostly due to imperfections in the detector
that cannot be perfectly simulated, like dead readout channels.
We apply a smearing to the energy resolution of simulated events
to make the width of the Z boson mass match between data and
simulation.
5.5.3 Jet Energy Scale Correction
The jets that the RunII Cone Algorithm reconstructs from the
energy deposited in the calorimeter does not match the energy
of the particles corresponding to these jets. This is due to a
series of effects that we have not taken into account during the
reconstruction, yet. The calorimeter response to electromagnetic
and hadronic particles depositing their energy in the calorimeter
cells is being corrected in the following form:
Ejet =
Emeasuredjet −O
Fη ·R · S . (5.10)
Ejet is the energy we finally strive to obtain for physics analyses,
whereas Emeasuredjet is the energy measured in the calorimeter and
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reconstructed as described in Sec. 5.4.5. In the following we
explain the applied corrections:
• O is the offset energy that has to be subtracted. Contribu-
tions to the offset come from all processes that are not due
to the hard scattering interaction in question. It can be addi-
tional minimum bias events, additional pp¯ interactions, pile
up from previous collisions, or processes in the uranium in
the calorimeter cells. The offset is measured in minimum
bias interactions where the energy of the calorimeter towers
within a jet cone radius of ∆R < 0.5 is summed up.
• Fη is the η-dependent correction for differences in calorime-
ter response. It is measured in photon+jets processes in
which the photon and the jet are aligned back-to-back.
• R is an additional correction of the absolute energy response
of the calorimeter. It is measured in the same way as Fη, but
after that correction has already been applied. It therefore
corrects for losses of energy in regions without calorimeter
coverage and for differences in response of the calorimeter
between hadrons and electrons or photons.
• S is the correction of the shower shape of the jet. It corrects
for parts of the jet shower that are not included in the jet
cone and for energies that are accidentally included in the
jet. This correction is determined from simulated events.
5.5.4 Vertex Confirmation
A criterion to reduce electronic noise or pile-up effects in the jet
sample is called vertex confirmation. It is only applied to jets
from higher luminosity samples (namely, the RunIIb sample). For
a jet to be vertex confirmed, it has to be matched to at least two
tracks with
• transverse momentum pT > 0.5GeV
• dca < 0.5 mm in the transverse plane
• dca < 1.0 mm on the z axis
• a distance in z of < 2 cm.
This ensures for the jet to originate from the primary vertex (in
the sense that it was created in the pp¯ collision event).
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5.6 tagging of b quark jets
For a Higgs with low mass < 135 GeV, the decay into two jets of
b quarks (short: b jets) is the dominant decay channel (cf. Chapter
1). Therefore, a correct identification of b jets is a crucial step to
gain sensitivity in any low mass Higgs analysis. The jets iden-
tified so far give no indication of their flavor or whether they
origin from quarks at all. Most of the jets that are being success-
fully identified as jets come indeed from a V + light jets process
(where V stands for a vector boson, W or Z). To vastly reduce
this major background of low Higgs mass analyses, we try to
identify jets originating specifically from a b quark, a procedure
called b tagging.
Pairs of b quarks are produced in hard scattering events in the pp¯
collisions. When the two b quarks separate, they will hadronize
due to their QCD confinement. A b quark cannot survive by
itself and will preferably directly form a B meson. This B meson
then travels a certain distance of O(1)mm before it decays. This
decay length corresponds to its average lifetime of O(10−12) s [61]
and is much longer than for hadrons formed by light quarks or
gluons. The signature of such an event differs from other events
not containing b quarks. In the case of b quarks present, jets from
the quark hadronization will contain a secondary vertex from
the decay of the B meson (see Fig. 43 for an illustration. The
secondary vertex is usually displaced by O(1)mm corresponding
to the B meson decay length.
5.6.1 Taggability
Before going into the details of tagging b jets, we require jets to
fulfill a more general criterion called taggability which requires
the identification of the primary vertex corresponding to the jet
as well as at least one track jet associated with the (calorimeter)
jet. Track jets are essentially jets based on tracking information
instead of calorimeter information. To reconstruct track jets, the
Simple Cone algorithm for the identification of calorimeter towers
in the jet reconstruction (cf. Sec. 5.4.5) is applied. In this case, it
starts from tracks with a minimal transverse momentum pT >
1 GeV and requires a cone size of ∆R < 0.5 for the track jet
candidates. They further have to fulfill the following criteria:
• At least one hit in the SMT system.
• dca (track, primary vertex) < 1.5 mm in the transverse plane.
• dca (track, primary vertex) < 4.0 mm along the z axis.
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Figure 43: One of the criteria in tagging jets originating from a b quark
is to identify a secondary vertex. A b quark will form a B
meson that then travels O(1)mm before it decays. There-
fore, jets originating from b quarks will contain a secondary
displaced vertex.
These requirements serve to reject long lived9 particles like kaons.
After the track jets have been reconstructed, the calorimeter jets
(hadronic jets) are matched to the track jets. Tracks count as
matched when they are within a maximal cone radius of ∆R < 0.5
of each other.
5.6.2 b Tagging
Now for the actual b tagging of the calorimeter jets, there are
four types of objects that play an important role in the b tagging
process:
• Tracks formed from charged particles in the CFT or SMT
that do not origin from the primary vertex
• A secondary vertex reconstructed from these tracks
• Hadronic jets reconstructed from calorimetric energy
• Identification of a muon inside a jet (as > 20% of b jets
decay semi-muonically)
On the algorithm level, we use four independent approaches of
identifying b jets:
9 compared to b quarks
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• The Counting Signed Impact Parameters (CSIP) algo-
rithm. This algorithm counts the number of tracks associ-
ated with a jet that do not origin from the primary vertex.
A track is associated with a jet if ∆R(Track, Jet) < 0.5
• The Jet LIfetime Probability tagger (JLIP) algorithm. It
combines all information regarding the impact parameters
of all tracks associated with the jet to calculate the probabil-
ity that a jet originates from the primary vertex.
• The Secondary Vertex Tagger (SVT) algorithm. It recon-
structs secondary vertices from tracks of charged particles.
The criterion for associating a secondary vertex with a jet is
∆R(Secondary Vertex, Jet) < 0.5
• The Soft Lepton Tagger algorithm. It tags a jet if it contains
a muon.
Although each of these algorithms is capable of tagging b jets
by itself, we can get even better tagging results: We combine the
output of the algorithms together with other variables (seven in
total) capable of identifying b jets inside a Neural Network (NN)
b tagging algorithm [62]. This is only possible as the tagging out-
put of the other algorithms is not a hundred percent correlated.
5.6.2.1 Neural Network Algorithms
A Neural Network (NN) is a so-called multivariate technique used
to statistically add the information from many input variables
into one output variable. It is used to classify information along
the output distribution, for example to separate signal from back-
ground in a particle search. In case of the b tagging, the NN
is trained to separate W+ light jets-like events from W+bb¯-like
events. A NN output typically is a continuous distribution from
0 to 1 where background-like events (light jets in this case) are
shifted towards 0 and signal like events (b quark jets) are shifted
towards 1. The way the NN works is that it collects the uncorre-
lated information between its input variables and combines their
separation power. It generally consists of three layers:
1. An input layer containing all variables fed to the NN.
2. One or several hidden layer(s) in which information from
the input variables is connected via so-called neurons, nodes
that link together the input from certain variables. The num-
ber of nodes and links can vary.
3. An output layer in which all links from the hidden layer(s)
are brought together in a single neuron
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The input xj to a node in the hidden layer is the linear combi-
nation of weighted inputs wijyi in the input layer, where wij is
the weight with which the input node is linked to the hidden
node and yi is the input from the variable fed into the NN. The
input to a node also takes into account a bias w0j representing
the signal strength between the input layer and the hidden layer
for this particular node.
xj = w0j +
∑
i
wijyi. (5.11)
This equation holds true for every hidden layer as well as the
output layer by replacing the input layer with the preceding layer
of the NN. The output of a certain node differs from whether it
is in a hidden layer or in the output layer. In a hidden layer, the
output oj of a given node j is a sigmoidal function of its input xj:
oj =
1
1+ e−xj
. (5.12)
In the output layer, the final output oj simply represents the
linear combination of its weighted inputs as described in Eq. 5.11:
oj = xj (5.13)
Using at least one hidden layer yields in the fact that the NN
output is a continuous function that (if properly normalized) can
represent a probability of having a signal between 0 and 1 given
a certain known input [63, 64]. Fig. 44 shows a schematic of a
neural network.
5.6.2.2 The b Tagging Neural Network
In the previous section we have learned about the general concept
of a neural network. Now we will get back to the b tagging neural
network. Two crucial steps have still to be made to obtain the NN
output. The choice of input variables and the training of the NN
to assign the weights for the NN to be able to distinguish light
jets (u,d,s) from b jets.
input variables should have a high discrimination power
in terms of separating signal and background. Intuitively, the
more variables the higher the discrimination power of the NN.
At the same time, the complexity and computing time needed to
obtain the final output increase with the number of variables. The
simplest method is to start with the variables with the highest
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Figure 44: Schematic of a neural network. A certain number N of input
variables is fed into a neural network. Weights are assigned
to calculate linear combination of input values into one or
several hidden layers. The information and separating power
of the input variables is combined using linear combinations
of sigmoidal functions into a continuous output distribution
in the single node in the output layer. Properly normalized
between 0 and 1 a NN output represents the probability to
have a signal in a given input.
single discriminating power and to add more variables until the
amelioration is not longer significant. In the case of the b tagging
NN, the total number of input variables is seven, which are listed
in the following:
• The decay length significance of the secondary vertex with
respect to the primary vertex.
• A linear combination of impact parameter significance vari-
ables for a certain number of tracks:
2(3)s - The number of tracks with a positive10 impact pa-
rameter significance greater than 2 (3).
2(3)w - The number of tracks with a negative impact param-
eter significance greater than 2(3) and a maximal angular
distance between the track and the jet of ∆φ(track, jet) <
1.15
Lin-comb = 6× 3s+ 4× 2s+ 3× 3w+ 2× 2w.
• The probability that the jet originates from the primary
vertex.
• χ2/NDF of the secondary vertex.
10 In the plane transverse to the beam axis, the distance of closest approach to the
primary vertex (d = ~d) is given the same sign as the scalar product ~d · ~pT (jet).
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• Number of tracks used to reconstruct the secondary vertex.
• The mass of the secondary vertex corrected by the trans-
verse momentum pT . This is calculated from the combined
rest mass of the tracks assuming all the tracks are pions,
with a correction for neutral particles.
• Number of reconstructed secondary vertices in the jet.
The distributions of these variables can be seen in Fig. 45 for two
different test samples, a sample of bb¯ jet events and a sample of
light flavored (u,d,s) multijet events (denoted as "QCD" in the
plots).
Using more variables than these does not provide further im-
provement on the identification efficiency. Fig. 46 shows a com-
parison in terms of identification efficiency over misidentification
rate (also called "fake rate") using either five, seven or nine in-
put variables. While going from five to seven input variables
still provides additional improvement, at the cost of a higher
misidentification rate, going to nine variables does not improve
the efficiency any further. The set of nine variables was already
chosen by their good separation between b jets and light jets
(from a larger initial set of lifetime-related variables). The two
additional variables (between the set of seven and nine) are
• the probability that the jet originates from the primary ver-
tex, recalculated after removing the track with the highest
significance from the calculation
• a combined variable based on the number of tracks with an
impact parameter significance greater than an optimized
value.
training To properly assign the weights in the hidden layers
as mentioned before, the NN has to be trained on a subsample
of events to be able to separate signal from background. The
NN can then be tested on a different subsample to optimize the
performance. For training and testing in the case of the b tagging
NN, RunIIa MC samples of tt¯, Z, multijet events containing
light and heavy jets (separately) as well as data subsamples
of the RunIIa dataset are used. Fig. 47 displays a performance
check on multijet (QCD) test samples. The separation power is
demonstrated by sorting signal-like events (bb¯) towards 1 and
background-like events (called "fake" in the figure) towards 0.
tagging requirements We now define two different tag-
ging criteria as a loose and tight requirement on the output
distribution of the b tagging NN. As the loose requirement, we
define NN > 0.5 and as the tight requirement, we define NN
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(a) Decay length significance (DLS). (b) Linear combination of impact parameter vari-
ables.
(c) Probability of the jet to originate from the PV. (d) χ2/NDF of the SV.
(e) Number of tracks associated with the SV. (f) Mass of the SV.
(g) Number of reconstructed vertices in the jet.
Figure 45: Distribution of the input variables of the b tagging NN for
a direct bb¯ jet events sample (red) and a multijet sample
containing light jet events (originating from a u,d,s quark),
called "QCD" in the plots (green). The discriminating power
of these variables by themselves can be seen by eye. The
NN combines their uncorrelated parts for an even higher
separation power (see Fig. 47).
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Figure 46: Comparison of efficiency vs. misidentification ("fake") rates
for five, seven or nine input variables for the b tagging NN.
Figure 47: Performance of the b tagging neural network on test samples
of multijet bb¯ enriched events and multijet events containing
light jets (called "fake"). The output proves the separation
power of the NN with the bb¯ events peaking at 1 and the
light jet events accumulated around 0.
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> 0.775. These two requirements are optimized to give the best
performance in the WH analysis in terms of signal sensitivity.
To create our first sample of events for the final selection, we ask
for events to have exactly two jets passing the loose NN b tagging
requirement. This sample is then called double tag (DT) sample.
For the events failing to pass the double tag selection, we ask for
exactly one jet in the event to pass the tight tagging requirement.
This sample is then called single tag (ST) sample. Events that do
not pass either of the selections, are rejected for the tagging and
not further taken into account in the final selection. The ST and
DT sample are by construction orthogonal, meaning the do not
have any event overlap.
The efficiency of the loose (tight) tagging requirement is 70%
(50%). The misidentification rate11 is 4.5% for the loose require-
ment and 0.3% for the tight requirement for a jet with pT = 50
GeV [65].
11 The rate at which a light flavored jet or a jet originating from a gluon jet is
identified as a b jet
6
M O D E L I N G O F P H Y S I C S P R O C E S S E S
To fully understand the physics in our detector and therefore in
our analysis, we must be able to describe the physics processes
theoretically and simulate them to the same degree of precision
at which we measure data from collision events. For this, we use
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. This modeling works in a way
that it repeats the same physical process many times, varying
only the initial conditions of the simulation (within their statis-
tical uncertainties). All of the simulated events taken together
build a statistics that allows us to make predictions of the true
outcome of the physics process. We are able to produce simulated
events for all processes that we expect to take place inside the
pp¯ collisions according to the theory of the Standard Model1. We
then normalize the obtained event yields of the simulation to
data corresponding to the cross section of the process and the lu-
minosity. The simulation of signal events allows us to predict the
shape and the kinematic properties of the physics objects we are
looking for in the analysis. We apply the same selection cuts as
in data and use more advanced techniques to enhance the signal.
Matching distributions of the final variables of our analysis for
data and MC then allow us to make predictions about the level
of understanding of our data. In particle searches, we eventually
hope to find deviations in the agreement of data and background
simulation that would indicate a signal of the production process
of an undiscovered particle.
This chapter will detail the MC generators used to produce the
different types of simulated background and signal events (Sec.
6.1) as well as the further processing of the simulated events to
compensate for detector effects (Sec. 6.2). We then go into detail
about all applied correction factors compensating for mismodel-
ing in simulated events compared to data (Sec. 6.4 for event based
corrections and Sec. 6.5 for generator effects). Our modeling of
the multijet background events is described in Sec. 6.6.1, followed
by jet corrections (Sec. 6.7) and b tagging corrections (6.8) on
simulated events.
6.1 generators
The Monte Carlo events that we use in this analysis were mainly
generated with ALPGEN [66] and PYTHIA [67], except for single
1 except for multijet events that we derive from data.
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top events that also used CompHEP [68]. These generators are
capable of simulating the process from the beginning to the
end, starting with initial state radiation in which a quark might
emit a gluon and soft interactions of the initial partons, over the
simulation of the hard scattering interaction in which the proton
and the antiproton collide, up to final state radiation and the
hadronization of quarks in the final state.
6.1.1 PYTHIA
PYTHIA is an event generator generally used to evaluate pro-
cesses at leading order in perturbation theory, which means it
takes into account only Feynman diagrams at the tree level and
does not calculate one-loop corrections or any corrections of
higher order. It calculates process cross sections and accounts for
QCD radiations by using a parton shower model. This model
simulates a shower from an initially high momentum scale down
to a certain cut-off scale at which the final state partons form.
PYTHIA models color confinement by using a model of strings
in between quark pairs. The string carries a potential energy that
grows with the distance between the quarks. As soon as there
is enough kinetic energy to separate the quarks, a new pair of a
quark and an antiquark is created from the vacuum, connected
to the ripped ends of the string. The generator iterates this model
until only on-shell hadrons remain in the final state. In the MC
events used in this analysis, the CTEQ6L1 parton distribution
functions (PDFs) were used [69]. The PDFs describe quark and
gluon densities of the colliding protons and antiprotons. PYTHIA
models the underlying structure of hadronizations very well, but
is not as good in modeling multijet events.
6.1.2 ALPGEN
ALPGEN calculates the exact matrix element of processes of QCD
and EW interactions at the parton level. It calculates processes at
leading order (LO) and beyond (W+jets sample) in perturbation
theory. The advantage of ALPGEN lies within the simulation of
multijet events. Its weakness is, however, the underlying structure
of these events, so it is not as good in simulating showering or
hadronization. For many simulated processes we use in our
analysis, we rely on events generated by an interface of ALPGEN
with PYTHIA where ALPGEN generates the events at parton
level and PYTHIA is responsible for the proper simulation of
hadronization and showering.
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6.1.2.1 MLM Matching
When a combination of ALPGEN and PYTHIA is used for event
generation, it is important to avoid double counting events com-
ing from multijet production. In these events, initially generated
by ALPGEN, it is possible that PYTHIA will introduce additional
jets into the event by adding gluons to the event that then split
into quarks and shower to jets. By using the so-called MLM
matching scheme [70] events containing additional jets are re-
moved by clustering gluons and quarks. The jets are matched to
partons from the hard scattering interaction so that each parton
corresponds to one and only one jet. If this criterion cannot be
fulfilled, the matching scheme rejects the event. Only for higher
jet multiplicity (> 4), the partons have to be matched to jets, but
additional jets are not rejected.
6.1.3 CompHEP
CompHEP uses the squared Feynman diagram technique to
calculate cross sections and distributions with several particles
in the final state. CompHEP is a generator operating at next-to-
leading order.
6.2 detector simulation
After generating simulated events, we process them through a
detector simulation software called DØgstar [71] which is short
for DØ GEANT Simulation of the Total Apparatus Response. As
the name indicates this software is based on GEANT [72], a pro-
gram of simulating the interaction between particles and matter
in a certain specific setup, in this case the material inside the DØ
detector. Examples for the simulated effects are electromagnetic
showers in the calorimeter or multiple scattering of charged par-
ticles in the silicon detectors.
Events processed through DØgstar are fed into a software called
DØsim [73] that does the digitization for each subdetector and
overlays the simulated events with minimum bias events (taken
from data events measured in the detector) to account for soft
underlying events or additional inelastic collision events. DØsim
also models the pile up in subdetectors like the calorimeter to
account for a modified response due to previous bunch cross-
ings, noise and inefficiencies. The final output of this processing
chain is a sample of simulated events similar enough to the raw
data obtained from the detector to be used in the same analysis
framework for reconstruction of physics objects.
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6.3 simulated processes
In the following, we list all simulated processes that play a role
in the WH analysis.
• W/Z + light jets Production of a W or Z boson in associ-
ation with light jets. A light jet forms from a light parton
such as a light quark (u, d or s) or a gluon. The W boson de-
cays leptonically, into a lepton and a neutrino, the Z boson
decays into two leptons. This background is the dominant
one to the signal of our analysis before we apply b tagging.
This sample is generated with ALPGEN interfaced with
PYTHIA for hadronization and showering. See Table 8 - 13
for the number and cross section of generated events.
• W/Z + heavy flavor jets Production of a W or Z boson
in association with heavy flavor jets. A heavy flavor jet
originates from the hadronization of a c or b quark. In the
case of exactly two jets, this background is the dominant
one after b tagging. This sample is also generated with
ALPGEN interfaced with PYTHIA for hadronization and
showering. See Table 8 - 13 for the number and cross section
of generated events.
• Double top quark Production of a pair of top quarks.
Top quarks almost exclusively decay into a W boson and
a b quark. We split up this background sample into two
cases: The dilepton case in which both W bosons decay
leptonically, and the lepton+jets case in which one of the
W bosons decays leptonically and the other one decays
in a pair of jets. The all-jets final state of this process is
accounted for in our estimation of the multijet background
from data (see Sec. 6.6.1). The double top background is
the dominant one in the case that we look at events with
exactly three jets in the final state after applying b tagging.
This sample is generated with ALPGEN interfaced with
PYTHIA for hadronization and showering, a top mass of
mT = 172 GeV was assumed. See Table 6 for the number
and cross section of generated events.
• Single top quark Production of a single top quark, mainly
produced in in two different channels, the so-called s and t
channels. The s channel describes the fusion of two quarks
into a W boson which then decays into a top quark and
a b¯ quark. The top quark decays into a b quark and a W
boson that decays leptonically. The t channel describes the
same initial fusion of quarks into a W boson that then
interacts with a b quark to produce a top quark. The b
quark is produced by a decaying gluon that also produces
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a b¯. The top quark then again decays into a W that decays
leptonically and a b quark. In both cases we end up with
an event topology similar to the one in the WH final state.
This sample is generated with CompHEP at next-to-leading
order, a top mass of mT = 172 GeV was assumed. See Table
7 for the number and cross section of generated events.
• Diboson Production of a WW, ZZ or WZ pair. In case
the WW pair decays in a lepton+jets way, meaning one
of the W’s decays leptonically and the other one decays
into jets, we are left with an event topology similar to WH
production. The same holds true in case of ZZ production
where one of the Z’s decays into two leptons of which
one does not get reconstructed and therefore accounts for
missing transverse energy (thereby faking the signature of
a W boson) and the other one decays into a pair of quarks.
Also for the WZ, we can end up with a topology similar
to WH in case the W decays leptonically and the Z decays
into a pair of quarks. Also if the W decays into two quarks
and the Z decays into leptons of which one of them is
not reconstructed. This sample is generated with PYTHIA.
See Table 6 for the number and cross section of generated
events.
• WH Signal Production of a W boson in association with a
Higgs boson2. The Higgs boson decays into two b quarks
that subsequently form jets. The W boson decays leptoni-
cally into a lepton and a corresponding neutrino. We take
into account all three lepton flavors. Fig. 48 shows the corre-
sponding Feynman diagram for this production and decay
channel. See Table 4 (5) for the number and cross section of
generated events for RunIIa (RunIIb).
• Other signal Contributions We also include signal com-
ing from other processes than WH production. We take into
account ZH processes in which the Higgs boson decays into
two b quarks, like in WH processes, and the Z boson decays
leptonically with one of the leptons not being detected and
therefore being misidentified as a neutrino. See Table 4 (5)
for the number and cross section of generated events for
RunIIa (RunIIb).
6.3.1 Cross Section Correction
When simulated events are being generated for analyses, we
produce significantly more events than we need to describe the
2 See Sec. 2.2 for details on Higgs boson production at the Tevatron
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Figure 48: Feynman diagram for production of a Higgs boson in asso-
ciation with a W boson. The W boson decays into a lepton
and a neutrino, the Higgs boson decays into two b quarks
which subsequently form jets.
data. Especially for processes with rather small production cross
sections, the amount of simulated events is by far greater than the
amount of events in data. Therefore, we have to make the number
of simulated events comparable to the one expected in data by
scaling down the simulated events according to their cross section.
As mentioned before, most generators used for MC production
operate at leading order. For some cross section calculations, the
calculation at next-to-leading order (including one-loop Feynman
diagrams into the calculations), makes a significant difference. To
compensate for this effect, we use a correction factor k between
the next-to-leading order (NLO) cross section and the LO cross
section of a given physics process:
k =
σNLO
σLO
. (6.1)
These factors are then applied to the normalization of our MC
samples. Ideally, we would take into account even higher correc-
tions. However, calculating at higher loop corrections becomes
significantly more difficult.
6.3.2 Simulated Event Tables
The following table summarizes, for all different event samples,
split up by parton multiplicity (where the highest parton mul-
tiplicity is always an inclusive bin, which means it includes all
higher jet multiplicities as well), the number of generated events
and the cross section times branching ratio of the process. A k
factor is stated in the cases where the cross section is calculated
at leading order, to correct to next to leading order. In cases
where no k factor is stated, the cross section has already been
calculated at NLO, except for the WH cross section which has
been calculated at NNLO.
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RunIIa MC Process Generator # events σ(×BR)[pb]
mH = 100GeV 194715 0.0251
mH = 105GeV 193580 0.0209
mH = 110GeV 199080 0.0173
mH = 115GeV 196937 0.0141
mH = 120GeV 194767 0.0112
WH→ bb¯+ `ν mH = 125GeV PYTHIA 193882 0.0087
mH = 130GeV 193045 0.0065
mH = 135GeV 193795 0.0047
mH = 140GeV 197115 0.0032
mH = 145GeV 195850 0.0021
mH = 150GeV 194676 0.0013
mH = 100GeV 394432 0.0046
mH = 105GeV 403338 0.00384
mH = 110GeV 396185 0.00320
mH = 115GeV 400115 0.00263
mH = 120GeV 404973 0.00212
ZH→ bb¯+ `` mH = 125GeV PYTHIA 388415 0.00166
mH = 130GeV 385764 0.00125
mH = 135GeV 387729 0.00091
mH = 140GeV 376238 0.000637
mH = 145GeV 387119 0.000410
mH = 150GeV 387219 0.000249
Table 4: List of the simulated signal processes WH → bb¯ + `ν and
ZH→ bb¯+ `` used for RunIIa samples, along with the gener-
ator that was used for production, the number of produced
events in the sample, for all lepton flavors, and the cross section
times branching ratio, for one lepton flavor. ` denotes e,µ or τ.
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RunIIb MC Process Generator # events σ(×BR)[pb]
mH = 100GeV 320322 0.0251
mH = 105GeV 293813 0.0209
mH = 110GeV 316140 0.0173
mH = 115GeV 279087 0.0141
mH = 120GeV 321634 0.0112
WH→ bb¯+ `ν mH = 125GeV PYTHIA 278550 0.0087
mH = 130GeV 553407 0.0065
mH = 135GeV 460095 0.0047
mH = 140GeV 495718 0.0032
mH = 145GeV 446339 0.0021
mH = 150GeV 320201 0.0013
mH = 100GeV 319375 0.0046
mH = 105GeV 279205 0.00384
mH = 110GeV 320038 0.00320
mH = 115GeV 279468 0.00263
mH = 120GeV 322296 0.00212
ZH→ bb¯+ `` mH = 125GeV PYTHIA 279466 0.00166
mH = 130GeV 321965 0.00125
mH = 135GeV 279647 0.00091
mH = 140GeV 320005 0.000637
mH = 145GeV 279310 0.000410
mH = 150GeV 316756 0.000249
Table 5: List of the simulated signal processes WH → bb¯ + `ν and
ZH → bb¯+ `` used for RunIIb samples, along with the gen-
erator that was used for production, the number of produced
events in the sample and the cross section times branching
ratio, for one lepton flavor. ` denotes e,µ or τ.
data Process Generator # events k×σ× BR [pb]
WW inclusive PYTHIA 1905k 1.03× 11.6
RunIIa WZ inclusive PYTHIA 1059k 1.06× 3.25
ZZ inclusive PYTHIA 590.6k 1.33
WW inclusive PYTHIA 709.9k 1.03× 11.6
RunIIb WZ inclusive PYTHIA 632.3k 1.06× 3.25
ZZ inclusive PYTHIA 540.3k 1.33
Table 6: List of simulated di-boson processes WW, WZ and ZZ, along
with the generator that was used for production, the number
of events in the sample and the cross section times branching
ratio.
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RunIIa MC Generator # events k× (σ×BR)[pb]
+ 0 light parton 1516107 1.43×0.352
tt¯→ bb¯+ `+ν`′−ν¯`′ + 1 light parton ALPGEN + PYTHIA 492647 1.43×0.143
+ 2 light partons 288992 1.43×0.0713
+ 0 light parton 771271 1.43×1.414
tt¯→ bb¯+ 2j+ `ν + 1 light parton ALPGEN + PYTHIA 492647 1.43×0.57
+ 2 light partons 288992 1.43×0.283
tb→ eνbb¯ 290262 0.99×0.112
tb→ µνbb¯ CompHEP + PYTHIA 287994 0.99×0.11
tb→ τνbb¯ 287991 0.99×0.117
tqb→ eνbqb 290262 0.99×0.243
tqb→ µνbqb CompHEP + PYTHIA 287994 0.99×0.239
tqb→ τνbqb 289106 0.99×0.254
RunIIb MC Generator # events k× (σ×BR)[pb]
+ 0 light parton 749642 1.43×0.352
tt¯→ bb¯+ `+ν`′−ν¯`′ + 1 light parton ALPGEN + PYTHIA 452177 1.43×0.142
+ 2 light partons 281453 1.43×0.0676
+ 0 light parton 777068 1.43×1.40
tt¯→ bb¯+ 2j+ `ν + 1 light parton ALPGEN + PYTHIA 457782 1.43×0.577
+ 2 light partons 321166 1.43×0.267
tb→ eνbb¯ 247517 0.99×0.112
tb→ µνbb¯ CompHEP + PYTHIA 225286 0.99×0.110
tb→ τνbb¯ 248722 0.99×0.117
tqb→ eνbqb 272573 0.99×0.243
tqb→ µνbqb CompHEP + PYTHIA 273354 0.99×0.239
tqb→ τνbqb 246552 0.99×0.254
Table 7: List of simulated tt¯ and single-top processes, along with the
generator that was used for production, the number of events in
the sample and the k factor times cross section times branching
ratio, where ` = e, τ or µ.
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RunIIa MC Process Generator # events σ(×BR)[pb]
+ 0 light parton 12.5M 4.513k
+ 1 light parton 18.9M 1.278k
Wjj→ `ν + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 13.3M 299.4
+ 3 light partons 3.5M 70.7
+ 4 light partons 2.5M 16.2
+ 5 light partons 781k 4.95
+ 0 light parton 1.4M 9.37
+ 1 light parton 667k 4.3
Wbb¯→ `νbb¯ + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 249k 1.55
+ 3 light partons 377k 0.71
+ 0 light parton 1.2M 24.5
Wcc¯→ `νcc¯ + 1 light parton ALPGEN + PYTHIA 740k 13.5
+ 2 light partons 342k 5.5
+ 3 light partons 446k 2.53
Table 8: List of simulated RunIIa W+jets processes, along with the
generator that was used for production, the number of events
in the sample and the cross section times branching ratio (the
light partons are requested to have pT > 8 GeV and |η| < 5).
Samples generated with ALPGEN have been produced in bins
of light parton multiplicity. These bins are exclusive, except for
the last one, which is inclusive. ` denotes a lepton, i.e., either e,
µ or τ.
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RunIIa MC Process Generator # events σ(×BR)[pb]
+ 0 light parton 577k 337
Zjj→ ee + 1 light parton 479k 40.3
15-75 GeV + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 191k 10
+ 3 light partons 96k 2.76
+ 0 light parton 3.0M 132
Zjj→ ee + 1 light parton 1.9M 40.8
75-130 GeV + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 982k 10
+ 3 light partons 988k 3.15
+ 0 light parton 295k 0.89
Zjj→ ee + 1 light parton 192k 0.37
130-250 GeV + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 98k 0.09
+ 3 light partons 98k 0.03
+ 0 light parton 577k 336
Zjj→ µµ + 1 light parton 483k 39.7
15-75 GeV + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 192k 9.9
+ 3 light partons 96k 2.8
+ 0 light parton 3.0M 132
Zjj→ µµ + 1 light parton 2.0M 40.6
75-130 GeV + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 1.1M 9.8
+ 3 light partons 1.1M 3.1
+ 0 light parton 484k 0.88
Zjj→ µµ + 1 light parton 391k 0.35
130-250 GeV + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 298k 0.1
+ 3 light partons 299k 0.03
+ 0 light parton 2.9M 133
Zjj→ ττ + 1 light parton 2.0M 40.6
75-130 GeV + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 963k 10
+ 3 light partons 978k 3.2
+ 0 light parton 288k 0.88
Zjj→ ττ + 1 light parton 194k 0.34
130-250 GeV + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 97k 0.09
+ 3 light partons 100k 0.03
Table 9: List of simulated RunIIa Z+ light jets processes, along with the
generator that was used for production, the number of events
in the sample and the cross section times branching ratio (the
light partons are requested to have pT > 8 GeV and |η| < 5).
Samples generated with ALPGEN have been produced in bins
of light parton multiplicity. These bins are exclusive, except for
the last bin, which is inclusive. ` denotes a lepton, i.e., either e,
µ or tau.
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RunIIa MC Process Generator # events σ(×BR)[pb]
+ 0 light parton 201k 0.40
Zbb¯→ ee+ bb¯ + 1 light parton ALPGEN + PYTHIA 101k 0.19
+ 2 light partons 50k 0.10
+ 0 light parton 202k 0.90
Zcc¯→ ee+ cc¯ + 1 light parton ALPGEN + PYTHIA 105k 0.48
+ 2 light partons 49k 0.29
+ 0 light parton 194k 0.40
Zbb¯→ µµ+ bb¯ + 1 light parton ALPGEN + PYTHIA 99k 0.19
+ 2 light partons 50k 0.11
+ 0 light parton 194k 0.93
Zcc¯→ µµ+ cc¯ + 1 light parton ALPGEN + PYTHIA 102k 0.50
+ 2 light partons 51k 0.29
+ 0 light parton 202k 0.41
Zbb¯→ ττ+ bb¯ + 1 light parton ALPGEN + PYTHIA 101k 0.19
+ 2 light partons 50k 0.09
+ 0 light parton 196k 0.91
Zcc¯→ ττ+ cc¯ + 1 light parton ALPGEN + PYTHIA 97k 0.51
+ 2 light partons 48k 0.28
Table 10: List of simulated RunIIa Z+bb¯/cc¯ jets processes, along with
the generator that was used for production, the number of
events in the sample and the cross section times branching
ratio (the light partons are requested to have pT > 8 GeV
and |η| < 5). Samples generated with ALPGEN have been
produced in bins of light parton multiplicity. These bins are
exclusive, except for the last bin, which is inclusive. ` denotes
a lepton, i.e., either e, µ or tau.
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RunIIb MC Process Generator # events σ(×BR)[pb]
+ 0 light parton 46.4M 4.513k
+ 1 light parton 19.9M 1.278k
Wjj→ `ν + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 18.1M 299.4
+ 3 light partons 3.75M 70.7
+ 4 light partons 2.6M 16.2
+ 5 light partons 2.0M 4.95
+ 0 light parton 1.1M 9.37
+ 1 light parton 782k 4.3
Wbb¯→ `νbb¯ + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 524k 1.55
+ 3 light partons 413k 0.71
+ 0 light parton 934k 24.5
Wcc¯→ `νcc¯ + 1 light parton ALPGEN + PYTHIA 739k 13.5
+ 2 light partons 554k 5.5
+ 3 light partons 470k 2.53
Table 11: List of simulated RunIIb W+jets processes, along with the
generator that was used for production, the number of events
and the cross section times branching ratio (the light partons
are requested to have pT > 8 GeV and |η| < 5). Samples
generated with ALPGEN have been produced in bins of light
parton multiplicity. These bins are exclusive, except for the
last bin, which is inclusive. ` denotes a lepton, i.e, either e, τ
or µ.
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RunIIb MC Process Generator # events σ(×BR)[pb]
+ 0 light parton 1.9M 337
Zjj→ ee + 1 light parton 956k 40.0
15-75 GeV + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 549k 9.74
+ 3 light partons 536k 2.67
+ 0 light parton 1.2M 133
Zjj→ ee + 1 light parton 567k 40.1
75-130 GeV + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 268k 9.8
+ 3 light partons 127k 3.2
+ 0 light parton 352k 0.89
Zjj→ ee + 1 light parton 179k 0.38
130-250 GeV + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 160k 0.10
+ 3 light partons 300k 0.03
+ 0 light parton 1.7M 344
Zjj→ µµ + 1 light parton 570k 40.1
15-75 GeV + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 275k 9.66
+ 3 light partons 268k 2.74
+ 0 light parton 1.5M 134
Zjj→ µµ + 1 light parton 604k 41.4
75-130 GeV + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 401k 9.71
+ 3 light partons 146k 3.15
+ 0 light parton 351k 0.89
Zjj→ µµ + 1 light parton 170k 0.36
130-250 GeV + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 160k 0.10
+ 3 light partons 142k 0.03
+ 0 light parton 1.5M 131
Zjj→ ττ + 1 light parton 528k 40.3
75-130 GeV + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 274k 9.81
+ 3 light partons 174k 3.0
+ 0 light parton 359k 0.92
Zjj→ ττ + 1 light parton 171k 0.38
130-250 GeV + 2 light partons ALPGEN + PYTHIA 162k 0.10
+ 3 light partons 158k 0.03
Table 12: List of simulated RunIIb Z+light jets processes, along with the
generator that was used for production, the number of events
and the cross section times branching ratio (the light partons
are requested to have pT > 8 GeV and |η| < 5). Samples
generated with ALPGEN have been produced in bins of light
parton multiplicity. These bins are exclusive, except for the
last bin, which is inclusive. ` denotes a lepton, i.e, either e, τ
or µ.
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RunIIb MC Process Generator # events σ(×BR)[pb]
+ 0 light parton 196k 0.40
Zbb¯→ ee+ bb¯ + 1 light parton ALPGEN + PYTHIA 93k 0.17
+ 2 light partons 44k 0.11
+ 0 light parton 182k 0.90
Zcc¯→ ee+ cc¯ + 1 light parton ALPGEN + PYTHIA 89k 0.51
+ 2 light partons 47k 0.29
+ 0 light parton 206k 0.42
Zbb¯→ µµ+ bb¯ + 1 light parton ALPGEN + PYTHIA 96k 0.20
+ 2 light partons 45k 0.10
+ 0 light parton 194k 0.93
Zcc¯→ µµ+ cc¯ + 1 light parton ALPGEN + PYTHIA 93k 0.55
+ 2 light partons 51k 0.28
+ 0 light parton 193k 0.42
Zbb¯→ ττ+ bb¯ + 1 light parton ALPGEN + PYTHIA 98.2k 0.20
+ 2 light partons 44k 0.10
+ 0 light parton 260k 0.90
Zcc¯→ ττ+ cc¯ + 1 light parton ALPGEN + PYTHIA 101k 0.49
+ 2 light partons 51k 0.30
Table 13: List of simulated RunIIb Z+bb¯/cc¯jets processes, along with
the generator that was used for production, the number of
events and the cross section times branching ratio (the light
partons are requested to have pT > 8 GeV and |η| < 5). Sam-
ples generated with ALPGEN have been produced in bins of
light parton multiplicity. These bins are exclusive, except for
the last bin, which is inclusive. ` denotes a lepton, i.e, either e,
τ or µ.
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6.3.3 Experimental k factors and heavy flavor scale factors forW+jets
and Z+jets samples
As mentioned above, the simulated background processes are
normalized to the SM prediction of their cross section. TheW+jets
ALPGEN samples, however, are normalized to data (before we
apply b tagging). This normalization is set in conjunction with
the scaling of the multijet background (see Sec. 6.6.1). The experi-
mentally determined scale factor for the W+jets processes KexpLF
is defined as
K
exp
LF =
Ndata −NSM −NQCD
NW+jet
. (6.2)
where NSM is the number of expected events in all background
samples according to the Standard Model prediction but without
the W+jets and multijet sample contributions, and NQCD is the
number of standard model events in the multijet background
sample, estimated from data, as described in Sec. 6.6.1. The KexpLF
for the electron and muon channel of the WH analysis (split by
final states of the W decay) from each data set is summarized in
Table 14.
channel 2 jet 3 jet
RunIIa Electron 1.07 ± 0.01 1.17 ± 0.03
Muon 1.14 ± 0.01 1.31 ± 0.03
RunIIb Electron 0.98 ± 0.01 1.05 ± 0.01
Muon 1.04 ± 0.01 1.13 ± 0.01
Table 14: The experimental KexpLF factors for each sample, taking into
account the theoretical next to leading order k factor of 1.3.
The errors are statistical only. The total uncorrelated system-
atic uncertainty between the correction factors of the e and µ
channel is approximately 7-8%, based on trigger (3-4% e, 5%
µ) and lepton identification (3% e, 4% RunIIa µ, 2% RunIIb µ)
uncertainties.
The average of these numbers in two jet events is 1.0 and within
systematic uncertainties of the order of 10%, the numbers of all
channels agree. The uncertainties come from lepton characteris-
tics like the lepton trigger, the lepton efficiency, the estimation of
the multijet background and other indirect constraints coming
from the estimation of the missing transverse energy 6ET , for
example, that takes into account the lepton energy.
We correct the cross sections for heavy flavor processes by
multiplying the Wbb,Wcc,Zbb and Zcc ALPGEN cross sections
by KexpLF and by the heavy flavor factor sHF which we derive from
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data. Therefore, the full experimental correction factor for heavy
flavor is given by
K
exp
HF = sHF ×KexpLF . (6.3)
The sHF factor is determined on each orthogonal sample, the
tagged sample (denoted by ′) and the anti-tagged sample (de-
noted by ′′) by the following equation:
sHF =
(Data ′ −X ′) ∗W ′′ − (Data ′′ −X ′′) ∗W ′
(Data ′′ −X ′′) ∗B ′ − (Data ′ −X ′) ∗B ′′ (6.4)
where W is the number of events in the full W+jets sample and B
is the number of events in the W+heavy jets (bb¯ and cc¯) sample.
X is the number of events in the MC background sample except
for the W+jets sample (i.e. tt¯, single top and diboson samples).
We determine this sHF factor on a combination of all channels
of this analysis (electron and muon, RunIIa and RunIIb samples).
We obtain a value of 1.0± 0.1 that we apply to all the heavy flavor
samples W + bb¯,W + cc¯,Z+ bb¯ and Z+ cc¯. In the limit setting
procedure (see Sec. 7.4), we allow this factor to vary within its
20% uncertainty band.
6.4 event correction
6.4.1 Trigger Correction
To simulate the effect of applying triggers to simulated events,
we apply a scale factor equivalent to the efficiency of triggers
in data to the simulated events. Trigger efficiencies in data are
measured as probabilities of events passing all three trigger levels
(described in Sec. 5.3.7). The overall efficiency of the trigger then
equals the probability P(L1,L2,L3) that the event consecutively
passes L1, L2 and L3 triggers. This probability can be factorized
as follows [74]:
P(L1,L2,L3) = P(L1) · P(L2|L1) · P(L3|L1,L2) (6.5)
where P(L1) is the probability that the event passes the L1 trigger
requirements and P(L2|L1) and P(L3|L1,L2) are the conditional
probabilities for an event to pass a set of criteria, given it has
already passed the requirements of the preceding trigger level(s).
We assume that the total probability of an event to pass a set
of trigger requirements selecting a certain type of object is in-
dependent of other types of objects being present in the event.
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Therefore, the total probability of the event to pass different kinds
of triggers can be factorized as
P(obj1,obj2) = P(obj1) · P(obj2) (6.6)
where obj1/2 are physics objects for which different sets of trig-
gers are sensitive.
Trigger efficiencies in the electron and muon case are measured
by the tag-and-probe method on Z → ee and Z → µµ events
where one of the leptons is randomly selected (tag) and required
to pass the trigger requirements (done separately for L1, L2 and
L3 and then combined as in Eq. 6.5). The other lepton is then
used to measure the efficiency at which this lepton also passes
the trigger requirement.
6.4.1.1 Electron Trigger Correction
Trigger efficiencies on the single EM and EM+JET trigger suites
are measured as functions of the transverse momentum pT of the
lepton and ηdet. The efficiency correction is applied to simulated
events.
6.4.1.2 Muon Trigger Correction
We perform a whole run of the analysis up to the final event
selection (without requiring b tagging), using the single muon
trigger suite. We derive a correction factor for simulated events
using the difference between the multijet-subtracted data requir-
ing inclusive muon triggers and single muon triggers to take into
account the non-single muon trigger contribution to data:
Pcorr =
(Data−multijet)incl − (Data−multijet)singleµ
MCincl
(6.7)
where MCincl refers to the Monte Carlo events with a trigger
probability set to 1 (corresponding to the inclusive trigger require-
ment). We parameterize the correction in HT (the sum of all trans-
verse momenta in the event) and in muon ηdet for |ηdet| < 1.6.
For each simulated event, we set the trigger probability to be
Ptrig = Pcorr(HT ,ηdet) + Psingleµ (6.8)
where Psingleµ is the probability for a given event to fire
a single muon trigger (measured as in the electron case [74]).
In each event, Ptrig should be 6 1. In case Eq. 6.8 returns a
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value of Ptrig > 1 for an event, it is set to 1 by requiring that
Pcorr = 1−Psingleµ so that Pcorr+Psingleµ never exceeds unity.
Fig. 49 shows the muon trigger correction on simulated events as
a function of HT estimated on RunIIa and RunIIb data.
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Figure 49: Muon trigger correction for simulated events, Pcorr in
Eq. 6.7, estimated on RunIIa (left) and RunIIb (right) data. In
RunIIb we parameterize the RunIIb correction with a tanh
function.
6.4.2 Luminosity Profile
The instantaneous luminosity delivered by the Tevatron decreases
in a non monotonic way throughout a store. As we use minimum
bias events to propagate detector inefficiencies and pile up effects
to simulated events (see Sec. 6.2), it is necessary to reweight the
simulated events to match the shape of the luminosity profile we
measure in data. The luminosity profile in data is therefore com-
pared to the one in MC separately for every simulated process in
a bin by bin reweighting of the histograms.
6.4.3 z Position of the Primary Vertex
In simulated events, the distribution of the position of primary
vertices along the z axis follows a Gaussian distribution around
z = 0. In data, however, this distribution is slightly non Gaussian
(see Fig. 50), showing a wider range than in simulated events
and also having a greater loss in efficiency for |z| > 40 cm, we
therefore apply a cut of |z| < 40 cm in the WH analysis. The
shape of the luminous region at DØ depends on shapes of the
proton and antiproton bunches and on the β parameter of the
interaction point3 [75]. The distribution has been measured in
3 β is a parameter generally used in describing beam shapes in particle accelera-
tors.
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data and it is used to correct the distribution in the simulation
accordingly.
Figure 50: Beam shape distributions for different data subsamples (solid
lines) compared to Gaussian functions of 25 and 30 cm (up-
per and lower dashed lines) on a log scale. The slight non-
Gaussianity is an effect of the order of 3% that has to be
corrected in simulation to match the data shape. [75]
6.5 alpgen reweighting
As mentioned before, we use ALPGEN and PYTHIA for the
generation of our simulated events. MC samples generated with
ALPGEN involved show some imperfections that we account
for by correcting the corresponding samples manually to data.
We reweight the W/Z+jets samples for all channels, electron
and muon as well as RunIIa and RunIIb. We apply the same
reweightings to the light and heavy jet samples. The way we
derive the corrections is by building the ratio of the data sample
subtracted by all MC samples but the ALPGEN MC samples
(multijet, tt¯, single top and diboson samples) divided by the
ALPGEN MC samples. We then fit the obtained ratio with an
appropriate correction function. In each reweighting figure shown
below, the black curve represents the nominal correction function
that we derive, while the red and blue dashed curves represent
±1σ variations on the function. These variations are based on
selecting the parameter that affects the shape of the function the
most (the highest order polynomial term for most fits; the slope
of the sigmoid turn-on for WpT ), varying that by one full σ based
on the uncertainty of the fit, and varying the other fit parameters
by the appropriate amount based on the covariance matrix of
the fit. In the following, all applied ALPGEN corrections are
described.
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6.5.1 Z Boson Transverse Momentum
Neither ALPGEN nor PYTHIA correctly model the distribution of
the transverse momentum pT of the Z boson, especially for events
with pT > 100 GeV. We compensate for this mismodeling by
reweighting the simulated events [76]. The correction is derived
from the measurement of the Z boson transverse momentum in
Z→ e e events in the RunIIa and RunIIb data samples [77]. The
reweighting of the W pT distribution is explained in 6.5.5.
6.5.2 Jet ηdet in the ICD region
In the ICD region of the detector (0.8 < |ηdet| < 1.4), the jet ηdet
distribution shows an excess of events in the simulated RunIIb
samples. This is due to the zero bias event overlay which appears
to shift more jets in simulated events into the ICD region. The
applied jet correction is not perfectly modeled in this region
because of the missing calorimeter information (the ICD region
is the gap between the two spatial sections of the calorimeter,
the CC and the EC region). We use constant factors in both ICD
regions for the reweighting. The reweighting factors are shown
in Fig. 51 and listed in Eq. 6.9.
Fηj1ICDsouth = 0.928472
Fηj1ICDnorth = 0.992236 (6.9)
Fηj2ICDsouth = 0.862120
Fηj2ICDnorth = 0.899186
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(a) ICD region reweighting parameters for the lead-
ing jet.
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(b) ICD region reweighting parameters for the sec-
ond leading jet.
Figure 51: Reweighting parameters on the leading and second leading
jet as a function of ηdet for the ICD region of the DØ detector.
These parameters are applied to reweight simulated events
in the RunIIb samples generated with ALPGEN.
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6.5.3 Jet η
To better model the overall shape of the jet η distribution in
simulated events (which is slightly mismodeled in ALPGEN
when compared to data), we derive a correction function on the
data to MC ratio of the jet η distribution of the leading and
second leading jet in the event4. The fit functions are fourth order
polynomials and are shown in Fig. 52 and listed in Eq. 6.10.
The functions are symmetrical, so they only contain even order
polynomial terms, because the DØ detector is symmetrical in η,
therefore we expect the jet distribution to be symmetrical. Fig. 53
shows the effect of the reweighting exemplarily on the RunIIb
electron sample distribution of the leading jet η in a comparison
before and after the reweighting is applied.
Fηj1 = 0.976774− 0.0262889 η
2
j1 + 0.0191657 η
4
j1
Fηj2 = 0.942693− 0.004809 η
2
j2 + 0.018491 η
4
j2 (6.10)
(6.11)
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(a) Jet η reweighting function for the leading jet.
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jet.
Figure 52: Reweighting functions on the leading and second leading jet
as a function of jet η. These functions are used to reweight
simulated events generated with ALPGEN.
6.5.4 Lepton η
For the η distribution of the lepton in simulated events of ALP-
GEN samples, we also see a slight generator mismodeling effect
in comparison to the data distribution. Therefore, we fit a sym-
metrical second order polynomial function to the data to MC ratio
that is then applied to the samples generated with ALPGEN. The
function is listed in Eq. 6.12 and shown in Fig. 54. Fig. 55 shows
4 No reweighting is applied to the third jet in the three jet channel.
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(a) Leading jet η before reweighting (b) Leading jet η after reweighting
Figure 53: Distribution of the leading jet η (in the RunIIb electron sam-
ple) before and after the application of the derived fourth
order polinomial reweighting function on the ALPGEN sam-
ples. A significant improvement especially in the high η
regions is visible.
the effect of the reweighting exemplarily on the RunIIb electron
η distribution in a comparison before and after the reweighting
is applied.
Fηlepton = 0.97426+ 0.0658797 η
2
lepton (6.12)
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Figure 54: Reweighting function on the lepton in the event as a function
of lepton η. This function is used to reweight simulated
events generated with ALPGEN.
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(a) Lepton η before reweighting (b) Lepton η after reweighting
Figure 55: Distribution of lepton η (in the RunIIb electron sample) be-
fore and after the application of the derived second order
polinomial reweighting function on the ALPGEN samples. A
significant overall improvement of the distribution is visible.
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6.5.5 W pT and ∆R
We also see a discrepancy between data and simulation in the
shape of the distributions of ∆R between the two leading jets
and the transverse momentum of the W boson WpT . These two
variables show a certain correlation, therefore we derive a 2D
reweighting function WWpT ∗WDeltaR on the data to MC ratio
in the ∆R – WpT plane (see Fig. 56 (a)–(c)). Both functions, as
listed in Eq. 6.13 are then applied to the W+jets MC sample. The
∆R function is also applied to the Z+jets MC sample conserving
the event yield for this sample. Figs. 57 and 58 show the effect of
the reweighting exemplarily on the RunIIb electron distributions
in a comparison before and after the reweighting for the ∆R and
W pT distribution, respectively.
The functions are defined as
FDeltaR = 4.3822− 0.255443 ∆R+ 0.085197 ∆R2 − 0.00630133 ∆R3
(6.13)
FWpT = 0.215941+ 0.0538577 (1+ Erf[(pWT − 7.96332)/(
√
2 ∗ (−8.97439))])
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(a) Two-dimensional ratio of background subtracted
W+jets data over W+jets MC in the W pT – ∆R
plane.
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(b) Two-dimensional reweighting function for the
data/MC ratio in the W pT – ∆R plane.
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(d) One-dimensional reweighting function for ALP-
GEN MC parameterized in ∆R obtained in the
two-dimensional fit.
Figure 56: Reweighting functions for W pT and ∆R obtained in a two-
dimensional fit of the data/MC ratio of W+jets events. The
one-dimensional functions are used to reweight simulated
events generated with ALPGEN.
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(a) ∆R before reweighting (b) ∆R after reweighting
Figure 57: Distribution of ∆R (in the RunIIb electron sample) before
and after the application of the derived reweighting function
on the ALPGEN samples. A significant overall improvement
in the agreement is achieved.
(a) W pT before reweighting (b) W pT after reweighting
Figure 58: Distribution of the W pT (in the RunIIb electron sample)
before and after the application of the derived reweighting
function on the W + jets ALPGEN samples. A significant
overall improvement in the agreement between data and
simulation is visible.
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6.6 multijet background estimation
6.6.1 Multijet background modeling
Multijet events are events in which jets with rather low pT are
misidentified as leptons. In the electron case, most of these events
come from γ + jets processes in which a jet passes the electron
identification criteria. In the muon case, any multijet event could
contain jets that contain muons that are then identified as isolated
muons in the event.
The estimation of multijet background events (sometimes called
QCD background) is a rather complicated procedure as we deter-
mine it from data. In the following, we will detail our process of
deriving a proper estimate.
6.6.1.1 Modeling strategy
We build a modeling sample (short: template) that correctly mod-
els the kinematics of multijet events and is measured at low
transverse momentum pT . We have to make our estimate at low
pT to only identify non-signal-like events as our signal region for
the WH analysis is at rather high pT (> 50 GeV). Therefore, we
scale up the template over the whole range as a way to account
for the number of multijet events that pass our final selection.
The way we make the estimation is by solving a system of two
equations simultaneously:
NL = N` +NQCD, (6.14)
NT = ε`N` + fjNQCD. (6.15)
NL denotes the number of data events in which a lepton passes
the loose identification requirement (as described in Sec. 6.4).
NT accordingly describes the number of data events in which a
lepton passes the tight identification criteria. N` represents the
number of events in NL with a real (correctly identified) lepton.
NQCD denotes the number of events in NL with a misidentified
lepton. ε` is the efficiency for a real lepton that passes the loose
identification requirement to subsequently pass the tight identi-
fication requirement. fj is the rate at which a jet that has been
misidentified as a lepton passing the loose identification criteria
to subsequently pass the tight identification requirement. Solving
this system of equations for the number of multijet events in the
tight sample yields:
NTQCD =
fj
ε` − fj
(ε`NL −NT ) (6.16)
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Figure 59: Muon efficiency parameterization for the multijet back-
ground, as a function of muon pT , for the RunIIa (left) and
RunIIb (right) sample.
This method is designed to work on a binned data sample,
where NL and NT can be counted, and ε` and fj are constants
estimated on the sample as a whole. However, ε` and fj may
depend strongly on the kinematics of the events. The kinematic
variations cannot be parameterized in each bin. Therefore, we
estimate the multijet misidentification rate using an unbinned
method, where each event in the loose identification sample
contributes to the multijet estimation in the tight identification
sample by assigning a weight wi to each event. This weight can
then depend on parameterized functions of ε` and fj that depend
on the kinematics ~k of a single event i:
wi =
fj(~ki)
ε`(~ki) − fj(~ki)
(ε`(~ki) −Θ
T
i ), (6.17)
where ΘT = 1 if the event satisfies the tight lepton identification
criteria and 0 otherwise. The total multijet prediction in the tight
sample is a sum over the weights in the inclusive loose sample:
NTQCD =
NL∑
i=1
wi (6.18)
For electrons, the efficiency εe is parameterized in bins of trans-
verse momentum of the electron peT . For muons, the efficiency
εµ is parameterized as a function of muon p
µ
T (see Fig. 59). The
lepton efficiency rates are determined on data by studying a
sample of Z→ `` events.
6.6.1.2 Misidentification rates
The misidentification rate fj for jets to be identified as electrons
is determined as a function of electron peT in events with 5 < 6ET
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< 15 GeV that otherwise match the signal preselection criteria,
without the triangle cut (see Sec. 7.1.2). Separate parameteriza-
tions in pT are determined for several two dimensional bins of
|ηCAL| and ∆φ( 6ET , e).
For electrons and muons, the misidentification rate for a given
kinematic range is determined by the ratio of background sub-
tracted data events in the loose and tight selection samples:
fQCD =
NT −MCT
NL −MCL
, (6.19)
where NL (NT ) is the number of data events in the multijet
estimation sample with a reconstructed loose (tight) lepton and
MCL (MCT ) is the total background estimation of the number of
events with real loose (tight) leptons in them.
The electron misidentification rate is parameterized as:
fQCD(pT ) = Exp[−a0pT + a1] + a2 + a3pT (|η| < 1.1)
(6.20)
fQCD(pT ) = a0 + a1pT (1.5 < |η| < 2.5)
(6.21)
where aN are the fit parameters. These parameters are deter-
mined separately in the EC and CC region of the calorimeter,
using separate CC bins above and below |ηCAL| = 0.7. Each
|ηCAL| region is further divided into ∆φ( 6ET , e) bins between 0,
0.5, 1, 2 and pi. In events with two jets, each of these individual
|ηCAL| and ∆φ( 6ET , e) bins is fitted separately. In events with
three jets, parameterizations for each |ηCAL| bin are determined,
and these curves are scaled based on variations in ∆φ( 6ET , e) bins.
Fig. 60 shows the fit obtained for each of these bins and each in-
dividual parameterized function overlaid with the corresponding
data, with uncertainty bands.
The muon misidentification rate is determined separately for
RunIIa and RunIIb data, with separate treatment above and
below ∆φ( 6ET ,µ) = pi/2. Parameterization functions appear in
Table 15 and are plotted in Fig. 61. These misidentification rates
are applied to both two and three jet event samples.
∆φ( 6ET ,µ) < 1.5 ∆φ( 6ET ,µ) > 1.5
RunIIa a0 + a1pT Binned values used
RunIIb a0 + a1pT + a2p2T a0 + a1pT
Table 15: Muon misidentification rate (fQCD) parameterization func-
tions.
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(MET,e) < 0.5φ∆| < 0.7, η|
(MET,e) < 1.0φ∆| < 0.7, 0.5 < η|
(MET,e) < 2.0φ∆| < 0.7, 1.0 < η|
pi(MET,e) < φ∆| < 0.7, 2.0 < η|
(MET,e) < 0.5φ∆| < 1.1, η0.7 < |
(MET,e) < 1.0φ∆| < 1.1, 0.5 < η0.7 < |
(MET,e) < 2.0φ∆| < 1.1, 1.0 < η0.7 < |
pi(MET,e) < φ∆| < 1.1, 2.0 < η0.7 < |
(MET,e) < 0.5φ∆| < 2.5, η1.5 < |
(MET,e) < 1.0φ∆| < 2.5, 0.5 < η1.5 < |
(MET,e) < 2.0φ∆| < 2.5, 1.0 < η1.5 < |
pi(MET,e) < φ∆| < 2.5, 2.0 < η1.5 < |
(a) Legend for the color code of the different regions
in the misidentification plots.
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(b) RunIIa two jet sample.
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(c) RunIIa three jet sample.
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(d) RunIIb two jet sample.
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(e) RunIIb three jet sample.
Figure 60: Multijet misidentification rate in two jet and three jet electron
channel as a function of electron pT for each bin in |ηCAL|
vs. ∆φ( 6ET , e).
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(a) RunIIa sample for ∆φ( 6ET ,µ) < pi/2.
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(b) RunIIa sample for ∆φ( 6ET ,µ) > pi/2.
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(c) RunIIb sample for ∆φ( 6ET ,µ) < pi/2.
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(d) RunIIb sample for ∆φ( 6ET ,µ) > pi/2.
Figure 61: Multijet misidentification rate ratios in the muon channel in
data as a function of muon |ηdet|, including parameterized
fit functions, when applicable.
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6.6.1.3 Template normalization
After applying the unbinned method of estimating the multijet
background in order to build a multijet template, we normalize
the template by performing a χ2 minimization fit to the W boson
transverse mass (mWT ) distribution before applying b tagging. We
thereby optimize agreement on the pretag level (before applying
b tagging to our events). While determining the multijet template
normalization factor, we vary the W+jet normalization so that
the total number of estimated events matches the number of
data events observed before applying b tagging. Separate multijet
normalization factors are determined for both the loose and tight
lepton identification criteria. These normalization factors remain
fixed for the remainder of the analysis.
6.7 jet corrections in simulated events
The jet energy scale correction applied to reconstructed jets in
data (Sec. 5.5.3) is also applied to jets in simulated events. But
as detector effects in simulated events can only be modeled to
a certain level of accuracy, it is necessary to apply an additional
correction on the energy resolution of jets. The energy resolution
of jets in both data and simulated events is measured and a cor-
rection factor is applied to the simulated events. This correction
is a Gaussian shaped smearing function σsmear that is calculated as
σsmear =
√
σ2Data − σ
2
MC. (6.22)
σData and σMC denote the width of the transverse momentum dis-
tribution of the jet. By applying σsmear to the simulated events, we
correct for the difference in width and therefore energy resolu-
tion. If the transverse momentum after applying the jet energy
scale correction drops below a threshold of pT < 15 GeV the jet
is removed from the event.
As described in Sec. 5.5.4, vertex confirmation is also applied on
jets in simulated events. Additionally, we correct for differences
in efficiency between data and simulation by applying a random
removal of jets. This random removal takes into account a certain
probability calculated from the ratio of efficiencies between data
and simulation to remove jets from the event. This probability is
parameterized in pT and η of the jet.
6.8 tagging correction factors
Due to differences in efficiency between data and simulation, we
apply correction factors for both the taggability criterion and the
b jet identification.
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6.8.1 Taggability Correction Factors
Before we apply b tagging to the jets in our analysis, we ask for
jets to be taggable (as described earlier in Sec. 5.6). For simulated
events, we apply taggability scale factors to account for track-
ing mismodeling in the simulation compared to data. The scale
factors will make the taggability efficiency of simulated events
match the one measured in data. We measure this efficiency in
the two jet samples in both data and simulation. To determine
the efficiency, we take the ratio of taggable jets to all jets in the
sample. We then take the ratio of the efficiencies in data to sim-
ulation to estimate the scale factors. They determined in four
different regions of distance to the primary vertex along the z
axis, zvtx. We measure them as a function of jet pT (which is
applied to the RunIIa sample only, as the RunIIb sample does
not show any pT dependence in taggability efficiency) and jet
η. Figs. 62-63 (RunIIa), and Figs. 64-65 (RunIIb), show in plots
(a) and (b) the parameterizations for −40 < zvtx < −30 cm and
−30 < zvtx < 0 cm and in plots (c) and (d) the parameterizations
for 0 < zvtx < 30 cm and 30 < zvtx < 40 cm.
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Figure 62: Jet taggability scale factors measured in the muon channel
versus transverse momentum pT of the jet measured from the
data and simulated samples of the RunIIa analysis. The black
line represents the nominal fit and the blue band represents
the ±1σ uncertainty band on the fit.
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Figure 63: Jet taggability scale factors measured in the muon channel
versus jet η measured from the data and simulated samples
of the RunIIa analysis. The black line represents the nominal
fit and the blue band represents the ±1σ uncertainty band
on the fit.
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Figure 64: Jet taggability scale factors measured in the muon channel
versus transverse momentum pT of the jet measured from the
data and simulated samples of the RunIIb analysis. The black
line represents the nominal fit and the blue band represents
the ±1σ uncertainty band on the fit.
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(d) Jet taggability scale factor measured in the 30 <
zvtx < 40 cm bin as a function of ηjet
Figure 65: Jet taggability scale factors measured in the muon channel
versus jet η measured from the data and simulated samples
of the RunIIb analysis. The black line represents the nominal
fit and the blue band represents the ±1σ uncertainty band
on the fit.
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6.8.2 b Tagging Correction Factors
The efficiency of correctly identifying (tagging) a b jet with the
NN b tagging algorithm in simulated events is higher than in
data. Therefore, e correct this discrepancy by applying additional
b jet identification scale factors. These factors depend on the
kinematics of the jets.
We apply the scale factors on tagged events as follows:
The scale factor weight for double tagged events, DTweight is
defined as
DTweight = SFj1 × SFj2 (6.23)
where SFj1 and SFj2 are the scale factors for the leading and
second leading jet, respectively. They are derived as functions
of the ratio of data to simulation of the jet pT and jet η. Fig. 66
shows the corresponding functions for the two different tagging
points, the loose point (called L2 in the plot) and the tight point.
The scale factor weight (STweight) on the single tagged events
is determined by:
STweight = ST
STevent
weight + ST
DTevent
weight (6.24)
where STSTeventweight is the event weight calculated for the single
exclusively tagged event, and STDTeventweight is the contribution from
double tagged events that can migrate (due to the scale factor)
into the single tagged sample. The single tagged event weights
are calculated as
STSTeventweight = SFj (6.25)
where SFj is the scale factor for the tagged jet in the single tagged
event.
The scale factor for the other jet in the event is calculated as the
product of the single tag scale factor SFj and the complementary
factor of the tagging scale factor in the double tagged sample (1-
SFDT ). The latter represents events from the simulated DT event
sample that migrate to the ST sample due to the application of
the efficiency scale factor on simulated events that causes less jets
to be double tagged. Therefore, the weight applied to the second
jet in ST events reads:
STDTeventweight = (1− SF
DT
j¯
) ∗ SFj. (6.26)
This parameterization is valid only in the case where the DT
selection cut is looser than the ST selection cut, which is of course
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(a) Loose tagging criterion, as a function of pT . (b) Loose tagging criterion, as a function of jet η.
(c) Tight tagging criterion, as a function of pT . (d) Tight tagging criterion, as a function of jet η.
Figure 66: b identification scale factors for the loose (L2, upper row)
and tight (lower row) tagging criterion, parameterized in pT
(left column) and jet η (right column). The black line shows
the data efficiency on a bb¯ enriched data sample, the red line
shows the efficiency in simulated events. The blue line shows
the derived scale factor to compensate for the difference in
efficiencies. [65]
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the case in this analysis.

7
A N A LY S I S
We are looking for events in which a W boson is produced
together with a Higgs boson, so our desired event topology
in the final state is a lepton and missing transverse energy to
account for the ν coming from the W boson decay and two b
quark jets coming from the decaying Higgs boson. More precisely,
this analysis is based on the selection of events with exactly
one electron (muon) with transverse momentum pT > 15GeV
within a pseudorapidity range of |η| < 2.5(1.6), and a minimum
of missing transverse energy 6ET > 20GeV. Events are selected
based on the number of jets in the pseudorapidity range of
|η| < 2.5. We require the event to have exactly two or three
jets with a pT > 20GeV for the leading jet (after corrections to
the jet energy scale are applied, as described in Sec. 5.4.5). A
2-dimensional ’triangular’ cut MTW > 40− 0.5· 6ET (where MTW is
the reconstructed transverse mass of the W boson) is applied to
reduce the background coming from low energy multijet events
(commonly called QCD background in this analysis). We also
require that the sum (HT ) of the pT of the jets exceeds 60GeV
(80GeV in the 3-jet case). For a cleaner electron reconstruction, we
exclude part of the ICD region of the detector (1.1 < ηdet < 1.5).
We reject events with an additional lepton (a muon within
|η| < 2.0 or an electron within |η| < 2.5 for the respective channel)
isolated from jets and having a transverse momentum above
pT > 15GeV to decrease backgrounds coming from events in
which Z bosons or a tt¯ pair are produced which then decay into
two leptons. Only events are selected in which the production
vertex of the event has a maximal distance of 40 cm from the
nominal interaction point of the detector (measured on the z axis).
We also require events to have at least three attached tracks.
In total, we split our analysis in 8 channels, electron and muon,
RunIIa and RunIIb sample, two and three jets1. We perform
separate analyses for these channels and combine their results in
the final calculation of our result to optimize sensitivity.
7.1 w boson reconstruction
The W boson plays an important role in this analysis. Without
a proper reconstruction of the W boson, we would not be able
to conduct a search for a Higgs boson in the WH production
1 For improved readability of the text, plots of the three jet channel are only
shown in Appendix A.
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channel which is superior to a direct search at low mass due to
background composition as mentioned before. In this analysis,
we are considering only leptonic W decays because of their dis-
tinct signature to decay into a lepton and a neutrino. To properly
reconstruct the W boson signature in its leptonic decay channel,
we therefore have to identify an electron or a muon in the final
state as well as missing transverse energy 6ET to account for the ν.
At this level, no b tagging is applied.
7.1.1 Lepton Reconstruction
We use the tight selection criteria for electrons and muons de-
tailed in Sec. ??. Additionally, we require the transverse momen-
tum of the lepton in the event to be pT > 15 GeV and reject a
second lepton in the event as described in Sec. ??. The distribu-
tions we obtain for the kinetic variables of the lepton in our final
event sample are shown in Fig. 67 for the RunIIa sample in the
electron channel, Fig. 68 for the RunIIa muon sample, Fig. 69
for the RunIIb electron sample and Fig. 70 for the RunIIb muon
sample. All figures show event samples with exactly two jets
in the final state. They show the transverse momentum of the
lepton, the lepton energy, the pseudorapidity η and the azimuthal
angle φ of the reconstructed lepton in the event. The figures in
all channels, electron and muon, as well as RunIIa and RunIIb
event samples show good agreement between data and simulated
events. The event samples with three jets in the events also show
good agreement in all kinematic lepton variables, but are not
explicitly shown here.
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Figure 67: Kinematic distributions of the lepton in RunIIa events in the
electron channel with exactly two jets. No b tagging has been
applied.
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Figure 68: Kinematic distributions of the lepton in RunIIa events in the
muon channel with exactly two jets. No b tagging has been
applied.
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Figure 69: Kinematic distributions of the lepton in RunIIb events in the
electron channel with exactly two jets. No b tagging has been
applied.
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Figure 70: Kinematic distributions of the lepton in RunIIb events in the
muon channel with exactly two jets. No b tagging has been
applied.
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7.1.2 6ET Reconstruction
To account for the neutrino from the decaying W boson, we
require a minimum of 20GeV of missing transverse energy in the
final state. The transverse momentum and transverse mass MWT
of the W boson can be reconstructed from the kinematics of the
lepton and the missing transverse energy:
MWT =
√
( 6ET + p`T )2 − ( 6ET x + p`x)2 − ( 6ET y + p`y)2 (7.1)
The reconstructed missing transverse energy 6ET is shown in Fig.
71 separately for all channels.
Before looking how the data compares to the full background
simulation including the multijet background estimation from
data for the properties of the W boson, we will have a closer look
at the multijet background events.
The multijet background becomes more important in the trans-
verse mass distribution for values above about 35GeV. This is
due to the requirements of 15GeV on the transverse momentum
of the muon candidate and 20GeV on the 6ET .
Even though we apply a multi-dimensional misidentification rate
in the multijet background estimation (as described in Sec. 6.6.1),
it is difficult to get a good description in the region of low 6ET and
low MWT because of mismeasurements on 6ET . In this region the
lepton and the 6ET have the same direction.
To significantly reduce the multijet background, we exclude this
region by applying a triangle cut of MWT > 40 − 0.5 6ET . Fig.
72 shows the two-dimensional ratio of (data / WH mc) for the
electron sample in the MWT – 6ET plane, the triangle cut we apply
is shown as a black line.
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(a) 6ET for the RunIIa electron sample.
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(b) 6ET for the RunIIa muon sample.
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(c) 6ET for the RunIIb electron sample.
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(d) 6ET for the RunIIb muon sample.
Figure 71: Missing transverse energy distributions for all four analysis
channels in events with two jets in the final state. No b
tagging has been applied.
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(a) W transverse mass in data events (black) and in the
simulated WH signal sample (red).
(b) Two-dimensional ratio plot of data to WH MC of the
6ET (x-axis) vs. the W transverse mass (y-axis). The black
line represents the cut we apply to reduce the multijet
background.
Figure 72: Triangle Cut to reduce the multijet background. Comparing
the two distributions in the left plot with the applied cut in
the right plot shows that we cut on events in a region where
the expected signal is low.
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7.1.3 W Boson Reconstruction
We now take a look at the reconstructed quantities of the W
boson, namely its transverse mass and transverse momentum
pT . The results of their reconstruction in the electron (muon)
channels are shown in Fig. 73 (74) for the RunIIa sample and in
Fig. 75 (76) for the RunIIb sample. The shape and amplitude of
these distributions agree well between data and simulation. In
the W transverse mass distribution we can see the Jacobian peak
as the sign of W boson production in our data sample.
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Figure 73: W transverse mass and transverse momentum in RunIIa
events in the electron channel with exactly two jets. No b
tagging has been applied.
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Figure 74: W transverse mass and transverse momentum in RunIIa
events in the muon channel with exactly two jets. No b tag-
ging has been applied.
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Figure 75: W transverse mass and transverse momentum in RunIIb
events in the electron channel with exactly two jets. No b
tagging has been applied.
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Figure 76: W transverse mass and transverse momentum in RunIIb
events in the muon channel with exactly two jets. No b tag-
ging has been applied.
Fig. 77 shows the combination of all events across channels
with exactly two jets in the final state for the lepton pT , 6ET and
the transverse mass and momentum of the W boson. Also the
combination, having a much higher statistics than the single
channels, shows good agreement between data and simulation.
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Figure 77: Kinematic distributions of the lepton pT and 6ET (top row)
and transverse mass and momentum of theW boson (bottom
row) for the combination of all subsets for exactly two jets.
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7.2 higgs boson reconstruction
7.2.1 Pretag Level
For the identification of a Higgs boson at low mass, we want
to identify two jets originating from b quarks in the final state.
We require the jets in the final state to have at least 20 GeV of
transverse momentum. We use the jet selection criteria described
in Sec. 5.4.5 to select samples with either exactly two jets or
exactly three jets in the final state. The three jet sample accounts
for cases in which gluon radiation adds a third jet to the final state.
Including this channel adds about 5% in terms of sensitivity to
the analysis. Additionally to the jet pT requirements, we require
the sum of all transverse jet momenta in the event to be HT > 60
GeV (> 80 GeV in the three jet case). This effectively lifts the
pT requirement on the leading jet2 up to 30 GeV in the case of
the two jet sample. The distributions of the data to simulation
comparisons of the leading and second leading jet pT , η and φ,
as well as the sum of the transverse momenta HT and the angular
separation ∆R between the jets are shown in Fig. 78 (79) for the
RunIIa electron (muon) sample and Fig. 80 (81) for the RunIIb
electron (muon) sample. Fig. 82 shows the combination of all
events across channels with exactly two jets in the final state for
the jet η, HT and ∆R distributions. All distributions show good
agreement between data and simulation.
2 We order the jets in terms of transverse momentum pT . So the leading jet
denotes the jet with the highest pT in the event.
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(a) Transverse momentum of the leading jet.
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(b) Transverse momentum of the second leading jet.
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(c) η of the leading jet.
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(d) η of the second leading jet.
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(e) Sum of the transverse jet momenta HT .
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(f) ∆R between the two jets.
Figure 78: Kinematic distribution of RunIIa events in the electron chan-
nel with exactly two jets. No b tagging is applied.
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(a) Transverse momentum of the leading jet.
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(b) Transverse momentum of the second leading jet.
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(c) η of the leading jet.
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(d) η of the second leading jet.
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(e) Sum of the transverse jet momenta HT .
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(f) ∆R between the two jets.
Figure 79: Kinematic distribution of RunIIa events in the muon channel
with exactly two jets. No b tagging is applied.
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(a) Transverse momentum of the leading jet.
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(b) Transverse momentum of the second leading jet.
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(c) η of the leading jet.
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(d) η of the second leading jet.
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(e) Sum of the transverse jet momenta HT .
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(f) ∆R between the two jets.
Figure 80: Kinematic distribution of RunIIb events in the electron chan-
nel with exactly two jets. No b tagging is applied.
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(a) Transverse momentum of the leading jet.
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(b) Transverse momentum of the second leading jet.
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(c) η of the leading jet.
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(d) η of the second leading jet.
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(e) Sum of the transverse jet momenta HT .
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(f) ∆R between the two jets.
Figure 81: Kinematic distribution of RunIIb events in the muon channel
with exactly two jets. No b tagging is applied.
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(a) Transverse momentum of the leading jet.
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(b) Transverse momentum of the second leading jet.
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(c) Sum of the transverse jet momenta HT .
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(d) ∆R between the two jets.
Figure 82: Kinematic distribution of all events combined across chan-
nels with exactly two jets in the final state. No b tagging is
applied.
170 analysis
Once good agreement is with the data is achieved, we can apply
more advanced techniques to extract the signal from the back-
ground. Before doing that, however, we can still build a variable
that gives more sensitivity in separating signal from background
than any other variable in this analysis. Corresponding to the
potential Higgs mass coming from the decay of the two b jets, we
calculate the mass of the two leading jets in the final state (short:
dijet mass).
M(j1, j2) =
√
(Ej1 + Ej2)2 − (pj1x + p
j2
x )2 − (p
j1
y + p
j2
y )2 − (p
j1
z + p
j2
z )2
(7.2)
where j1 and j2 stand for the leading and second leading jet
in the event. Fig. 83a (83b) shows the dijet mass distribution
for the electron (muon) channel for the RunIIa sample, Fig. 83c
(83d) shows the electron (muon) channel distribution for the
RunIIb sample. Fig. 84 shows the dijet mass distribution for the
combination across channels for all events with exactly two jets
in the final state. Data and simulation agree very well in all
distributions, a sign that we understand the data in this analysis
well.
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(a) Dijet mass distribution in the electron RunIIa
channel.
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(b) Dijet mass distribution in the muon RunIIa chan-
nel.
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(c) Dijet mass distribution in the electron RunIIb
channel.
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(d) Dijet mass distribution in the muon RunIIb chan-
nel.
Figure 83: Distributions of the dijet mass in all analysis channels con-
taining two jets in the final state. Good agreement is achieved
between data and simulation, including all MC backgrounds
and the multijet background modeled from data. No b tag-
ging has been applied.
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Figure 84: Distribution of the dijet mass for the combination across
channels of all events with exactly two jets in the final state.
No b tagging has been applied.
7.2.2 b Tagging in the WH Analysis
To further reduce the background, mostly from W and Z + jets
events, we apply a b tagging procedure that has been described
in a more general way in Sec. 5.6. We will now go into the details
of b tagging applied in our analysis.
We feed the events passing all our preselection requirements into
the NN b tagger (see Sec. 5.6.2.2) after requiring taggability for all
jets (see Sec. 5.6.1). We also apply all jet and tagging corrections
previously mentioned.
Fig. 85 (86) shows a series of kinematic variable plots of the
data and simulation overlay for the RunIIa sample of the electron
(muon) channel for events with exactly two jets of which exactly
one is tagged with the tight tagging criterion3. Fig. 87 (88) shows
the same set of plots for the RunIIb electron (muon) sample. The
transverse momenta pT of the leading and second leading jet,
the jet η of the leading and second leading jet as well as the
sum of the transverse momentum of the two jets HT and the ∆R
3 A cut on the NN b tagging output of > 0.775, see Sec. 5.6.2.2 for details
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between the two jets show reasonable agreement between data
and simulation. Fig. 89 shows the combination of events across
channels with exactly two jets in the final state of which exactly
one is b tagged for the jet η, HT and ∆R distributions.
In all plots which require one jet to be tagged, we see that the
fractions of the background contribution change. Was the W/Z+
light jet sample the dominant background on the pretag level, so
is now the W/Z+ bb¯ sample the main contribution to the back-
ground. Also, the fraction of W/Z+ cc¯ events grows significantly,
as well as other backgrounds that are more likely to contain jets
that pass the b tagging in the final state. The multijet background
that we determine from data is now significantly reduced, as it
mostly only contains light jets at low pT .
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(a) Transverse momentum of the leading jet.
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(b) Transverse momentum of the second leading jet.
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(c) η of the leading jet.
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(d) η of the second leading jet.
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(e) Sum of the transverse jet momenta HT .
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(f) ∆R between the two jets.
Figure 85: Kinematic distribution of RunIIa events in the electron chan-
nel with exactly two jets of which exactly one is tagged with
the tight b tagging criterion.
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(a) Transverse momentum of the leading jet.
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(b) Transverse momentum of the second leading jet.
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(c) η of the leading jet.
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(d) η of the second leading jet.
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(e) Sum of the transverse jet momenta HT .
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(f) ∆R between the two jets.
Figure 86: Kinematic distribution of RunIIa events in the muon channel
with exactly two jets of which exactly one is tagged with the
tight b tagging criterion.
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(a) Transverse momentum of the leading jet.
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(b) Transverse momentum of the second leading jet.
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(c) η of the leading jet.
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(d) η of the second leading jet.
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(f) ∆R between the two jets.
Figure 87: Kinematic distribution of RunIIb events in the electron chan-
nel with exactly two jets of which exactly one is tagged with
the tight b tagging criterion.
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(a) Transverse momentum of the leading jet.
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(b) Transverse momentum of the second leading jet.
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(c) η of the leading jet.
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(d) η of the second leading jet.
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(e) Sum of the transverse jet momenta HT .
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(f) ∆R between the two jets.
Figure 88: Kinematic distribution of RunIIb events in the muon channel
with exactly two jets of which exactly one is tagged with the
tight b tagging criterion.
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(a) Transverse momentum of the leading jet.
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(b) Transverse momentum of the second leading jet.
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(c) Sum of the transverse jet momenta HT .
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(d) ∆R between the two jets.
Figure 89: Kinematic distribution of all events combined across chan-
nels with exactly two jets in the final state of which exactly
one is tagged with the tight b tagging criterion.
Again, we take a closer look at the most sensitive variable for
our signal, the dijet mass. Fig. 90a (90b) shows the dijet mass
distribution for the electron (muon) RunIIa sample, Fig. 90c (90d)
shows the electron (muon) distribution for the RunIIb sample.
Fig. 91 shows the dijet mass distribution for the combination
across channels for all events with exactly two jets in the final
state. In these plots, we require exactly one of the two jets in the
final state to pass the tight tagging criterion. We see the same
behavior in the shifting of background fractions as in the other
variables. The dijet mass, however, shows a visible signal shape
prediction (solid black line).
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(a) Dijet mass distribution in the electron RunIIa
channel.
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(b) Dijet mass distribution in the muon RunIIa chan-
nel.
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(c) Dijet mass distribution in the electron RunIIb
channel.
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(d) Dijet mass distribution in the muon RunIIb chan-
nel.
Figure 90: Distributions of the dijet mass in all analysis channels con-
taining two jets in the final state of which exactly one is
required to pass the tight b tagging criterion. Good agree-
ment is achieved between data and simulation, including all
simulated backgrounds and the multijet background mod-
eled from data.
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Figure 91: Distribution of the dijet mass for the combination across
channels of all events with exactly two jets in the final state
of which exactly one is b tagged with the tight tagging
criterion.
To further move the signal/background ratio in our favor, we
now ask for two b-tagged jets in the final state, both fulfilling the
loose tagging criterion4.. Fig. 92 (93) shows the same kinematic
distributions as before now for the double tagged sample in
electron (muon) RunIIa events, Fig. 94 (95) shows the distributions
for the double tagged electron (muon) RunIIb events. Fig. 96
shows the combination of events across channels with exactly
two jets in the final state of which exactly two are b tagged for the
jet η, HT and ∆R distributions. Background from the W/Z+ light
jets samples disappears almost completely from the double b
tagged distributions and backgrounds that likely have two heavy
flavor jets in the final state grow in their relative background
contribution.
4 A cut on the NN b tagging output of > 0.5, see Sec. 5.6.2.2 for details
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(a) Transverse momentum of the leading jet.
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(b) Transverse momentum of the second leading jet.
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(c) η of the leading jet.
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(d) η of the second leading jet.
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(e) Sum of the transverse jet momenta HT .
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(f) ∆R between the two jets.
Figure 92: Kinematic distribution of RunIIa events in the electron chan-
nel with exactly two jets of which exactly two are tagged
with the loose b-tagging criterion.
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(a) Transverse momentum of the leading jet.
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(b) Transverse momentum of the second leading jet.
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(c) η of the leading jet.
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(d) η of the second leading jet.
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(e) Sum of the transverse jet momenta HT .
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(f) ∆R between the two jets.
Figure 93: Kinematic distribution of RunIIa events in the muon channel
with exactly two jets of which exactly two are tagged with
the loose b-tagging criterion.
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(a) Transverse momentum of the leading jet.
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(b) Transverse momentum of the second leading jet.
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(c) η of the leading jet.
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(d) η of the second leading jet.
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(e) Sum of the transverse jet momenta HT .
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(f) ∆R between the two jets.
Figure 94: Kinematic distribution of RunIIb events in the electron chan-
nel with exactly two jets of which exactly two are tagged
with the loose b tagging criterion.
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(a) Transverse momentum of the leading jet.
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(b) Transverse momentum of the second leading jet.
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(c) η of the leading jet.
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(d) η of the second leading jet.
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(f) ∆R between the two jets.
Figure 95: Kinematic distribution of RunIIb events in the muon channel
with exactly two jets of which exactly two are tagged with
the loose b tagging criterion.
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(a) Transverse momentum of the leading jet.
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(b) Transverse momentum of the second leading jet.
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(c) Sum of the transverse jet momenta HT .
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(d) ∆R between the two jets.
Figure 96: Kinematic distribution of all events combined across chan-
nels with exactly two jets in the final state of which exactly
two are tagged with the loose b tagging criterion.
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In the double tagged selection sample, the dijet mass distri-
bution now starts to show a well visible shape prediction for
the simulated WH sample. Fig. 97a (97b) shows the dijet mass
distribution for the electron (muon) RunIIa sample, Fig. 97c (97d)
shows the electron (muon) distribution on the RunIIb sample. Fig.
98 shows the dijet mass distribution for the combination across
channels for all events with exactly two b tagged jets in the final
state.
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(a) Dijet mass distribution in the electron RunIIa
channel.
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(b) Dijet mass distribution in the muon RunIIa chan-
nel.
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(c) Dijet mass distribution in the electron RunIIb
channel.
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(d) Dijet mass distribution in the muon RunIIb chan-
nel.
Figure 97: Distributions of the dijet mass in all analysis channels con-
taining two jets in the final state of which exactly two are
required to pass the loose b tagging criterion. Good agree-
ment is achieved between data and simulation, including
all MC backgrounds and the multijet background modeled
from data.
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Figure 98: Distribution of the dijet mass for the combination across
channels of all events with exactly two jets in the final state
of which exactly two are b tagged with the loose tagging
criterion.
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7.3.1 Improvement using a Random Forest
As we have seen in the sections above, the dijet invariant mass is
a very powerful variable in our analysis. However, its sensitivity
alone will not allow us to set stringent limits on the production
cross section of the Higgs boson in associated production with a
W boson. We strive therefore for ways of further improving our
sensitivity. This leads to the application of multivariate techniques
that allow to combine the separation power of several kinematic
variables. We have already explained the working principle of
one of these techniques, the neural network, earlier in Sec. 5.6.2.2
in the context of b tagging. Now we want to introduce another
multivariate technique called Decision Tree. It has been success-
fully applied in high energy physics in recent years. The Decision
Tree is an event classifier that separates an event sample in two
subsamples, in our case signal- and background-like events, us-
ing an ensemble of variables x. It works in several steps in which
one specific requirement at a time on a certain variable is used
to separate the whole event sample in two samples in the next
layer. These samples are then labeled signal- background-like. In
every sample there is a certain number of misclassified events,
background-like in the signal sample and vice-versa. To increase
the purity of the samples, another variable with its specific re-
quirements is used to separate the events in the subsamples again
in signal- and background-like sub-subsamples. This procedure
is repeated until either a certain minimal threshold on the num-
ber of events in a subsample is reached or certain criteria on the
signal- or background-purity of the subsample is reached. The
subsamples are typically called leaves.
In our case, we use a quantity called Cross Entropy as the figure
of merit, defined as
Cross Entropy = −p lnp− (1− p) ln(1− p) (7.3)
where p is the purity of the leaf. p is defined as signal events in the leafall events in the leaf .
The requirements on the variables at each bifurcation of the Deci-
sion Tree are optimized to maximize this quantity. Fig. 99 illus-
trates this fact of classifying events in a Decision Tree.
The Decision Tree by itself has the disadvantage that the event
subsamples at deeper leaf levels become more and more statisti-
cally limited and information from events in different paths of
the tree is lost. Furthermore, too stringent requirements on the
variables that separate events at each bifurcation can cause the
algorithm to fail in finding the optimal event separation in the
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Figure 99: Schematic of a Decision Tree. At every separation node, also
called leaf, the input events are separated into background-
like or signal-like events, according to a selection criterion on
one of the input variables. The separation process continues
throughout the tree, using different a different variable and
selection criterion in every leaf, until a certain minimal event
threshold or signal purity is reached in the subsample.
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final leaves.
To avoid these problems, we train a large number N of Decision
Trees, called a Random Forest (RF). The trees in the RF all use a
different subset of input events and variables for the separation.
While a single tree is still prone to the above mentioned prob-
lems and training instabilities, the ensemble now becomes robust
against these effects by two specific properties of the RF:
• The random choice of separation variables leads to different
optimized separated event subsets and thereby reduces the
effect of correlations between the variables.
• The random choice of input events, also called bootstrap
aggregating (bagging), leads to the possibility to randomly
select an event several times which is the key feature of this
technique. By averaging over the output of the ensemble of
trees, the final result becomes better in terms of signal and
background separation power and becomes less susceptible
to training instabilities.
In comparison to neural networks5, Decision Trees have some
advantages: Their sensitivity to poorly discriminating input vari-
ables and to correlations between variables is smaller. Technical
details on the Random Forest algorithm we use, the C++ Stat-
PatternRecognition package, can be found in Ref. [78], further
details on Random Forests can be found in Ref. [79].
7.3.1.1 Selection of Input Variables and Training
variable selection A preliminary result of the WH analy-
sis on 5.0 fb−1 of data used neural networks to improve sensitivity
[1]. The neural networks used seven kinematic variables to distin-
guish signal from background. They were trained to separate the
W+b jets background from signal. In the Random Forest imple-
mented in this analysis, we now use twenty variables, including
all seven neural network training variables.
We use the following variables in the training of our Random
Forest:
• pT (leading jet), pT (second leading jet)
• ∆R(jets), ∆φ(jets), pT (dijet system), dijet invariant mass
• pT(`- 6ET system)
• ∆φ(`, leading jet)
• 6ET
5 previously used in earlier iterations of the WH analysis on smaller data sets
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• Aplanarity (total pT -component transverse to the dijet-(`-ν)
plane),
•
√
s, invariant mass of the neutrino-lepton-dijet system
• ∆R(dijet system,`-ν system)
• lepton-6ET invariant mass
• HT, HZ,sum of the transverse and z-momenta of all jets in
the event, respectively
• cos θ∗, cosχ, spin correlation variables described in [80]
For both
√
s and ∆R(`− 6ET ) there are two inputs for each event,
corresponding to the two solutions for the neutrino z-momentum
pzν. We obtain the two solutions from solving the following
equation:
p2T ,`p
2
z,ν − pz,`(M
2
W + 2
(
px,`px,ν + py,`py,ν
)
+ p2T ,`p
2
T ,ν
+p2z,`p
2
T ,ν −
1
4
(M2W + 2 (px,`px,ν + px,`py,ν)
2 = 0. (7.4)
As a test of further improvement, we evaluated the final expected
limit of the analysis using the Random Forest output in the
case where we use the output of the neural network (the one
used as a multivariate technique on a previous iteration of the
analysis of a subset of the now used data sample) as an additional
input variable. We, however, found no further improvement and
therefore did not pursue this approach.
training We train the Random Forest separately for each
Higgs mass point (100 - 150 GeV in steps of 5 GeV). We train
against all backgrounds except for the multijet background as
it is derived from data. We assign consecutive event numbers
to all our simulated events and then use odd numbered events
for training the Random Forest and even numbered events for
testing.
For further sensitivity improvement, we also train the Random
Forest separately on the sample of events from the electron and
muon channel as well as the single and double tag samples. In
events with 2 jets, we train RunIIa and RunIIb events separately,
but we combine them for events with 3 jets due to lower statistics.
The three parameters that the training of a Random Forest
depends on, are:
• S, the maximum number of input variables per tree,
• n, the number of trees in the forest,
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Sample Single tag Double tag
N l N l
RunIIa ele 2-jet 70 1000 100 300
RunIIa mu 2-jet 70 500 200 300
RunIIb ele 2-jet 50 400 50 150
RunIIb mu 2-jet 50 300 50 150
RunIIa+RunIIb ele 3-jet 70 1500 70 850
RunIIa+RunIIb mu 3-jet 70 1500 70 750
Table 16: Number of trees N and minimum leaf size l for the Random
Forest training for each analysis subchannel.
• l, the minimum number of events at a leaf.
Typically, l is the most important variable in a Random Forest.
We use a technique called cross validation to determine
the optimal training parameters for n and l in our analysis.
Cross validation splits the training sample into N pieces with an
equal number of events. The first piece is then used for validation
while the others are used to train the Random Forest. The process
repeats by using the second piece for validation and the others
for training. This procedure is repeated N times for the total of
the N pieces of the split up event sample. The final output is then
taken as the average over all iterations. We choose the optimal
parameter by optimizing the figure of merit.
For events with two jets in double tag events, l is typically
around 150, in single tag events it is between 300 and 400 for
events with 2 jets.
To determine the optimal number of trees n we follow a proce-
dure described in Ref. [81], using 60% of our events for training
and 40% for testing. We find that the final result is relatively
insensitive to the choice of S. We choose S = 13 for our analysis.
Table 16 lists the values of N and l for each sample.
7.3.1.2 Performance
We obtain Random Forest output distributions for each analysis
subchannel (i.e. electron, muon, RunIIa and RunIIb sample), Fig.
100 (101) shows the distributions for the Random Forest trained
on the ST and DT samples for the RunIIa (RunIIb) sample with-
out requiring b tagging in the final state. Fig. 102 (103) shows the
RF output for the RunIIa (RunIIb) sample requiring either exactly
one tagged jet fulfilling the tight tagging criterion for usage with
the RF trained on the ST sample or exactly two tagged jets fulfill-
ing the loose tagging criterion for usage with the RF trained on
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the DT sample .
Compared to the previous 5.0 fb−1 WH analysis using neural
networks, we find an improvement between 7 and 13% on the
expected limit when using a Random Forest on the same data
sample. Fig. 105 shows the improvement in the expected sensitiv-
ity of the final output variable (NN or RF distribution) along the
different Higgs mass points.
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(a) Random Forest (pretag) trained on the Single Tag Elec-
tron Channel Sample, tested on the pretag sample
DT RF discriminant for mH=115GeV 
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(b) Random Forest trained on the Double Tag Electron
Channel Sample, tested on the pretag sample
ST RF discriminant for mH=115GeV 
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(c) Random Forest (pretag) trained on the Single Tag Muon
Channel Sample, tested on the pretag sample
DT RF discriminant for mH=115GeV 
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(d) Random Forest (pretag) trained on the Double Tag
Muon Channel Sample, tested on the pretag sample
Figure 100: Random forest output distributions for two jet events (top:
e-channel, bottom: µ-channel, RunIIa data) pretag level. The
data are compared to Wbb¯, tt¯, W+jets and other smaller
expectations. The simulated processes are normalized to
the integrated luminosity of the data sample using the ex-
pected cross sections (absolute normalization) except for the
W+jets sample which is normalized to data on the pretag
sample, taking into account all the other backgrounds. b
tagging was not required in the events in these plots.
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(a) Random Forest (pretag) trained on the Single Tag Elec-
tron Channel Sample, tested on the pretag sample
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(b) Random Forest (pretag) trained on the Double Tag Elec-
tron Channel Sample, tested on the pretag sample
ST RF discriminant for mH=115GeV 
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(c) Random Forest (pretag) trained on the Single Tag Muon
Channel Sample, tested on the pretag sample
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(d) Random Forest (pretag) trained on the Double Tag
Muon Channel Sample, tested on the pretag sample
Figure 101: Random forest output distributions for two jet events (top:
e-channel, bottom: µ-channel, RunIIb data) pretag level. The
data are compared to Wbb¯, tt¯, W+jets and other smaller
expectations. The simulated processes are normalized to
the integrated luminosity of the data sample using the ex-
pected cross sections (absolute normalization) except for the
W+jets sample which is normalized to data on the pretag
sample, taking into account all the other backgrounds. b
tagging was not required in the events in these plots.
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ST RF discriminant for mH=115GeV 
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(a) Random Forest (single tag) trained and tested on the
Single Tag Electron Channel Sample
DT RF discriminant for mH=115GeV 
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(b) Random Forest (double tag) trained on the Double Tag
Electron Channel Sample
ST RF discriminant for mH=115GeV 
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(c) Random Forest (single tag) trained and tested on the
Single Tag Muon Channel Sample
DT RF discriminant for mH=115GeV 
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(d) Random Forest (double tag) trained and tested on the
Double Tag Muon Channel Sample
Figure 102: Random forest output distributions for two jet events (top:
e-channel, bottom: µ-channel, RunIIa data) when one or two
jets are b tagged. The data are compared toWbb¯, tt¯, W+jets
and other smaller expectations. The simulated processes are
normalized to the integrated luminosity of the data sample
using the expected cross sections (absolute normalization)
except for the W+jets sample which is normalized to data
on the pretag sample, taking into account all the other
backgrounds. We ask for one or two jets to be b tagged in
the events in these plots.
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(a) Random Forest (single tag) trained and tested on the
Single Tag Electron Channel Sample
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(b) Random Forest (double tag) trained and tested on the
Double Tag Electron Channel Sample
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(c) Random Forest (single tag) trained and tested on the
Single Tag Muon Channel Sample
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(d) Random Forest (double tag) trained and tested on the
Double Tag Muon Channel Sample
Figure 103: Random forest output distributions for two jet events (top:
e-channel, bottom: µ-channel, RunIIb data) when one or two
jets are b tagged. The data are compared toWbb¯, tt¯, W+jets
and other smaller expectations. The simulated processes are
normalized to the integrated luminosity of the data sample
using the expected cross sections (absolute normalization)
except for the W+jets sample which is normalized to data
on the pretag sample, taking into account all the other
backgrounds. We ask for one or two jets to be b tagged in
the events in these plots.
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Figure 104: Random forest output distributions for the combined two
jet events (electron and muon, RunIIa and RunIIb). Left:
RF trained and tested on the single tag sample. Right: RF
tested and trained on the double tag sample. Top: Linear
scale. Bottom: Log scale.
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Figure 105: Expected sensitivity improvement using a Random Forest
relative to the NN based analysis.
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7.4 signal extraction
7.4.1 Procedure
In Secs. 7.1 - 7.3 we have shown how a dataset of 5.3fb−1 has been
analyzed to find a hint on the associated production of a W and
a Higgs boson. With the current dataset, we are unfortunately
not yet sensitive enough to see a signal of a Higgs boson at low
mass. Therefore, in the absence of a signal, we will calculate a
limit on the production cross section in the WH channel.
Interpreting the final distribution of an analysis in terms of limit
setting is a common procedure in high energy physics. There are
two main statistical approaches to this.
The first one is called the Frequentist approach. The analysis is eval-
uated in terms of the likelihood that the observed result would
occur at a certain frequency if the analysis was repeated many
times. A background-only or signal+background hypothesis is
tested to be true within a certain confidence interval.
The second approach is called the Bayesian probability. It interprets
the outcome of the analysis as a measure of the knowledge of the
experimenter. A certain probability is assigned to a background-
only hypothesis and the level of agreement of the result with this
hypothesis is then evaluated.
In the WH analysis we use a modified version of the Frequentist
approach to evaluate our result [82, 83]. Therefore, we will detail
this method in the following. We will go over techniques to
reduce the impact of systematic errors on the final limit and
detail the systematic errors relevant for the WH analysis. We
will then present the final limit compared to the Standard Model
expectation and the limit on the production cross section of the
WH channel.
7.4.1.1 Statistical Method
For a particle search, we are interested in two possible different
outcomes. Either the data-MC agreement in our final variable (in
our case the RF output) is compatible with a background-only hy-
pothesis (b) or with a signal+background hypothesis (s+b). This
means that we are able to describe our data with background MC
only or with MC including also a signal simulation, respectively.
To quantify the quality of these hypotheses, we use a method
commonly know as the "CLs method" which was first used in the
LEP experiment at CERN in Higgs searches. CL stands for confi-
dence level, as we will be able to determine at which frequency
it is likely for the result that we find in the analysis to occur. For
example a 95% confidence level (CL) denotes that this particular
outcome will occur in at least 95 out of 100 cases.
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An important part of the method we use is the estimation of a log-
likelihood ratio (LLR) test statistics. The test statisticsQ is defined
as the ratio of the two likelihoods L for the signal+background
and the background-only hypothesis:
Q =
L(s+ b)
L(b)
(7.5)
If we interpret this statistics as a Poisson-like counting experiment
in which s represents the number of expected signal events and
b represents the number of expected background events with
an observed number of data d, we can explicitly write Q in the
following form:
Q =
e−(s+b)(s+ b)d
d!
/
e−b(b)d
d!
(7.6)
The advantage of this equation is that when we combine several
statistics, the final statistics is just the product of the single statis-
tics: QΠ =
∏
kQk. Although we obtain continuous distributions
for our final variables in the analysis, we can interpret them in the
form of histograms with a finite binning. For the evaluation of the
statistical tests we then interpret them as a sequence of Poisson
distributions. We can also easily combine different channels of
the analysis or even different analyses (like the Tevatron Higgs
combination between DØ and CDF) using this method.
By taking the logarithm of the above expression, we can make it
more easily computable. We define the LLR χ as
χ = −2 lnQ (7.7)
which becomes, in the case of a particular observation m of either
s or b events (for either one of the hypotheses),
χ = 2
(
s−m ln
(
1+
s
b
))
(7.8)
or in the case of a series of statistics,
χΠ = 2
(∑
k
sk −
∑
k
mk ln
(
1+
sk
bk
))
. (7.9)
Now we get back to the Frequentist interpretation of this test
statistics in terms of a confidence level for a certain hypothesis.
The confidence level for a hypothesis, e.g. signal+background
(s+b) is defined as
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CLs+b = Ps+b(χ 6 χd) =
∫χd
−∞
dPs+b
dχ
dχ (7.10)
and analogous for the background-only hypothesis
CLb = Pb(χ 6 χd) =
∫χd
−∞
dPb
dχ
dχ. (7.11)
The differential probability is defined by a distribution of the LLR
χ of many pseudo-experiments n where n is the expected num-
ber s+ b of signal+background events in the signal+background
hypothesis or b in the background-only hypothesis, respectively.
Now that we have ways to calculate the CLs+b and CLb confi-
dence levels, we can easily calculate the confidence level CLs by
building the ratio [84]:
CLs =
CLs+b
CLb
(7.12)
If we directly used CLs+b, we would risk to be biased on our
model for the simulation in the case where the MC does not
describe the data well. By taking the ratio of CLs+b and CLb, we
avoid this risk.
In practice, CLs has two distinct values. CLexp is the expected
and CLobs is the observed confidence level. We obtain the value
of CLexp by replacing the number of data d with the number of
expected background events b in Eqs. 7.10 and 7.11. The smaller
this value the more sensitive is the analysis. One remarkable
point on this value is that it does not depend on observation and
therefore provides an unbiased measure on the outcome of the
analysis, in particular in comparison to the observed limit CLobs.
The calculation of the final limits is implemented in a statistical
algorithm package called Confidence Level Limit Evaluator (COL-
LIE).
7.4.1.2 Treatment of Systematic Uncertainties
Making a valuable prediction on the upper limits of the signal
model search parameter (such as the production cross section
in the WH analysis) requires including systematic uncertainties.
Now, the estimation of these uncertainties is rarely completely ac-
curate as most of them depend on a large number of parameters.
Typically, systematic uncertainties are therefore approximated by
upper boundaries that might in some cases overestimate the real
uncertainty. Such an overestimation leads naturally to a degrada-
tion of the final limits [85]. To compensate for this effect, we will
describe a method to set constraints on systematic uncertainties
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and reduce the impact of their effect on the final limits [86].
A measure for the quality of agreement on the final variable be-
tween data and MC is the χ2 per number of degrees of freedom
(NDF):
χ2
NDF
=
∑
i
(
pi − di
σi
)2
/NDF (7.13)
where pi is the predicted value, σi its uncertainty and di is the
observation in data. An indicator for well understood uncertain-
ties and a good MC modeling of the observed data is a value of
χ2/NDF ≈ 1, values above would indicate an underestimation of
systematic uncertainties, values below would indicate an overes-
timation. Assuming Gaussian statistics for the likelihood L, we
can take a look at a very general form of χ2 [85]:
χ2 =
∑
i
(pi − di)
2
σ2i
∼= −2 ln
(
L
L0
)
(7.14)
where L0 represents the likelihood in case of a perfect estimation
of pi = di. Going from Gaussian statistics to Poisson statistics for
the likelihood functions, we can rewrite Eq. 7.14 to:
χ2 = 2
∑
i
[
(pi − di) − di ln
(
pi
di
)]
(7.15)
To account for the impact of the systematic uncertainties, we
insert them via their nuisance parameters into the predicted
values:
p ′i = pi
K∏
k=1
(1− fikSk) (7.16)
where p ′i is now the systematically varied prediction and the
value fik described the size of each of the K nuisance parameters.
Sk represents a Gaussian constraint with a mean value of 0 and
a width of 1.
To now minimize the impact of the systematic uncertainties, we
apply a method called profile likelihood [85]. It relies on minimizing
χ2 by means of including the best estimates for each background
and signal sample. We modify Eq. 7.15:
χ2 = 2
∑
i
[
(p ′i − di) − di ln
(
p ′i
di
)]
+
∑
k
S2k (7.17)
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where Sk and p ′i are defined as in Eq. 7.16. Fitting the Sk will
now minimize χ2. When the profile likelihood method is ap-
plied in our limit setting procedure, we recalculate it for every
pseudo-experiment for the background and signal+background
hypotheses separately which is then equivalent to estimating a
best fit for each outcome of the experiment. Therefore, this is
also called the best fit model and is implemented in the way
the COLLIE package treats systematic uncertainties. The result
of this best fit will be shown later in Fig. 107 for all systematic
uncertainties discussed in the following.
For the final limit calculation on the production cross section,
COLLIE uses the signal cross section as an unconstrained param-
eter in the fit of MC templates (including all systematic errors) to
data. The resulting fit yields in a signal cross section estimation
most compatible with the data provided, given in units of the
nominal input cross section from the SM expectation. The results
of this fit are listed later in Sec. 7.4.3.
7.4.2 Systematic Uncertainties in the WH Analysis
To estimate the systematic uncertainties in our analysis, we look
at the effect of each source of uncertainty along the analysis chain
on our final variable, the RF output distribution. The way we
estimate the uncertainty is by individually varying each source of
systematic uncertainty by ±1σ (where σ is the size of the source
of uncertainty, e.g. the jet energy scale correction). We re-perform
a full analysis with the change in quantity of each source of
uncertainty and then take the ratio of the obtained final distribu-
tion to our nominal distribution (where no additional systematic
variation has been applied). This ratio is then a measure of the
systematic uncertainty of the varied quantity.
We study each source of systematic uncertainty separately for
each lepton type (e and µ) and for each jet multiplicity (2-jet and
3-jet) sample. We treat the multijet background separately since
we derive it from data. We derive the systematic uncertainties
in our analysis on the RunIIb samples only and then apply the
same uncertainty to both the RunIIb and RunIIa samples6.
In the following, we will further detail how we determine the
systematic uncertainties (e.g. arising from the uncertainty in the
efficiency ratios between data and simulation, the uncertainties
on the propagation of trigger effects, energy calibration, jet en-
ergy scale correction). Appendix B exemplarily shows figures of
the ±1σ variation of all sources of systematic uncertainties in the
RunIIb two jet electron channel on the RF output distribution. For
6 Unless stated differently in the following detailed descriptions
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the calculation of the final limits we take into account the system-
atic errors on all analysis channels on the RF output. We estimate
the errors separately on all simulated background contributions
as well as on the simulated signal sample. Table 17 lists the sys-
tematic uncertainties in the single and double tagged samples
which are used for the final limit calculation. Fig. 107 shows the
results of the best fit to data for the different systematic uncer-
tainties in units of Nσ deviations from the nominal uncertainty
value of the systematic uncertainty for both the background-only
and signal+background hypothesis.
7.4.2.1 Jet Energy Scale Correction
We evaluate the JES systematic uncertainty by scaling the energy
correction of the reconstructed jet by ±1σ instead of using the
nominal jet energy.
7.4.2.2 Jet Resolution and Jet Identification Efficiency
This systematic uncertainty is evaluated in the same way as the
JES correction. The energy correction applied to the jet is scaled
up or down by 1σ instead of using the nominal jet energy.
To evaluate the systematic error on the jet identification efficiency,
the shifted value of the applied efficiency factor is taken to obtain
the −1σ variation. For the +1σ variation, we symmetrize the −1σ
distribution.
7.4.2.3 Vertex Confirmation Scale Factor
The scale factor for vertex confirmation defined as the probability
of randomly removing a jet is shifted down by 1σ to evaluate
its systematic error. For the +1σ variation, we symmetrize the
−1σ distribution, because the probability of removing a jet could
already reach its maximum at 1 without being shifted in which
case it could not be shifted up further.
7.4.2.4 Lepton Identification
electron identification The systematic uncertainty on
electron identification, reconstruction, efficiency and energy smear-
ing is obtained by varying the correction factor by ±1σ.
muon identification The systematic uncertainty on muon
identification has three components: the uncertainty on the muon
identification efficiency, the uncertainty on the track reconstruc-
tion efficiency and the uncertainty on the muon isolation effi-
ciency. We apply separate uncertainties on the RunIIa and RunIIb
samples.
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• Identification Efficiency uncertainty: We apply a 0.8% uncer-
tainty on the RunIIa sample and a 1.2% uncertainty on
the RunIIb sample. For the RunIIb sample we also apply
an additional 2% systematic uncertainty in events with a
transverse momentum of the muon pT < 20 GeV.
• Track Reconstruction Efficiency Uncertainty: We apply a 2.3%
uncertainty on the RunIIa sample and a 1.4% uncertainty
on the RunIIb sample.
• Isolation Efficiency Uncertainty: We apply a 3.8% uncertainty
on the RunIIa sample and a 0.9% uncertainty on the RunIIb
sample.
7.4.2.5 ALPGEN Reweightings
• The systematic uncertainty of the ALPGEN reweighting is
estimated by comparing the nominal (i.e. reweighted) ver-
sion to a version in which reweighting functions are applied
that generate a reweighting effect increased or decreased by
1 σ. The η reweightings of the leading and second leading
jets as well as the reweighting of the ∆R between the two
leading jets (for details on reweighting see Sec. 6.5) are each
varied in this way.
• Additionally, the ALPGEN MLM parton matching is reweighted
on the dijet mass. The evaluation is done in the same way
as for the other ALPGEN reweightings, with reweighting
functions shifted by ±1σ. This reweighting is applied to
W/Z+light jets MC background samples only.
• The systematic uncertainty related to the ALPGEN event
scale (kT and Q2) and the underlying event modeling are
also evaluated.
7.4.2.6 Z-vertex Position Reweighting
A reweighting of the z vertex position is applied in this analysis.
We determine an uncertainty on this reweighting by shifting its
correction by ± 1σ.
7.4.2.7 Taggability Scale Factor
The systematic uncertainty for taggability is evaluated by shifting
the parameterizations of the Taggability Scale Factor functions
up and down by 1σ.
7.4.2.8 b Jet Identification
The systematic uncertainty on b jet identification is evaluated
by using the ±1σ deviation from the Tagging Scale Factor (TSF).
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In this analysis, we are applying direct tagging to the MC, and
apply a scale factor which is the ratio of the data TRF and the
MC TRF. This systematic uncertainty is evaluated separately for
light and for heavy flavor jets. On average, 3% uncertainty for
the b tagging efficiency per b quark jet (2.5% per c quark jet and
1∼4% per light jet) are observed in single tag events (twice as
much for double tag events).
7.4.2.9 Parton Density Functions (PDF)
In total 40 PDF variations are considered (20 pairs of positive and
negative variations). While each PDF variation can change both
the cross section and the kinematic acceptance of a MC process,
only the changes due to kinematic acceptance are retained as part
of the PDF systematic. To do this, we determine the cross section
of each process under each PDF variation and then renormalize
each of these variations to match the nominal cross section for that
process. This method retains the effect that each PDF variation
has on the kinematic acceptance of a process, while avoiding
double counting the cross section uncertainties (described in Sec.
7.4.2.12).
7.4.2.10 Electron and Muon trigger
In the electron channel a 2% uncertainty from the trigger ef-
ficiency derived from the data sample used in this analysis is
taken, whereas in the muon channel where all triggers are used
(inclusive muon trigger selection) a larger systematic for the
normalization change from the applied correction is used. To
confirm that the muon trigger efficiency is 100%, we compare this
result with a result triggered with the Single Muon triggers. The
change in surface normalization is 2% between the inclusive MU
trigger and the Single Muon trigger result. In order to check for a
shape uncertainty, we build ratios for Data/MC (inclusive trigger
- single mu trigger) over Data/MC (single mu trigger) and also
separately the ratios Data/Data and MC/MC (inclusive)/(single
mu) that show the trigger effect. We then develop a fit function
(sigmoid + exponential decay) parameterized in pT of the in dijet
system for the double ratio of Data/MC (inclusive trigger - single
mu trigger) over Data/MC (single mu trigger). We derive the
function in the pretag sample and apply it to the ST and DT
samples (on signal and all MC backgrounds) as well. Fig. 106
shows the derived function. We apply the value of the function as
a multiplicative factor on Pcorr (Sec. 6.4.1) and take the difference
to the nominal version as the systematic on the muon trigger
(normalization included.). The muon systematic is of the order of
3% .
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Figure 106: Fit function (sigmoid + exponential) parameterized in pT of
the dijet system for the double ratio of Data/MC (inclusive
trigger - single mu trigger) over Data/MC (single mu trig-
ger) used as the systematic uncertainty on the muon trigger.
We derive the function in the pretag sample and apply it
to both the ST and DT samples. Upper left: RunIIa pretag.
Upper right: RunIIb pretag. Lower left: RunIIa single tag.
Lower right: RunIIb single tag.
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7.4.2.11 Multijet Background
The systematic uncertainty on the multijet background is esti-
mated by varying separately the lepton efficiency and the jet
misidentification rate by ±1σ which are described in Sec. 6.6.1.
The normalization of the multijet sample is anti-correlated with
the normalization of the W+jets (light and heavy flavor) sample,
which it taken into account during the limit setting procedure.
7.4.2.12 Cross Section Uncertainties
Overall, the total experimental systematic uncertainty for WH
production is approximately 6%. The luminosity uncertainty is
treated separately and amounts to 6.1%. The uncertainties on
the cross sections of the background processes are 10% for tt¯
production, 10% for single top production and 6% for WW, WZ
and ZZ inclusive production [87].
We also apply uncertainties to the k factors applied to the
W+jets samples, which directly affect the apparent cross section.
We apply a 20% uncertainty on the W/Z+heavy flavor jets k
factor, and a 6% uncertainty on the W/Z+light jets k factor. We
will allow the sHF factor to float during the limit setting and thus
do not assign an uncertainty here.
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Systematic Uncertainties [%] in the Single Tag channel
Contribution WZ/WW Wbb/Wcc Wjj/Wcj tt¯ single top Multijet WH
Luminosity 6 6 6 6 6 0 6
Trigger eff. 2-3 2-3 2-3 2-3 2-3 0 2-3
EM ID/Reco eff./resol. 3 3 3 3 3 0 3
Muon ID/Reco eff./resol. 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 0 4.1
Jet ID/Reco eff. 1 1 2 1 1 0 1
Jet Energy Scale 2-5 2-5 2-5 2-4 2-5 0 2-5
b-tagging/taggability 5-6 3-4 8-9 2-4 2-4 0 2-4
Cross Section 6 9 9 10 10 0 6
Heavy-Flavor factor sHF 0 20 0 0 0 0 0
Instrumental 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
PDF, reweighting 0-1 0-2 2-3 2-3 0-4 0 0-1
Systematic Uncertainties [%] in the Double Tag channel
Contribution WZ/WW Wbb/Wcc Wjj/Wcj tt¯ single top Multijet WH
Luminosity 6 6 6 6 6 0 6
Trigger eff. 2-3 2-3 2-3 2-3 2-3 0 2-3
EM ID/Reco eff./resol. 3 3 3 3 3 0 3
Muon ID/Reco eff./resol. 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 0 4.1
Jet ID/Reco eff. 1 1 2 2 1 0 1-2
Jet Energy Scale 2-5 2-5 2-5 2-3 1-2 0 2-5
b-tagging/taggability 9-11 9-11 7 11-14 11-14 0 11-14
Cross Section 6 9 9 10 10 0 6
Heavy-Flavor factor sHF 0 20 0 0 0 0 0
Instrumental 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
PDF, reweighting 0-1 0-1 1-2 2-3 0-1 0 0-1
Table 17: Systematic uncertainties (in percent) from all different sources
important for the WH analysis.
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Figure 107: Values of systematic uncertainties after the best fit to data
given in units of Nσ deviations of the nominal value of the
input systematic uncertainty listed in Tab. 17. The black
line denotes the fit result for the background-only hypoth-
esis and the red line denotes the fit result assuming the
signal+background hypothesis. For most systematic uncer-
tainties a significant reduction in size is visible.
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7.4.3 Final Result on WH Production
The final variables of our analysis, the dijet mass and the output
of the random forest, do not show a significant signal excess com-
pared to the background expectation. Tables 18–21 summarize
the event yields in the different background and signal samples
compared to data for the untagged, single tagged and double
tagged selection in two and three jet events, separately for the
electron and muon channel.
W(e) + 2 jets W(e) + 2 jets W(e)+ 2 jets W(µ) + 2 jets W(µ)+ 2 jets W(µ)+ 2 jets
(1 b jet) (2 b jets) (1 b jet) (2 b jets)
WH 3.01 ± 0.33 1.25 ± 0.14 0.73 ± 0.08 2.45 ± 0.27 1.02 ± 0.11 0.62 ± 0.07
WW 266.45 ± 29.31 13.35 ± 1.47 0.36 ± 0.12 222.96 ± 24.53 10.50 ± 1.16 0.21 ± 0.22
WZ 43.96 ± 4.84 4.79 ± 0.53 2.17 ± 0.24 37.14 ± 4.09 3.86 ± 0.43 1.89 ± 0.21
ZZ 2.43 ± 0.27 0.29 ± 0.07 0.07 ± 0.14 2.14 ± 0.24 0.23 ± 0.06 0.11 ± 0.10
Wbb¯ 358.68 ± 71.74 124.26 ± 24.85 33.59 ± 6.72 316.62 ± 63.32 107.56 ± 21.51 29.93 ± 5.99
Zbb¯ 16.84 ± 3.37 5.38 ± 1.08 0.63 ± 0.14 8.93 ± 1.79 3.26 ± 0.65 0.58 ± 0.13
Wcc¯ 856.02 ± 171.20 68.07 ± 13.61 5.31 ± 1.06 771.01 ± 154.20 54.81 ± 10.96 4.76 ± 0.95
Zcc¯ 30.84 ± 6.17 2.07 ± 0.42 0.04 ± 0.25 21.37 ± 4.27 1.38 ± 0.28 0.06 ± 0.32
tt¯ 126.57 ± 17.72 51.97 ± 7.28 20.53 ± 2.87 80.29 ± 11.24 32.97 ± 4.62 13.37 ± 1.87
Single top 62.13 ± 8.08 26.39 ± 3.43 6.65 ± 0.86 52.35 ± 6.81 22.54 ± 2.93 5.50 ± 0.72
QCD Multijet 2048.58 ± 184.37 76.76 ± 6.91 5.07 ± 0.47 457.19 ± 41.15 38.55 ± 3.47 1.74 ± 0.20
W+ jets (light) 8225.6 ± 740.30 141.73 ± 12.76 2.11 ± 0.19 7406.36 ± 666.57 122.56 ± 11.03 4.04 ± 0.38
Z+ jets (light) 373.89 ± 33.65 4.58 ± 0.42 0.19 ± 0.28 178.64 ± 16.08 2.83 ± 0.26 0.00 ± 0.00
Total expectation 12412.00 (n.t.d.) 519.62 ± 32.90 76.73 ± 7.46 9555.00 (n.t.d.) 401.05 ± 27.37 62.19 ± 6.41
Observed Events 12412 479 74 9555 400 62
Table 18: Summary table for the event yields in the electron and muon
two jet final state in the RunIIa sample. Observed events in
data are compared to the expected number of events before
tagging, after one tight b tag and after two loose b tags in
simulated events, split up for all different background con-
tributions (for WH a Higgs mass of mH = 115 GeV was
assumed). "n.t.d.” stands for “normalized to data”.
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W(e) + 3 jets W(e) + 3 jets W(e)+ 3 jets W(µ) + 3 jets W(µ)+ 3 jets W(µ)+ 3 jets
(1 b jet) (2 b jets) (1 b jet) (2 b jets)
WH 0.68 ± 0.08 0.29 ± 0.03 0.09 ± 0.03 0.58 ± 0.07 0.24 ± 0.03 0.09 ± 0.04
WW 60.13 ± 6.61 2.91 ± 0.32 0.11 ± 0.21 52.53 ± 5.78 3.16 ± 0.35 0.07 ± 0.41
WZ 10.95 ± 1.20 1.18 ± 0.14 0.37 ± 0.11 9.13 ± 1.00 0.98 ± 0.12 0.26 ± 0.10
ZZ 1.55 ± 0.17 0.13 ± 0.10 0.02 ± 0.32 0.60 ± 0.08 0.06 ± 0.11 0.02 ± 0.23
Wbb¯ 94.5 ± 18.90 28.47 ± 5.69 4.69 ± 0.94 89.63 ± 17.93 26.55 ± 5.31 3.58 ± 0.72
Zbb¯ 6.53 ± 1.31 1.90 ± 0.38 0.26 ± 0.10 3.01 ± 0.60 1.00 ± 0.20 0.21 ± 0.10
Wcc¯ 243.43 ± 48.69 17.65 ± 3.53 1.42 ± 0.28 237.63 ± 47.53 15.62 ± 3.12 1.07 ± 0.23
Zcc¯ 13.62 ± 2.72 0.84 ± 0.18 0.01 ± 0.44 6.84 ± 1.37 0.68 ± 0.17 0.00 ± 0.00
tt¯ 201.56 ± 28.22 82.52 ± 11.55 22.07 ± 3.09 151.45 ± 21.20 63.09 ± 8.83 16.97 ± 2.38
Single top 18.01 ± 2.34 7.27 ± 0.95 1.60 ± 0.21 15.48 ± 2.01 6.34 ± 0.82 1.40 ± 0.18
QCD Multijet 662.18 ± 59.60 30.13 ± 2.71 1.70 ± 0.22 132.01 ± 11.88 11.28 ± 1.02 0.63 ± 0.23
W+ jets (light) 1360.77 ± 122.47 22.29 ± 2.01 0.33 ± 0.03 1365.48 ± 122.89 21.32 ± 1.92 0.95 ± 0.09
Z+ jets (light) 83.77 ± 7.54 1.14 ± 0.13 0.03 ± 0.44 36.20 ± 3.26 0.78 ± 0.12 0.01 ± 0.63
Total expectation 2757.00 (n.t.d.) 196.43 ± 13.81 32.60 ± 3.26 2100.00 (n.t.d.) 150.85 ± 11.02 25.17 ± 2.52
Observed Events 2757 178 32 2100 137 25
Table 19: Summary table for the event yields in the electron and muon
three jet final state in the RunIIa sample. Observed events
in data are compared to the expected number of events be-
fore tagging, after one tight b tag and after two loose b tags
in simulated events, split up for all different background
contributions (for WH a Higgs mass of mH = 115 GeV was
assumed). "n.t.d.” stands for “normalized to data”.
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W(e) + 2 jets W(e) + 2 jets W(e)+ 2 jets W(µ) + 2 jets W(µ)+ 2 jets W(µ)+ 2 jets
(1 b jet) (2 b jets) (1 b jet) (2 b jets)
WH 10.66 ± 1.17 4.21 ± 0.46 2.83 ± 0.31 8.18 ± 0.90 3.23 ± 0.36 2.32 ± 0.26
WW 819.06 ± 90.10 48.56 ± 5.34 1.77 ± 0.26 628.50 ± 69.14 41.76 ± 4.59 1.73 ± 0.29
WZ 134.36 ± 14.78 15.30 ± 1.68 7.47 ± 0.82 107.17 ± 11.79 12.67 ± 1.39 6.24 ± 0.69
ZZ 5.03 ± 0.55 0.56 ± 0.11 0.25 ± 0.17 7.95 ± 0.88 0.72 ± 0.11 0.22 ± 0.14
Wbb¯ 1099.18 ± 219.84 385.74 ± 77.15 117.8 ± 23.56 963.55 ± 192.71 348.44 ± 69.69 101.54 ± 20.31
Zbb¯ 31.25 ± 6.25 10.09 ± 2.02 2.13 ± 0.43 33.75 ± 6.75 11.89 ± 2.38 3.05 ± 0.61
Wcc¯ 2637.17 ± 527.43 258.79 ± 51.76 22.59 ± 4.52 2035.37 ± 407.07 207 ± 41.40 22.68 ± 4.54
Zcc¯ 60.86 ± 12.17 5.33 ± 1.07 0.83 ± 0.23 73.94 ± 14.79 7.11 ± 1.42 0.65 ± 0.22
tt¯ 496.90 ± 69.57 196.71 ± 27.54 84.47 ± 11.83 336.94 ± 47.17 135.36 ± 18.95 58.69 ± 8.22
Single top 196.40 ± 25.53 82.81 ± 10.77 25.35 ± 3.30 165.66 ± 21.54 71.32 ± 9.27 20.76 ± 2.70
QCD Multijet 8319.60 ± 748.76 397.26 ± 35.75 39.65 ± 3.57 1477.89 ± 133.01 149.89 ± 13.49 10.00 ± 0.90
W+ jets (light) 23416.9 ± 2107.52 535.17 ± 48.17 25.36 ± 2.28 20357.1 ± 1832.14 457.24 ± 41.15 24.67 ± 2.22
Z+ jets (light) 496.15 ± 44.65 15.50 ± 1.40 0.65 ± 0.44 615.15 ± 55.36 10.42 ± 0.94 0.45 ± 0.62
Total expectation 37712.90 (n.t.d.) 1951.82 ± 114.69 328.31 ± 27.30 26803.00 (n.t.d.) 1453.81 ± 94.49 250.68 ± 22.68
Observed Events 37713 2002 325 26803 1435 248
Table 20: Summary table for the event yields in the electron and muon
two jet final state in the RunIIb sample. Observed events in
data are compared to the expected number of events before
tagging, after one tight b tag and after two loose b tags in
simulated events, split up for all different background con-
tributions (for WH a Higgs mass of mH = 115 GeV was
assumed). "n.t.d.” stands for “normalized to data”.
W(e) + 3 jets W(e) + 3 jets W(e)+ 3 jets W(µ) + 3 jets W(µ)+ 3 jets W(µ)+ 3 jets
(1 b jet) (2 b jets) (1 b jet) (2 b jets)
WH 2.14 ± 0.24 0.86 ± 0.10 0.37 ± 0.05 1.68 ± 0.19 0.69 ± 0.08 0.30 ± 0.05
WW 176.06 ± 19.37 10.82 ± 1.19 0.00 ± 0.00 118.03 ± 12.98 7.19 ± 0.80 0.05 ± 0.51
WZ 32.84 ± 3.61 4.25 ± 0.47 0.95 ± 0.16 20.33 ± 2.24 2.84 ± 0.32 0.67 ± 0.16
ZZ 1.86 ± 0.22 0.19 ± 0.17 0.05 ± 0.35 1.90 ± 0.22 0.18 ± 0.17 0.05 ± 0.37
Wbb¯ 256.11 ± 51.22 78.68 ± 15.74 14.32 ± 2.86 224.08 ± 44.82 72.93 ± 14.59 11.72 ± 2.34
Zbb¯ 9.51 ± 1.90 2.81 ± 0.56 0.37 ± 0.15 9.64 ± 1.93 2.74 ± 0.55 0.47 ± 0.15
Wcc¯ 710.24 ± 142.05 64.89 ± 12.98 4.38 ± 0.88 489.05 ± 97.81 39.68 ± 7.94 4.89 ± 0.98
Zcc¯ 22.09 ± 4.42 1.80 ± 0.37 0.01 ± 0.50 19.38 ± 3.88 1.79 ± 0.37 0.35 ± 0.31
tt¯ 681.66 ± 95.43 274.84 ± 38.48 77.33 ± 10.83 518.42 ± 72.58 212.20 ± 29.71 59.69 ± 8.36
Single top 53.03 ± 6.89 20.93 ± 2.72 5.45 ± 0.71 46.48 ± 6.04 19.04 ± 2.48 4.57 ± 0.59
QCD Multijet 2084.97 ± 187.65 109.62 ± 9.87 7.36 ± 0.67 353.38 ± 31.80 34.52 ± 3.11 2.99 ± 0.28
W+ jets (light) 3458.06 ± 311.23 88.56 ± 7.97 7.18 ± 0.66 3112.87 ± 280.16 74.49 ± 6.70 3.55 ± 0.35
Z+ jets (light) 93.57 ± 8.42 0.29 ± 0.36 0.00 ± 0.00 96.44 ± 8.68 1.46 ± 0.29 0.00 ± 0.00
Total expectation 7580.00 (n.t.d.) 657.70 ± 45.48 117.41 ± 11.30 5010.00 (n.t.d.) 469.05 ± 34.94 89.01 ± 8.77
Observed Events 7580 671 125 5010 477 119
Table 21: Summary table for the event yields in the electron and muon
three jet final state in the RunIIb sample. Observed events
in data are compared to the expected number of events be-
fore tagging, after one tight b tag and after two loose b tags
in simulated events, split up for all different background
contributions (for WH a Higgs mass of mH = 115 GeV was
assumed). "n.t.d.” stands for “normalized to data”.
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With no signal excess in the WH → `νbb¯ analysis being ob-
served, we proceed to set limits on the production cross section
times branching ratio of the SM Higgs boson for all analyzed
mass points. For the limit setting, we only use the final RF dis-
criminant.
We calculate the limits at a 95% confidence level using the
modified frequentist CLs approach with a Poisson log-likelihood
ratio test statistics as described in Sec. 7.4. We set upper expected
and observed limits. Expected limits rely on a background-only
hypothesis that assumes a hypothetical experimental outcome
matching the expected background events. We present the limits
in terms of ratios of the absolute cross section limit divided by the
expected Standard Model Higgs boson production cross section.
Table 22 and Fig. 110 show the final expected and observed limits.
Electron channel Results (RunIIa+IIb combined)
Mass (GeV) 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150
Expected Limit /σSM 4.39 4.78 5.57 6.13 7.53 9.09 11.46 14.99 21.44 31.09 66.91
Observed Limit /σSM 4.40 4.89 5.09 6.11 9.28 8.55 9.19 12.35 17.77 24.42 64.18
Muon channel Results (RunIIa+IIb combined)
Mass (GeV) 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150
Expected Limit /σSM 4.68 5.03 5.98 6.86 7.90 9.64 12.46 16.57 23.11 33.20 75.10
Observed Limit /σSM 4.12 5.65 5.60 5.78 6.29 12.31 10.46 13.86 21.23 25.69 75.10
Electron + Muon channel in Single tag (RunIIa+IIb combined)
Mass (GeV) 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150
Expected Limit /σSM 6.58 6.92 8.30 9.01 10.47 12.21 15.09 20.30 28.16 58.23 88.83
Observed Limit /σSM 4.12 4.89 4.27 5.44 8.56 12.27 11.30 14.37 27.74 49.52 108.31
Electron + Muon channel in Double tag (RunIIa+IIb combined)
Mass (GeV) 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150
Expected Limit /σSM 3.83 4.14 4.87 5.50 6.54 8.14 10.15 13.44 19.05 27.16 59.58
Observed Limit /σSM 4.49 5.78 5.98 6.89 7.37 11.17 8.76 12.25 15.32 20.56 49.40
Full Combined Results
Mass (GeV) 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150
Expected Limit /σSM 3.4 3.6 4.4 4.8 5.7 6.8 8.7 11.8 17.0 23.4 36.2
Observed Limit /σSM 2.0 4.3 3.4 4.1 5.7 7.8 6.8 7.3 12.6 12.2 32.7
Table 22: Expected and observed limits for all considered Higgs masses
at 95% C.L. (taking into account all systematic errors in the
limit setting procedure). The limits are presented as a ratio
to the standard model prediction for the production cross
section times branching ratio for all Higgs masses between
100 and 150 GeV (in steps of 5 GeV).
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The obtained ratio translates into an observed limit on the
production cross section times branching ratio σ(pp¯ → WH)×
B(H→ bb¯) of 0.533 pb or a factor of 4.1 at a 95% C.L. compared
to the SM expectation of 0.13 pb, with a corresponding expected
upper limit of 0.624 pb or a factor of 4.8, for a Higgs boson mass
of 115GeV.
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Figure 108: Log-likelihood ratio (LLR) distribution as a function of
Higgs boson mass (taking into account all systematic errors)
for the electron channel (top) and the muon channel (bot-
tom), combining the output from RunIIa and RunIIb as well
as two and three jet samples. The black (red) dashed line
is the LLR for the background-only (signal+background)
hypothesis, the solid black line is the result obtained from
data. The green (yellow) band is the 1σ (2σ) uncertainty
on the background-only LLR. The distance between the
background-only and signal+background lines is a mea-
sure of sensitivity to a potential signal. In this case, the
signal+background line lies within the 1σ uncertainty band,
therefore, this analysis is not yet sensitive to a potential
signal by itself.
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Figure 109: Log-likelihood ratio (LLR) distribution as a function of
Higgs mass (taking into account all systematic errors)
for the combination of all analysis channels. The black
(red) dashed line is the LLR for the background-only (sig-
nal+background) hypothesis, the solid black line is the
result obtained from data. The green (yellow) band is the
1σ (2σ) uncertainty on the background-only LLR. The dis-
tance between the background-only and signal+background
lines is a measure of sensitivity to a potential signal. In this
case, the signal+background line lies within the 1σ uncer-
tainty band, therefore, this analysis is not yet sensitive to a
potential signal by itself.
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Figure 110: Limit on the cross section times branching ratio of the
Higgs boson in the WH channel in units of the Standard
Model prediction as a function of Higgs mass (taking into
account all systematic errors) for the combination of all
analysis channels. The dashed black line represents the
expectation from simulated events only (CLb), the solid
black line represents the observation from data only (CLs),
both at 95% C.L.
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We have presented results in two different yet strongly linked
aspects of Higgs boson physics.
We have learned about the importance of the Higgs boson for the
fate of the Standard Model, being either only a theory limited to
explaining phenomena at the electroweak scale or, if the Higgs
boson lies within a mass range of 130 < mH < 160 GeV the SM
would remain a self consistent theory up to highest energy scales
O(mPl). This could have direct implications on theories of cosmo-
logical inflation using the Higgs boson as the particle giving rise
to inflation in the very early Universe, if it couples non-minimally
to gravity, an effect that would only become significant at very
high energies.
After understanding the immense meaning of proving whether
the Higgs boson exists and if so, at which mass, we have pre-
sented a direct search for a Higgs boson in associated production
with a W boson in a mass range 100 < mH < 150 GeV. A light
Higgs boson is favored regarding constraints from electroweak
precision measurements. As a single analysis is not yet sensitive
for an observation of the Higgs boson using 5.3 fb−1 of Tevatron
data, we set limits on the production cross section times branch-
ing ratio.
At the Tevatron, however, we are able to combine the sensitivity
of our analyses not only across channels or analyses at a single
experiment but also across both experiments, namely CDF and
DØ. This yields to the so-called Tevatron Higgs combination
which, in total, combines 129 analyses from both experiments
with luminosities of up to 6.7 fb−1. The results of a previous
Tevatron combination led to the first exclusion of possible Higgs
boson masses since the LEP exclusion in 2001. The latest Tevatron
combination from July 2010 can be seen in Fig. 111 and limits com-
pared to the Standard Model expectation are listed in Table 23.
It excludes a SM Higgs boson in the regions of 100 < mH < 109
GeV as well as 158 < mH < 175 GeV based on the observed final
limits at 95% C.L.
In the most interesting low mass region between 115 and
135 GeV, even the full Tevatron combination is not yet sensitive
enough to exclude a Higgs boson, or to even prove its existence
with a meaningful significance. Fig. 112 shows a projection plot
for sensitivity to the SM Higgs boson at the Tevatron as a measure
of increasing luminosity.
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Figure 111: Observed (solid black line) and expected (dashed black line)
limits on the production cross section times branching ratio
for the SM Higgs boson as a factor of the Standard Model
expectation. The green (yellow) shaded band represents the
±1σ (±2σ) uncertainty on the expected limit. The observed
limit is the one measured from data, the expected limit rep-
resents the background-only prediction at 95% confidence
level. The pink shaded band on the left is the mass region
excluded by the LEP experiment (mH < 114.4 GeV). The
dark shaded band on the left represents the most recent
(July 2010) exclusion from the Tevatron combination exclud-
ing Higgs masses in the region 100 < mH < 109 GeV, as
well as the dark shaded band on the right excluding Higgs
masses in the region 158 < mH < 175 GeV at 95% C.L.
based on the observed values. [3]
Full Combined Results
Mass (GeV) 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150
Expected Limit /σSM 1.16 1.22 1.34 1.47 1.67 1.77 1.74 1.67 1.59 1.40 1.27
Observed Limit /σSM 0.66 0.87 1.07 1.64 2.12 2.85 2.44 2.48 2.09 1.90 1.80
Mass (GeV) 155 160 165 170 175 180 185 190 195 200
Expected Limit /σSM 1.04 0.76 0.72 0.86 1.00 1.24 1.56 1.93 2.28 2.60
Observed Limit /σSM 1.26 0.84 0.68 0.76 0.96 1.43 2.51 2.39 3.47 3.88
Table 23: Expected and observed limits at 95% C.L. for the full Tevatron
combination of xx analyses between the CDF and DØ exper-
iment. Systematic errors are taken into account in the limit
setting procedure. The limits are presented as a ratio to the
standard model prediction for the production cross section
times branching ratio for all Higgs masses between 100 and
200 GeV (in steps of 5 GeV).
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Figure 112: Left: The red line denotes the expected limit of the SM
Higgs boson production cross section times branching ratio
as a factor of the Standard Model expectation at 95% C.L.
The dashed lines mark a factor of 1 compared to the SM
expectation and therefore the boundary at which an exclu-
sion at 95% C.L. is possible. In regions where the red line
lies below the dashed line, a SM Higgs boson can be ex-
cluded. Therefore, in 2009 a first exclusion was possible in
the high mass range and with the luminosity accumulated
in 2011 an exclusion should be possible over the whole mass
range according to this projection. Right: The red (black)
line shows the probability of a 3σ evidence with 5 fb−1 (10
fb−1) including some analysis improvements analogous to
the progress made over the last years. Both figures assume
the same integrated luminosity in both Tevatron experi-
ments and a combination of sensitivities of analyses across
the CDF and DØ experiment for these projections.
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Figure 113: Expected limit of the SM Higgs boson production cross
section times branching ratio as a factor of the Standard
Model expectation at the LHC ATLAS experiment. The
projection was made a dataset of 1 fb−1 of LHC data at a
center of mass energy of 7 TeV. According to the projection,
the SM Higgs boson would be excluded for a mass range
of 135-188 GeV. [88]
The 10 fb−1 projection is a rather conservative outlook for the
coming year of data taking as the Tevatron runs smoothly and
the run till the end of 2011 is assured. By now, already 9 fb−1
have been recorded by the two experiments. As the extrapolation
plot shows, this amount of luminosity will allow to exclude the
Higgs boson over a wide mass range at a 95% C.L.
With the LHC at CERN now running and successfully collect-
ing first data, it is worth looking at projections of Higgs boson
sensitivity at the current center of mass energy of 7 TeV of the
LHC accelerator. Fig. 113 shows a projection of a possible SM
Higgs boson exclusion using 1 fb−1 of LHC data collected by
the ATLAS experiment. An exclusion is expected between 135
and 188 GeV at 95% C.L., combining the three decay channels
H → WW, H → ZZ and H → γγ. A combination between
LHC experiments would possibly yield an even broader range
of excluded Higgs boson mass points. Therefore, whether at the
Tevatron or the LHC, exciting times in the exclusion or possible
discovery of the SM Higgs boson lie ahead.
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Part IV
A P P E N D I X

A
F I G U R E S F O R T H E T H R E E J E T F I N A L S TAT E
In the following the figures for exactly three jets in the final
state are shown. Good agreement between data and simulation
is achieved in all distributions.
a.1 lepton reconstruction
The kinematic properties of the lepton (cf Sec. 7.1.1) in the event
sample containing exactly three jets in the final state are shown.
Fig. 114 (115) shows the energy, transverse momentum η and
φ of the lepton in the electron (muon) channel for the RunIIa
sample, Fig. 116 (117) shows the same set of figures for the RunIIb
sample.
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Figure 114: Kinematic distributions of the lepton in RunIIa events in
the electron channel with exactly three jets. No b tagging
has been applied.
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Figure 115: Kinematic distributions of the lepton in RunIIa events in
the muon channel with exactly three jets. No b tagging has
been applied.
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Figure 116: Kinematic distributions of the lepton in RunIIb events in
the electron channel with exactly three jets. No b tagging
has been applied.
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Figure 117: Kinematic distributions of the lepton in RunIIb events in
the muon channel with exactly three jets. No b tagging has
been applied.
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a.2 missing transverse energy reconstruction
Fig. 118 shows the missing transverse energy (cf Sec. 7.1.2) for all
analysis channels containing three jets in the final state.
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(a) 6ET for the RunIIa electron sample.
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(b) 6ET for the RunIIa muon sample.
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(c) 6ET for the RunIIb electron sample.
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(d) 6ET for the RunIIb muon sample.
Figure 118: Missing transverse energy distributions for all four analysis
channels in events with three jets in the final state. No b
tagging has been applied.
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a.3 w boson reconstruction
The kinematic properties of the reconstructed W boson (cf Sec.
7.1.3) in the event sample containing exactly three jets in the final
state are shown. Fig. 119 (120) shows the transverse mass and
the transverse momentum of the reconstructed W boson in the
electron (muon) channel for the RunIIa sample, Fig. 121 (122)
shows the same set of figures for the RunIIb sample.
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Figure 119: W transverse mass and transverse momentum in RunIIa
events in the electron channel with exactly three jets. No b
tagging has been applied.
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Figure 120: W transverse mass and transverse momentum in RunIIa
events in the muon channel with exactly three jets. No b
tagging has been applied.
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Figure 121: W transverse mass and transverse momentum in RunIIb
events in the electron channel with exactly three jets. No b
tagging has been applied.
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Figure 122: W transverse mass and transverse momentum in RunIIb
events in the muon channel with exactly three jets. No b
tagging has been applied.
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a.4 higgs boson reconstruction
For the identification of a possible Higgs boson signal (cf Sec.
7.2), a good understanding of jet identification is necessary. Figs.
123 - 126 show the transverse momentum and η of the leading
and second leading jet, the sum of the transverse momenta of
all jets in the event and the angular separation between the two
leading jets in all three jet events on the pretag level separately
in all analysis channels.
Figs. 128 - 131 show the same set of plots for the single tag sample,
Figs. 133 - 136 show these plots for the double tag sample.
Fig. 127 shows the dijet mass distributions calculated from the
two leading jets in the event for the pretag sample, Fig. 132 for
the single tag sample and Fig. 137 for the double tag sample.
a.4.1 Pretag Level
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(f) ∆R between the two leading jets.
Figure 123: Kinematic distribution of RunIIa events in the electron chan-
nel with exactly three jets. No b tagging is applied.
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(a) Transverse momentum pT of the leading jet.
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(d) Jet η of the second leading jet.
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(f) ∆R between the two leading jets.
Figure 124: Kinematic distribution of RunIIa events in the muon chan-
nel with exactly three jets. No b tagging is applied.
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(a) Transverse momentum pT of the leading jet.
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(f) ∆R between the two leading jets.
Figure 125: Kinematic distribution of RunIIb events in the electron
channel with exactly three jets. No b tagging is applied.
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(a) Transverse momentum pT of the leading jet.
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(f) ∆R between the two leading jets.
Figure 126: Kinematic distribution of RunIIb events in the muon chan-
nel with exactly three jets. No b tagging is applied.
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a.4.2 Single Tag
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(a) Dijet mass distribution in the electron RunIIa
channel.
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(b) Dijet mass distribution in the muon RunIIa chan-
nel.
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(c) Dijet mass distribution in the electron RunIIb
channel.
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(d) Dijet mass distribution in the muon RunIIb chan-
nel.
Figure 127: Distributions of the dijet mass in all analysis channels
containig three jets in the final state. Good agreement is
achieved between data and simulation, including all MC
backgrounds and the multijet background modeled from
data. No b tagging has been applied.
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(f) ∆R between the two leading jets.
Figure 128: Kinematic distribution of RunIIa events in the electron chan-
nel with exactly three jets of which exactly one is tagged
with the tight b tagging criterion.
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(a) Transverse momentum pT of the leading jet.
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(f) ∆R between the two leading jets.
Figure 129: Kinematic distribution of RunIIa events in the muon chan-
nel with exactly three jets of which exactly one is tagged
with the tight b tagging criterion.
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(a) Transverse momentum pT of the leading jet.
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Figure 130: Kinematic distribution of RunIIb events in the electron
channel with exactly three jets of which exactly one is
tagged with the tight b tagging criterion.
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(a) Transverse momentum pT of the leading jet.
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(f) ∆R between the two leading jets.
Figure 131: Kinematic distribution of RunIIb events in the muon chan-
nel with exactly three jets of which exactly one is tagged
with the tight b tagging criterion.
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(a) Dijet mass distribution in the electron RunIIa
channel.
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(b) Dijet mass distribution in the muon RunIIa chan-
nel.
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(c) Dijet mass distribution in the electron RunIIb
channel.
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(d) Dijet mass distribution in the muon RunIIb chan-
nel.
Figure 132: Distributions of the dijet mass in all analysis channels con-
tainig three jets in the final state of which exactly one is
required to pass the tight b tagging criterion. Good agree-
ment is achieved between data and simulation, including
all MC backgrounds and the multijet background modeled
from data.
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a.4.3 Double Tag
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(a) Transverse momentum pT of the leading jet.
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Figure 133: Kinematic distribution of RunIIa events in the electron chan-
nel with exactly three jets of which exactly two are tagged
with the loose b-tagging criterion.
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(a) Transverse momentum pT of the leading jet.
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Figure 134: Kinematic distribution of RunIIa events in the muon chan-
nel with exactly three jets of which exactly two are tagged
with the loose b-tagging criterion.
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(a) Transverse momentum pT of the leading jet.
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Figure 135: Kinematic distribution of RunIIb events in the electron
channel with exactly three jets of which exactly two are
tagged with the loose b tagging criterion.
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(a) Transverse momentum pT of the leading jet.
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Figure 136: Kinematic distribution of RunIIb events in the muon chan-
nel with exactly three jets of which exactly two are tagged
with the loose b tagging criterion.
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(a) Dijet mass distribution in the electron RunIIa
channel.
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(b) Dijet mass distribution in the muon RunIIa chan-
nel.
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(c) Dijet mass distribution in the electron RunIIb
channel.
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(d) Dijet mass distribution in the muon RunIIb chan-
nel.
Figure 137: Distributions of the dijet mass in all analysis channels con-
tainig three jets in the final state of which exactly two are
required to pass the loose b tagging criterion. Good agree-
ment is achieved between data and simulation, including
all MC backgrounds and the multijet background modeled
from data.
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a.5 combined figures for three jet events
Analogous to the figures of combinations of all events containing
exactly two jets in the final state, already shown in Ch. 7, the
following figures show the same combination of events for all
events containing exactly three jets in the final state.
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Figure 138: Kinematic distributions of the lepton pT and 6ET (top row),
W transverse mass and sum of the pT of all jets (HT ) (bot-
tom row) for the combination of all subsets with exactly
three jets. No b tagging applied.
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Figure 139: Kinematic distributions of the lepton pT and 6ET (top row),
W transverse mass and sum of the pT of all jets (HT ) (bot-
tom row) for the combination of all subsets with exactly
three jets with exactly one tagged with the tight tagging
criterion.
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Figure 140: Kinematic distributions of the lepton pT and 6ET (top row),
W transverse mass and sum of the pT of all jets (HT ) (bot-
tom row) for the combination of all subsets with exactly
three jets with exactly two tagged with the loose tagging
criterion.
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Figure 141: Random forest output distributions for the combined three
jet events (electron and muon, RunIIa and RunIIb). Left:
RF trained and tested on the single tag sample. Right: RF
tested and trained on the double tag sample. Top: Linear
scale. Bottom: Log scale.
B
S Y S T E M AT I C U N C E RTA I N T Y S I Z E
E S T I M AT I O N
To estimate the size of each systematic uncertainty in the analysis,
we vary each source of systematic uncertainty by ±1σ (where σ
is the size of the source of uncertainty, e.g. the jet energy scale
correction). We re-perform a full analysis with the change in
quantity of each source of uncertainty and then take the ratio of
the obtained final distribution to our nominal distribution (this is
done on the RF output distribution). This ratio is then a measure
of the systematic uncertainty of the varied quantity. Exemplarily,
the ratios are shown for all systematic uncertainties for events in
the electron channel in the RunIIb sample with exactly two jets in
the final state. See 7.4.2 for details on the systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 142: Electron Systematics (2-jet) Jet Energy Scale ±1σ variation
evaluated on the RF output. Fig. (a-f) are single tag samples,
Fig. (g-l) are double tag samples. The dashed black line
shows the distribution on which the systematic is evaluated.
The blue (red) line represents the ratio to the +1 (−1) σ
variation in each sample: Fig.(a,g) WH, (b,h) W+light jets,
(c,i) W+heavy flavor jets, (d,j) Diboson, (e,k) tt¯ and (f,l)
single top.
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Figure 143: Electron Systematics (2-jet) Jet Energy Resolution ±1σ
variation evaluated on the RF output. Fig. (a-f) are single
tag samples, Fig. (g-l) are double tag samples. The dashed
black line shows the distribution on which the systematic is
evaluated. The blue (red) line represents the ratio to the +1
(−1) σ variation in each sample: Fig.(a,g) WH, (b,h) W+light
jets, (c,i) W+heavy flavor jets, (d,j) Diboson, (e,k) tt¯ and (f,l)
single top.
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Figure 144: Electron Systematics (2-jet) Jet identification efficiency
±1σ variation evaluated on the RF output. Fig. (a-f) are
single tag samples, Fig. (g-l) are double tag samples. The
dashed black line shows the distribution on which the
systematic is evaluated. The blue (red) line represents the
ratio to the +1 (−1) σ variation in each sample: Fig.(a,g) WH,
(b,h) W+light jets, (c,i) W+heavy flavor jets, (d,j) Diboson,
(e,k) tt¯ and (f,l) single top.
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Figure 145: Electron Systematics (2-jet) Vertex Confirmation ±1σ vari-
ation evaluated on the RF output. Fig. (a-f) are single tag
samples, Fig. (g-l) are double tag samples. The dashed black
line shows the distribution on which the systematic is eval-
uated. The blue (red) line represents the ratio to the +1 (−1)
σ variation in each sample: Fig.(a,g) WH, (b,h) W+light
jets, (c,i) W+heavy flavor jets, (d,j) Diboson, (e,k) tt¯ and (f,l)
single top.
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Figure 146: Electron Systematics (2-jet) EM Identification ±1σ varia-
tion evaluated on the RF output. Fig. (a-f) are single tag
samples, Fig. (g-l) are double tag samples. The dashed black
line shows the distribution on which the systematic is eval-
uated. The blue (red) line represents the ratio to the +1 (−1)
σ variation in each sample: Fig.(a,g) WH, (b,h) W+light
jets, (c,i) W+heavy flavor jets, (d,j) Diboson, (e,k) tt¯ and (f,l)
single top.
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Figure 147: Electron Systematics (2-jet) ALPGEN Jet η reweighting
±1σ variation for the RF output. Fig. a-b are for the single
tag and c-d for the double tag sample. The dashed black line
shows the distribution on which the systematic is evaluated.
The blue line shows the +1σ, the red line shows the −1σ
in each sample: Fig.(a,c) W+light jets, (b,d) W+heavy flavor
jets.
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Figure 148: Electron Systematics (2-jet) ALPGEN jet ICD reweighting
±1σ variation for the RF output. Fig. a-b are for the single
tag and c-d for the double tag sample. The dashed black line
shows the distribution on which the systematic is evaluated.
The blue line shows the +1σ, the red line shows the −1σ
in each sample: Fig.(a,c) W+light jets, (b,d) W+heavy flavor
jets.
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Figure 149: Electron Systematics (2-jet) ALPGEN lepton η reweight-
ing ±1σ variation for the RF output. Fig. a-b are for the
single tag and c-d for the double tag sample. The dashed
black line shows the distribution on which the systematic
is evaluated. The blue line shows the +1σ, the red line
shows the −1σ in each sample: Fig.(a,c) W+light jets, (b,d)
W+heavy flavor jets.
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Figure 150: Electron Systematics (2-jet) ALPGEN ∆R reweighting ±1σ
variation for the RF output. Fig. a-b are for the single tag
and c-d for the double tag sample. The dashed black line
shows the distribution on which the systematic is evaluated.
The blue line shows the +1σ, the red line shows the −1σ
in each sample: Fig.(a,c) W+light jets, (b,d) W+heavy flavor
jets.
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Figure 151: Electron Systematics (2-jet) ALPGEN Z pT reweighting
±1σ variation for the RF output. Fig. a-b are for the single
tag and c-d for the double tag sample. The dashed black line
shows the distribution on which the systematic is evaluated.
The blue line shows the +1σ, the red line shows the −1σ
in each sample: Fig.(a,c) W+light jets, (b,d) W+heavy flavor
jets.
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Figure 152: Electron Systematics (2-jet) Taggability ±1σ variation eval-
uated on the RF output. Fig. (a-f) are single tag samples,
Fig. (g-l) are double tag samples. The dashed black line
shows the distribution on which the systematic is evaluated.
The blue line shows the +1σ variation, the red line shows
−1σ variation in each sample: Fig.(a,g) WH, (b,h) W+light
jets, (c,i) W+heavy flavor jets, (d,j) Diboson, (e,k) tt¯ and (f,l)
single top.
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Figure 153: Electron Systematics (2-jet) b jet identification ±1σ vari-
ation evaluated on the RF output. Fig. (a-f) are single tag
samples, Fig. (g-l) are double tag samples. The dashed black
line shows the distribution on which the systematic is eval-
uated. The blue line shows the +1σ variation, the red line
shows −1σ variation in each sample: Fig.(a,g) WH, (b,h)
W+light jets, (c,i) W+heavy flavor jets, (d,j) Diboson, (e,k)
tt¯ and (f,l) single top.
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Figure 154: Electron Systematics (2-jet) Variations of selected PDF
uncerainties. A total of 40 PDF variations are made, each
contributing to the final set of systematics. The 18th PDF
variation for signal, the 15th PDF variation for BG (one
of largest shape changes) are shown: Fig. (a-f) are single
tag samples, Fig. (g-l) are double tag samples. The dashed
black line shows the distribution on which the systematic
is evaluated. The blue line shows the +1σ variation, the
red line shows −1σ variation in each sample: Fig.(a,g) WH,
(b,h) W+light jets, (c,i) W+heavy flavor jets, (d,j) Diboson,
(e,k) tt¯ and (f,l) single top.
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Figure 155: Electron Systematics (2-jet) Multijet Misidentification
Rate ±1σ variation for the RF output. Fig.a-c are for the
single tag and d-f for the double tag sample. The dashed
black line shows the distribution on which the systematic
is evaluated. The red line shows +1σ, the blue line shows
−1σ in each sample: Fig.(a,d) Multijet, (b,e) W+light jets,
(c,f) W+bb¯.
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Figure 156: Electron Systematics (2-jet) Multijet electron efficiency
±1σ variation for the RF output. Fig.a-c are for the sin-
gle tag and d-f for the double tag sample. The dashed black
line shows the distribution on which the systematic is eval-
uated. The red line shows +1σ, the blue line shows −1σ
in each sample: Fig.(a,d) Multijet, (b,e) W+light jets, (c,f)
W+bb¯.
A B S T R A C T
The Higgs mechanism of the Standard Model of particle physics
provides a plausible and theoretically solid explanation for the
origin of mass. It predicts at the same time the existence of a yet
unobserved particle, the Higgs boson, with unknown mass from
theory. The Higgs boson is strongly linked to the validity of the
Standard Model at highest energies. This work outlines the three
possible scenarios for the fate of the Standard Model at highest
energies and their implications for theories of cosmological in-
flation. If the Higgs boson mass lies within a certain range the
Standard Model could remain a valid theory up to the Planck
scale. If in this case, the Higgs boson couples non-minimally to
gravity, it could function as the particle responsible for cosmolog-
ical inflation in the very early Universe.
A direct search for the Higgs boson could unveil its mass. The
associated production of a Higgs boson with a W boson has
the highest yields of production cross section times branching
ratio in the region below 130 GeV at the Tevatron accelerator.
We analyze a dataset of 5.3 fb−1 of Tevatron data accumulated
by the DØ experiment, searching for a W boson that decays
into a lepton and a neutrino, of which the latter is accounted
for by missing energy in the detector. The Higgs boson decays
into two b quarks which then hadronize and form jets. These
jets can be identified by a neural network b tagging method. A
Random Forest multivariate technique is then used to improve
signal sensitivity. In the absence of a signal excess in our final
data to simulation comparison, we set a limit on the production
cross section times branching ratio of the Higgs boson in the WH
channel of 0.533 pb at a mass of 115 GeV. This limit corresponds
to a factor of 4.1 of the Standard Model prediction. Further limits
are set for Higgs masses in a range of 100 - 150 GeV in steps of 5
GeV, the region where the WH channel is most sensitive. These
results will be submitted for publication and contribute to the
Tevatron combination of Higgs analyses.
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R É S U M É
Le mécanisme de Higgs du Modèle Standard (SM) peut expli-
quer l’origine de la masse. Il prédit également l’existence d’une
particule non encore observée, le boson de Higgs, dont la masse
n’est pas prédite par la théorie. Le boson de Higgs est fortement
lié à la validité du SM à hautes énergies. On explique les trois
scénarios pour l’évolution du SM et leurs implications pour les
théories de l’inflation cosmologique. Si la masse du boson de
Higgs se situe dans une certaine gamme, le SM pourrait rester
une théorie valide jusqu’à l’échelle de Planck. Si le couplage du
boson de Higgs à la gravité n’est pas minimal, il peut également
être la particule responsable de l’inflation cosmologique. Pour
rechercher le boson de Higgs au Tevatron, la production associée
avec un boson W est l’un des canaux les plus sensibles pour
une masse inférieure à 130 GeV. On analyse 5,3 fb-1 de données
D0-Tevatron, en recherchant un boson W qui se désintègre en
un lepton et un neutrino. Le boson de Higgs se désintègre en
deux quarks b qui forment des jets qui peuvent être identifiés
par un b tagger de réseau de neurones. Une analyse multivariée
est utilisée pour améliorer la sensibilité au signal. En l’absence
d’un excès de signal dans la comparaison données et simulation,
on calcule une limite sur le produit (section efficace) x (rapport
d’embranchement) dans le canal WH de 0,533 pb à une masse de
115 GeV à 95% niveau de confiance. Cette limite correspond à un
facteur de 4,1 de la prédiction SM. D’autres limites sont calculées
pour les masses dans une gamme de 100 à 150 GeV par pas de 5
GeV. Ces résultats seront soumis pour publication et contribuent
à la combinaison d’analyses Higgs au Tevatron.
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